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the mormon
succession crisis of 1844

D michael quinn

As president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
since its establishment in 1830 joseph smith jr had been the apex
of a pyramid of ecclesiastical leadership but to many people liehelleile was
viewed as though liehelleile were the keystone of the existence of mor-
monism in this view as the removal of the keystone from an arch
causes the arch to collapse it was assumed that the entire LDSLIDS

church would collapse if at smith s death the role of the president
were not filled properly and to the satisfaction of the general mem-
bershipbership A small group of men most notably the quorum of the
twelve apostles had received private instruction from joseph
smith in the spring of 1844 concerning the proper mode of suc-
cession these private instructions however were unknown to the
general membership of the insIDSLDS church in fact by the summer
of 1844 there was no explicit outline of presidential succession in
print

this laid the foundation for a succession crisis among the latter
day saints when joseph smith was murdered by a mob on 27 june
1844 not only did most mormonscormons have only the haziest concept
of what should transpire in the leadership of the LDS church if
the founding prophet were to die but between 1834 and 1844
joseph smith had by word or action established precedents or
authority for eight possible methods of succession 1 by a coun-
selor in the first presidency 2 by a special appointment 3

through the office of associate president 4 by the presiding pa-
triarch 5 by the council of fifty 6 by thediedle quorum of the twelve
apostles 7 by three priesthood councils 8 by a descendant of
joseph smith jr in time all but one of the major claimants were
invalidated by their personal circumstances or the insufficiency of
their claims

D michael quinn is a doctoral candidate in history at yale university
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forfoifol those few to whom joseph had given definite instructions
relating to successionsuccession their course following the martyrdom was
clear once the shock of that event passed but for the average mor-
mon the death of joseph smith jr created a sometimes prolonged
crisis inin which it was necessary to decide which of conflicting suc-
cessioncession claimants was authorized of god the schismatic fragmen-
tation of the LDS church that followed the martyrdom resulted
from a multiplicity of successionsuccession precedents and a general lack of
uniform understanding of what joseph smith s provisions for suc-
cessioncession actually were tracing the history and significance of these
eight precedents isis the work of this article

succession BY A COUNSELOR

the earliest mode of presidential successionsuccession mentioned by jo-
seph smith concerned the right of his first or second counselor to
preside inin his absence on 17 february 18341854 at the organization
of the kirtland council the prophet spoke of the role of counselors
inin the ancient church he had two men appointed as counsellorscounsellors
with him and inin case peter was absent his counsellorscounsellors could
transact business alone 1 an 1833 revelation stated that the coun-
selors inin the first presidency are accounted as equal with thee inin
holding the keys of this last kingdom dacd&c 90690 6 moreover
on 19 april 1834 joseph smith oliver cowdery and zebedee col-
trin laid hands upon bro sidney rigdon and confirmed upon
him the blessings of wisdom and knowledge to preside over the
church inin the absence of brother joseph although idiomatic en-
glish would not normally equate absence with death inin such
statements the lack of a publicly acknowledged method of suc-
cessioncession caused many mormonscormons inin 1844 to make such an equation
inin rigdon s favor this interpretation was aided by the fact that the
prophet had never specifically denied the possibility of presidential
successionsuccession by a surviving counselor of the first presidency inin the
event of his own death 2

kirtland council minute book 17 february 1834 archives division historical
department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as
church archives see also joseph smith jr historyhisfof of the chachchmchchurch of jesus christchiist of
of lafterlatterlaffer day saints ed B H roberts 7 volsvoisos salt lake city deseret book 1970
2252 25 283128 31 hereafter cited as HC all manuscript excerpts inin this article are quoted
by permission of the respective repositories

journal of joseph smith jr 18321834 ppap 7879 church archives HC
22512 251 in the historyhisto of the church there are minutes of a meeting of the first
presidency and the quorum of the twelvetwebe part of which reads also the twelve
are not subject to any other than the first presidency vizMZ myself said the prophet
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after joseph smith s murder inin june 1844 sidney rigdon inin-
deed did claim the right as first counselor to preside over the church
as guardian but his previous unstable church serviceservice did not
inspire confidence inin his claim less than four months after he
had been appointed as a counselor to joseph smith on 8 march
1832 3 rigdon attempted to seizeseize control of the church as described
inin the diary of reynolds cahoon under the date of 565 6 july 1832

thursday 4 0 clock met with some otof the br for meting and
at the meting br sidney remarked that he had a revelation from
the lord & said that the kingdom was taken from the church
and left with him fryday br hiram went after joseph when he
came he affirmed that the kingdom was ours & never should be
taking from the faithful 4

the prophet disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped rigdon took his license but
after a period of about three weeks he restored rigdon to the po-
sition of counselor moreover after the expulsion of the mormonscormons
from missouri inin 1839 rigdon became disaffected claiming that
he would never follow any revelation again that did not tend to

his comfort and interest let it come from joseph smith god
almighty or any body else c rigdon apparently also urged the

sidney rigdon and frederick G williams who areaiedleuleafe now my counselors and where
I1 am not there isis no first presidency over the twelve

the prophet also stated to the twelve that he did not countenance the harsh
language of president cowdery to them see HC 237425742 374574 italics added

the italicized words certainly would have removed the implication that at the
death of the president of the church his counselors would be able to succeed him
inin the leadership of the church the italicized words however were not inin the orig-
inal minutes which constituted roberts source the passage inin the original reads

also the 12 are not subject to any other than the first presidency vizviz myself S

rigdon and F D williams I1 also stated to the 12 that I1 do not countenance the
harsh language of presidency cowdery to them see journal of joseph smith
jr 16 january 1836 this important addition to the text appeared inin the printed
edition of these minutes inin history of joseph smith deseret news biweekly
21 august 1852 1I haehave been unable to find any original records of a statement by jo
seph smith specifically nullifying the right of presidential successionsuccession by his couns
elors implied inin his 1834 remarks

kirtland revelations book 8 march 1832 ppap 1011loiiloli10 11 church archives see also
D michael quinn evolution of the presiding quorums of the LDS church foutrourIomourout
nal of mormon history 119742324119742311974 23 24

diary of reynolds cahoon 565 6 july 1832 church archives
in a letter to W W phelps on 31 july 1832 joseph smith said that rigdon

had already been restored to his position see joseph smith papers church archives
times and seasons 51 october 18446601844 660 jedediah M grant A collection of facts
relative to the course taken by eldereilef sidney rigdon philadelphia brown
bicking & guilbert 1844 p 6 lucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph
smith the prophet london latter day saints book depot 1853 ppap 19496

&
orson hyde speech of elder orson hyde delivered before the high priests

quorum inin nauvoo april 27th271h 1845 city of joseph 111illiliiii john taylor 1845 p
7 grant A collection of fantifactsfaris p 13 brigham youngs statement inin times and
seasons 51 october 18446661844 666
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saints to scatter after their expulsion for the work seems as though
it had come to an end 7 when joseph smith escaped from prison
in missouri however he had the saints gather at a settlement on
the mississippi liehelleile later named nauvoo

at nauvoo joseph smith sought to displace rigdon from the
presidency of the church in 1841 joseph appointed john C ben-
nett as assistant president to assume rigdonsRigdons duties and on 13
august 1843 a conference of the church at nauvoo temporarily
disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped rigdon for allegedly aiding anti mormonscormons nevert-
helesstheless a general conference on 7 october 1843 voted to retain
rigdon as first counselor even though joseph smith proposed that
rigdon be deposed and excommunicated forced to have a counselor
he didndian t want the prophet remarked 1 I have thrown him off my
shoulders and you have again put him on me you may carry him
but I1 will not 8 although sidney rigdon briefly regained the con-
fidence of the prophet in the spring of 1844 on theflie eve of his as-
sassinationsassination joseph expressed gratitude that rigdon would not lead
the church 9

after the martyrdom of the prophet sidney rigdon returned
to nauvoo from pittsburgh pennsylvania claiming that he was
the man to lead the church as its guardian he presented his
claim of succession by reminding the mormonscormons of his long associa-
tion with the deceased prophet and by referring to a revelation he
had allegedly received in pittsburgh confirming his right to lead
moreover rigdon claimed that the death of joseph smith had not
disorganized any quorum of the church and therefore rigdon
claimed he still functioned as first counselor but many of the
saints at nauvoo were well aware of his previous instability and
at a public meeting on 8 august 1844 rejected rigdon s claim to
succession and voted to accept the quorum of the twelve apostles
as the presiding authority 10

brigham young and john taylor in journal of discourses 26 vols london
latter day saints book depot 185518861855 1886 1125 17 hereafter cited as JDD

HCWC 649 A variant quotation of joseph smiths words concerning the action
of the conference in 1843 is as follows 1 I do therefore reject and cast him off as a
man unworthy of the high office to which he has been ordained and appointed I1 can
no longer sustain him if the church is disposed to take the responsibility upon itself
of sustaining him it may but I1 shall do it no longer see grant A collection of
facts p 15

for9forifor a summary of rigdonsRigdons pre 1844 decline see F mark mckiernanKiemanklemanMc the voice
of one crying in the wilderness sidney rigdon religious reformer 179318761793 1876

lawrence kansas coronado press 1971 ppap 10610logio106log 10 11425114 25 hereafter cited as
sidney rigdon

ibid p 129
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bitterly disappointed rigdon refused the offer of the apostles
to continue functioning under their direction the seriousness
of rigdon s position and the threat he represented in 1844 was indi-
cated in the journal of one of the apostles george A smith

tuesday sept 3 1I learned elder rigdon was making a division in
the church ordaining prophets priests & kings contrary to the say
of god the twelve visited him he said his authority was greater
than ours seemed determined to scatter the church and led
up A party he claimed to have many visions and revelations and
at varance with those given prest joseph smith we labored with
him till 9 0 ciocdoc at night and after deliberation desfeloshiped him
& sent elders P P pratt 0 hide A lyman to demand his
licenclicena he was angry he said he would expose the counsels of
the church and publish all he knew against us he knew the church
had not been led by the spirit to god for long time 11

unable to tolerate rigdon s schismatic activities the quorum of the
twelve prepared to excommunicate him in doing so they took
pains to assemble a special council designated in one of the revela-
tions as the proper body to try a president of the high priesthood
for misconduct 12 the care of the apostles in adhering to this pro-
vision may have been intended to show rigdonsRigdons supporters that his
case had been handled in a manner appropriate to his pretensions

like john C bennett and william law before him sidney
rigdon in october 1844 established a periodical in which he and
his supporters attacked the church at nauvoo charging the saints
with various crimes including polygamy rigdon was sustained as

first president of the church at a conference of his supporters
in pittsburgh on 12 october 1844 which was followed by the estab-
lishmentlishment of a church of christ on 6 april 1845 that included
a quorum of twelve apostles and council of seventy at its incep-
tion 13 from the outset rigdon s supporters wrote articles insisting
that joseph smith had been cut off by the lord as early as 1841
when he appointed rigdon as a prophet seer and revelator 14

writing to his own spokesman stephen post in 1866 rigdon made
it clear that joseph being a fallen prophet was the sineyinesineyrne qua non
of his own claims hence all must see that the state of things

journal of george A smith 3 september 1844 church archives
11hcHC 7268697268 69 dacd&c 107828410782 84
latter day saints messenger and advocate pittsburgh pa 115 october

1844111218441112 messnessmessengerenger and advocate of the church of christ pittsburgh pa
115 april 18451681845 68

latter day saints messenger and advocate pittsburgh pa 115 october
18445 11 november 184411 116ilg116iti december 184454 ll11111 1 february 1845
105
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which now exists could not exist only through the transgression and
fall of JS rigdon s ultimate claim as a successor to joseph smith
rested on that assumption 15

sidney rigdon s followers began deserting him in 1846 when
his rash prophecies failed and when liehelleile introduced a form of polyg-
amy As his movement was collapsing rigdon made a desperate
bid to recapture the millenarian vision of mormonism by colonizing
his remaining adherents but this also shortly failed 16 having been
humiliated at nauvoo and again in pennsylvania rigdon withdrew
to the seclusion of his home in friendship new york his appoint-
ment of stephen post as his spokesman inin 1856 was so literal that
it was post who provided the only effective proselyting and leader-
ship for rigdon s group aside from publicly preaching at center
ville pennsylvania in december 1859 rigdon apparently refused
to have personal contact with a movement that had disheartened
and disgraced him so many times instead he instructed post to
proselyte and organize wrote lengthy revelations and sermons for
post to read at conferences of the children of zion yet exercised
such restraint on the movement that proselyting was allowed only
among pre 1845 members of the LDS church and a quorum of
apostles was not organized until 4 july 1868 although sidney rig-
don continued to write revelations and intricate religious treatises
to his spokesman until rigdon died in 1876 he wrote a non mor
mon inquirer on 25 may 1873

the church of latter day saints had three books that they ac-
knowledge as canonical the bible the book of morman and the
commmandments for the existence of that church there had to be
a revelator one who received the word of the lord andland A

rigdon to post igl19119 june 1866 box 1 folder 12 stephen post papers church
archives after rigdon broke with the apostles john C bennett circulated a revela-
tion purportedly given through joseph smith in 1841 designating rigdon as suc-
cessor at the prophet s death this revelation was published inin a special issueissue of
rigdon s periodical see reprint in the prophet new york 10 may 18451.184511845 to
one acquainted with bennetts I1literary style and flourishes however the document
was obviously bennett s own creation orson hyde characterized it inin 1845 as having
bennetbennettt s identity stamped upon every sentence hyde speech p 29 rigdon
himself distrusted the document he professed total ignorance of it in 1845 see
messenger and advocate of the churchchuich of christ 115 july 1845 p 266 more
over inin 1856 rigdonradon wrote a lengthy treatise in support of his right of successionsuccession
but made no mentmentionionlon of the alleged 1841 revelationre elation see rigdon to post 22 february
1856 box 1 folder 3 stephen post papers

for a contemporary description of the 1846 collapse of rigdon s church see the
following letters benjamin chapman to james J strang 24 march 1846 james
smith to strang 16 may 1846 and peter hess roto strang 14 december 1846 which
are documents 16 22 and 45 inin the james J strang manuscripts western americana
beinecke rare book and manuscript library yale university new haven con-
necticut hereafter cited as yale university
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spokesman one inspired of god to expound all revelation so that
the church might all be of one faith with out these two men the
church of latter day sainstgainst could not existthisexist this order ceased to
exist being overcome by the violence of armed men

all societies and assemblages of men collected together since
then is not the church of jesus christ of latter day saints nor
never can there be such a church till the lord movestbovest by his own
power as he did the first 17

the instability sidney rigdon manifested during the lifetime of
joseph smith had by this time apparently come full circle in this
private denial of the existence of a church that rigdon was private-
ly fostering through correspondence 18 when rigdon s indefatigable
spokesman died inin 1879 the rigdon nmovement disintegrated

succession BY SPECIAL OR SECRET appointment
A second possible method of presidential succession involved a

special appointment of a successor without prior public confirmation
or public announcement revelations to joseph smith specified that
11 all things including ordination were to be done in the church
by the common consent shown by a vote of the church dacd&c 20
656765 67 262 nevertheless due to peculiar circumstances or exi-
genciesgencies joseph smith had often suspended the prior approval of
common consent at nauvoo the prophet secretly introduced special
endowment ceremonies the practice of plural marriage and the
organization and conduct of a parapoliticalparapolitical council of fifty with-
out the ratifying vote of the church in common consent moreover
the following important ordinations of general authorities had
not only occurred without a prior vote of the church but had also
continued in force for weeks months or years before beinabeingbelnabein official-
lyy presented for a public vote of common consent sidney rigdonrigdonadon
and jesse gause as counselors to the president on 8 march 1832
oliver cowdery as assistant or associate president on 5 decem-
ber 1834 joseph smith ST and hyrum smith as assistant presidents
on 6 december 1834 hyrum smith as presiding patriarch on 14

september 1840 and several apostles including amasa M lyman
who was ordained an apostle on 20 august 1842 and made a

rigdon to charles L woodward 25 may 1873 manuscript division new york
public library new york city

his son john W rigdon interpreted this instability of his very lucid and
articulate father as mental derangement see letter of john W rigdon to stephen
post 5 december 1859 stephen post papers for details of rigdon s followers and
organization from 1856 to 1879 see the diaries letters and documents in the stephen
post collection church archives
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special counselor to the president the following february common
consent had followed rather than preceded all these ordinations
and these precedents therefore accustomed the saints to voting for
the highest officers inin the church in public long after the ordination
or appointment had occurred in private

the possibility of such a practice affecting succession to the presi-
dency of the church was given precedent when joseph smith spec-
ially ordained david whitmer one of the three witnesses to the
book of mormon as his successor on 8 july 1834

president joseph smith jr gave a history of the ordination of
david whitmer which took place inin july 1834 to be a leader or a
prophet to this church which ordination was on condition that
he J smith jr1jrjre did not live to god himself 19

whitmer s ordination as successor was known to only a few in mis-
souri and news of this most important appointment was not pub-
lished in the church periodical at the headquarters in kirtland
ohio the fact that whitmer was excommunicated from the church
in 1838 for apostasy removed his name as a possible successor but
did not alter an important development in the succession question
joseph smith had established precedent for ordaining men to the
highest offices of the church without prior common consent and
without immediate public knowledge the mere lack of public
knowledge or absence of common consent did not invalidate any
appointment or actual ordination made by the president of the
church who held the keys of the priesthood only the personal
action of one so designated or the authoritative action of a proper
tribunal could cancel the validity of such an appointment or ordi-
nation

in the confusion following joseph smith s death it was inevitable
that a claim otof secret ordination as successor would be advanced
by someone who wanted to lead the saints As it turned out three
men claimed they had received secret ardiordinationsnations or appointments
which gave them authority for the divergent paths they took after
the martyrdom james J strang lyman wight and alpheus cutler
advanced such claims each attracting fewer adherents than his
predecessor

james J strang had been baptized into the church on 25 feb-
ruary 1844 and had left nauvoo shortly thereafter to explore a

far west record typescript 15 march 1838 church archives HC 332 note
reed C Durdutdurhamhainharn jr and stephen H heath succession inin the church salt lake
city bookcraft 1970 ppap 9109 10
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possible location for the mormonscormons in wisconsin he claimed that
while there he received a revelation in a letter from joseph smith
dated 18 june 1844 which appointed him as josephs successor

& now behold my servant james J strang hath come to thee from
far for truth when he knew it not & hath not rejected it but hath
had faith in thee the shepherd and stone of israel & to him shall
the gathering of the people be fore he shall plant a stake of zion
in wisconsin & I1 will establish it & there shall my people have
peace & rest & shall not be moovedmooned 20

even at face value the letter seemed to be no more than a local ap-
pointment butut strang insisted the document designated him as
joseph s successor rather than presenting his claims to the church
in nauvoo strang announced his position at a conference of the
church at florence michigan on 5 august 1844 the presiding
elder of that branch crandall dunn denounced the claim as an
imposture and observed that the postmark on the envelope of
strang s letter proved it to nave been a forgery 21 brigham young in
1846 denounced the entire letter as a forgery every person ac-
quaintedquain ted with joseph smith and his style of dictation and writing
might readily know that he never wrote nor caused to be written
that letter to strang 22 modern analysts of the document have not
only agreed with that verdict butkut have also judged the signature
of joseph smithsmitbsmita on the letter to be a forgery 23 in addition to the
letter strang also claimed that he hadbad been ordained successor by
an angel persisting in his claims he was excommunicated by the
branch at florence michigan on 5 august 1844 an action that was
repeated by the apostles at nauvoo

despite his excommunication and in rebellion against a revel-
ation published by orson hyde condemning strang 24 hundreds of

milo quaife the kingdom of saint james A narrative of the cormonsmormons new
haven yale university press 1930 p 236 the original document is in the strang
manuscripts at yale university

journal of crandall dunn 5 august 1844 church archives and dunn s
letter concerning the florence michigan conference in larleylatterlatler day saints millennial
star 815 october 1846931846 93

brigham young to beloved brethren 24 january 1846 document 11 strang
manuscripts yale university

thomas2thomasbthomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago university of chicago press 1959
p 70 robert P weeks for his was the kingdom and the power and the
glory briefly american heritage 21june21 june 1970781970 78 dale L morgan cal-
endar of the strang manuscripts ppap 252825 28 strang manuscripts yale university
interview with dean C jessee salt lake city who has extensively studied the
handwriting signatures and prose style of joseph smith jr

orson hyde he that hath ears to hear let him hear what the spirit saith
unto the churches broadside nauvoo npap 14 march 1846 copy at church
archives
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saints immediately rallied to the self proclaimed new prophet
eventually strang gave up his commissioncommission to establish a stake inin
wisconsin and instead built a theocratic community on beaver
island michigan where more than two thousand followers as-
sembled strang alienated many of his own followers however by
advancing to the highest leadership inin his organization such avowed
enemiesenemies of the prophet joseph smith as william E McmclellmmclellinmcclellinLellin and
john C bennett by introducing a form of endowment ritual and
the practice of polygamy and by his public coronation as king inin
1850 strang was murdered by disgruntled followers and non mor
mons inin 1856 although he survived his assassination long enough
to appoint a successor liehelleile steadfastly refused to do so and his erst-
while dynamic following disintegrated after his death in 1897
one of strang s apostles ordained a man to be a presiding high
priest and subsequent ordinations have continued to provide leader-
ship to a devoted band of approximately 200 strangitesStrangites 25

unlike strang lyman wight had an impressive record of serviceservice
inin the church and kingdom of god that extended back to his bap-
tism inin 1830 he was the first man ordained by joseph smith to the
office of high priest inin june 1831 and not quite ten years later he
was ordained an apostle As a member of the council of fifty inin
1844 wight had been commissioned by joseph smith to establish a
colony inin texas which missionmission he was allowed by the council of
fifty to corncommencemence after the martyrdom wight never departed
from that missionmission and his refusal to rejoin the quorum of the
twelve inin utah or to recognize its authority over him resulted inin
his being dropped from that quorum and excommunicated on 3 de-
cember 1848184826

leading his little colony of followers inin texas wight gave
varying support to several possible modes of succession to be dis-
cussed later inin this essay he supported the quorum of twelve
apostles until liehelleile was asked to depart from his original missionmission he
maintained that the council of fifty had the right to reorganize the
church and appoint a successor to joseph smith he accepted inin

see also quaife the kingdom of saint james william D russell king
james strang joseph smiths successor 5 inin restoration movement essays inin mor
mon history ed F mark mckiernan alma R blair and paul M edwards

lawrence kansas coronado press 1973 ppap 2315625156251231 56
pphilip2philipphilip C wightman the life and contributions of lyman wight master s

thesis brighambnghambangham young university 1971 lyman wight an address byB way of an
abridged account and journal of my life from february 1844 up to april 1848
n p 1848 publication of this pamphlet was the specific cause for wightwightss ex

communication
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november 1849 the position of counselor to william smith as the
patriarchal successor to joseph smith and he repeatedly affirmed
that it was the patrilineal right of joseph smith 111IIIililii to be the
prophet s successor 27

nevertheless lyman wight firmly believed liehelleile had authority by
secret ordination superior to that of anyone else on earth in a let-
ter written in july 1855 wight said that joseph smith in 1834
had ordained 1himm to the office of benameyBenamey in the presence of
an angel and that when joseph smith commissioned wight to estab-
lish the texas colony in 1844 the prophet gave to wighteight a lifelong
mission

this revolationrevelation of the lord was given by the angel of the
seventh dispensation and was to continue during my life it was
given by the highest authority that then was and I1 can not see
any use or benefit it could be to alter it especially as their is no
power on earth that can do it my mission was to continue
dureingdareing my life and as joseph never found fault with me and no
other man has authority to do so I1 think my case will lay over
till the lord takes me to himself 28

thus the wild ram of the mountains had adopted an attitude
of ecclesiastical solipsism based on a secret ordination his attitude
made the succession question irrelevant wight was able to ac-
knowledge individually or collectively the prerogatives of the quo-
rum of the twelve of the council of fifty of william smith and
of joseph smith III111 as long as those claimants did not presume to
infringe upon his view of his own appointment and mission from
1845 until his death in 1858 lyman wight led his devoted follow-
ers on a series of exodusesexoduses explorations and colonizations in texas
wearied by their perpetual pioneering and unable to share wight s

solipsism following his death most of wight s colony espoused
either the patrilineal succession lieheile had approved at least in theory
or the apostolic succession that hebe had rebelled against

alpheus cutler was the last man who claimed a right of suc-
cessioncession on the basis of a secret ordination by the prophet born in
1784 and called father cutler by joseph smith alpheus had
been a member of the church since 1833 he rose to special prom-
inence at nauvoo becoming a member of the high council of the
temple committee of joseph smith s bodyguard and in 1844 of

21 ibid heman C smith the lyman wight colony in texas typescript
church archives letterbookLetterbook of lyman wight p 24 research library and archives
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints the auditorium indepen-
dence missouri hereafter cited as RLDS archives

wight letterbookLetterbook p 25
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the council of fifty it was from the latter body that cutler derived
his own claim of special authority in a letter of 29 january 1856
alpheus cutler described the church as the lesser stream which
flows from the greater fountain of the kingdom of god 29 for
cutler however the right of successionsuccession came through a special
ordination as described inin the official history of cutler s church
of jesus christ

joseph smith sometime prior to his death organized a quorum
of seven all of whom were ordained under his hand to the pro-
phetic office with all the rights keys powers privileges and
blessings belonging to that condition the only difference in the
ordinations of the seven was in the case of alpheus cutler whose
right to act as prophet seer and revelator was to be in force upon
the whole world from that very hour under this ordination he
claimed an undisputed right to organize and build up the king-
dom the same as joseph had done 30

declining to go to utah with the quorum of twelve apostles and
council of fifty alpheus cutler withdrew from winter quarters
in 1848 and established a colony of followers inin iowa he ordained
a patriarch on 1 february 1849 and having been excommunicated
from the LDS church on 20 april 1851 cutler performed the first
baptisms of a separate organization on 8 september 1853 on 19
september 1853 alpheus cutler was sustained by his followers as
11 our head or chief councilor while consistent with cutler s view
of the superiority of kingdom overtheovertoeover the church another man was
sustained president of the church of jesus christ nevertheless on
13 march 1863 alpheus cutler stated that the quorum of 7 ord
acnedained by joseph had no control over spiritual affairs 31 at its
apex in 1859 cutler s organization comprised only 183 persons
and following his death on 10 august 1864 the movement grad-
ually disintegrated until as of 1973 only five persons maintained
his testimony 3212

cutler to zenas H gurley 29 january 1856 RLDS archives
rupert J and daisy whiting fletcher alpheus cutler and the church of jesus

christ independence missouri the church of jesus christ 1974 p 53
diary of william W blair 186518641863186418651863 1864 13 march 1863 RLDS archives

moreover in a meeting of the nauvoo high council on 30 november 1844 elder
alpheus cutler also remarked that he felt bound to sustasustainn the twelve and all

the quorums in the church with its present organization for on that his salvation
depended minutes of nauvoo high council 30 november 1844 p 8 church
archives

12fletcher alpheus cutlerculler rupert J fletcher the scattered children of zion
independence missouri rupert J fletcher 1959 patriarchal blessing book of

pliny fisher p 2 RLDS archives beloinebelaine W young minnesota mormonscormonsMormons the
cutleritesCutler ites courage A journal of history thought and action 2 winterspring2winterspringWinter Spring
197311737197311737
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although contrary to the published revelations concerning the
necessity for common consent in ordinations these claims of secret
ordination were consistent with the precedents joseph smith had
frequently established in which he asked the saints to ratify ordi-
nations that had occurred previously without public knowledge
strang s claim of secret appointment was based on apparently
falsified evidence wight s was a manifestation of his religious
solipsism and cutler s was an aberrant of the political kingdom
of god nevertheless none of these claims could be dismissed as
contrary to precedent and each of them acted as a siren call during
the succession crisis of 1844

succession THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ASSOCIATE PRESIDENT

during the same year that precedent for the first two methods
of presidential succession was established joseph smith added a
third when on 5 december 18541834 he ordained oliver cowdery to the
office of assistant president of the high priesthood to assist in
presiding over the church and bearing the keys of this kingdom
cowdery s minutes of his ordination indicate that he was not merely
made an assistant whose role was subordinate to the first and second
counselors in the first presidency

the office of assistant president is to assist in presiding over
the whole church and to officiate in the absence of the president
according to their his rank and appointment viz president cow-
dery first president rigdon second and president williams third
as they were severally called the office of this priesthood is also
to act as spokesman taking aaron for an ensample 33

although introduced as a member of the first presidency after rig-
don and williams cowdery was given supremacy over them in
fact the definition of his powers gave cowdery joint control with
the prophet in the absence of joseph smith cowdery was president
and the first and second counselors were his counselors recent LDS
historians have been unanimous in the judgment that oliver cow-
dery s position gave him automatic right to the presidency of the
church in the event of the prophet s death and therefore some
have asserted that cowdery should be called associate president
rather than assistant president an office given to several men 343

manuscript history of the church book alA l1 5 december 1834 church
archives

joseph fielding smith the divine law of witnesses church section
deseret news 8 april 1939 ppap 6 8 bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt
lake city bookcraft 1958 p 53 joseph fielding smith foreword in pearson
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however had joseph smith not lived to god david whitmer
had also been ordained to succeed him as president thus following
5 december 1834 both whitmer and cowdery had been given an
indisputable right to succeed joseph smith A succession impasse
could have resulted had the prophet died or been deposed while
these two appointments were still in force As it turned out both
cowdery and whitmer fell from grace at a conference on 3 sep-
tember 1837 joseph smith announced cowdery had been in trans-
gressiongression and thereafter cowdery was demoted to serve with the as-
sistant presidents who were ranked beneath the first and second
counselor in authority whitmer also became disaffected and re-
belliousbel lious both helieileite and cowdery were excommunicated from the
church for apostasy in 1838

following their excommunications cowdery and whitmer fol-
lowed quite different paths with respect to their former rights of
succession cowdery asserted no schismatic claims on the basis of his
former ordinations he established a law practice at tiffin ohio
where in 1844 he was a charter member of the methodist congrega-
tion oliver cowdery never fully lost his interest in mormonism
however and on 12 november 1848 he was baptized again into
the church over which brigham young now presided 35 in con-
trast david whitmer was drawn into schismatic activities ap-
pointed by excommunicant william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin as president of the
church of christ on 10 february 1847 whitmer supported mc

lellin s actions until it was apparent that the organization was
stillborn for the nextthirtynext thirty years whitmer seemed embarrassed by
the 1847 effort affirming that the time had not arrived to put the
church in order nevertheless in 1876 david whitmer ordained
his nephew to organize a new church according to the original
pattern thus reviving the 1847 church of christ although
whitmer himself denied that he was claiming to be joseph smiths

H corbettCorbetf hyrum smith patriarch salt lake city deseret book 1967 ppap
xiv xv robert glen mouritsen the office of associate president of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints masters thesisthessis brigham young university 1972
ppap 3311233 112 durham and heath succession p 3 elders smith and mcconkie seem
to have been the first to adopt the term associate president

stanley R gunn oliver Cocowderyadery second elder and scribe salt lake city
bookcraft 1962 ppap 18182181 82 cowdery wrote a letter to whitmer which seemed to
support whitmer s schismatic movement and the letter was printed in ensign of
liberty kirtland ohio I11 may 18489193184891 93 when he applied for baptism into
the LDS church cowdery explained that the letter was published without his know-
ledge and that he wrote it prior to learning of the revelation dacd&c 124 that con-
ferred upon hyrum smith the keys and authority previously held by cowdery having
come to this realization cowdery accepted apostolic succession
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successor his supporters did not failfallgalifali to use the fact of whitmer s

1834 ordination as a supporting arguinargurnargumentargurnentent for the movement more-
over whitmer regarded joseph smith as a fallen prophet although
whitmer s organization produced some important historical docu-
ments it never advanced beyond a struggle for existence 3ag3g1

after oliver cowdery lost the privilege of joint leadership with
joseph tharthacthauthae position was conferred upon the prophet s brother
hyrum smith in 1841 in the revelation joseph announced on 19
january of that year hyrum smith was appointed to oliver cow-
dery s former station having been given this position hyrum
smith was the first inin line of succession should joseph smith die
in october 1844 brigham young remarked did joseph ordain
any man to take his place he did who was ititait5 it was hyrum
but hyrum fell a martyr before joseph did if hyrum had lived he
would have acted for joseph 173 although joseph had estab-
lished a special office in the hierarchy which had automatic right
of successionsuccession in the event of the death of the church president
the only men who had been ordained to that office had been re-
moved by apostasy or death

succession BY THE PRESIDING PATRIARCH

deriving from hyrum smith however came a fourth claim
for the right of successionsuccession in addition to being the successor of
oliver cowdery as associate president hyrum smith was also his
father s successor as presiding patriarch of the church on his death-
bed 14 september 1840 joseph smith sr presiding patriarch
sincesince 1833 conferred that office upon his son hyrum 38 with refer-
ence to this event joseph smith jr commented to his associates
on 27 may 1843 the patriarchal office isis the highest office inin the
churchchurch and father smith conferred this office on hyrum smith

ebbie L V richardson david whitmer A witness to the divine authenacthen
ticitytimity of the book of mormon mastermasterss thesis bnghambrighambangham young university 1952
ppap 778277 82 1283412854128 34 letter of Hhiramram page to william E mclellinMcmcclellinLellin 6 june 1848 and
letter of McmclellinmcleliinmcclellinMcLeLellinlIin to bond family february 1870 both at RLDS archives david
whitmer an address to all believersbelieves inin christ richmond missouri n p
1887 the ensign of Lilibertyferlyherly of the chuichchurch of christ kirtland ohio 1847
1849 the return davis cac1cityty iowa richmond missouri denver colorado inde
pendencemendencependence missouri jan 1889 oct 1900

times and seasons 515 october 18446831844 685683 dacd&c 1249495 HC 6546
mouritsenMoun tsen associate prespresidentident1 ppap 12440124 40 edward tullidge life of joseph the
prophet planopianopianoplano ill111lillii reolreorganizedanizedanizel church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1880 p 491

journal of joseph fielding 9 december 1840 church archives smith bio
graphical sketches ppap 26667 corbett hyrum smith ppap 240 241 243
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on his deathbed 39 determining what joseph meant by his descrip-
tion of this office as the highest in the church is problematical be-
cause the documents and history of the LDS church from 1833
to 1844 unquestionably refute the concept that the presiding pa-
triarch s office was superior in authority either to the president
of the church or to the quorum of the twelve the presiding
patriarch directed the administration of prophetic blessings in the
church and presided over regional patriarchs who performed that
task patriarchs joseph smith sr and hyrum smith had acted as
subordinates to joseph smith jr perhaps the prophet described
that office as the highest in honor rather than in priesthood
keys due to the completely revelatory nature of its operation in
any event when joseph smith publicly declared on 16 july 1843
that hyrum smith should hold the office of prophet to the church
as it was his birthright 40 he obviously referred to hyrum s lineal
role as successor to his father in the office of presiding patriarch
and thus established a method of presidential succession separate
from that of hyrum s simultaneous role as associate president

when their brother william smith an apostle was ordained
by the other apostles to the office of presiding patriarch on 24
may 1845 he seized upon this succession precedent and claimed that
as hyrum smith s patriarchal successor he had the right to preside
over the entire church as hyrum would have done however he did
not make this claim when he first petitioned brigham young in
august 1844 to be ordained to the office of presiding patriarch

will the brethren remember me & my claims in the smith
family I1 do not mean as05 to a sucessioncessionsuccessionSu as a prophet in josejosephh1
place for no man on earth can fill his place he is our proplproalpropnetprophetet
seear revealterrevealter priest & king inin time & in eternity & hence the 12
come next to him on earth or in heaven concequentlyconsequently they must
act inin joseph place on earth as presiding officers & govern the
church in all things temporally & spiritually receiving revealationrevealation
from joseph as the ancient apostles did from christ through the
president of the corum for the instruction & government of the
church 41

minutes of meeting of joseph smith hyrum smith james adams newel K
whitney et al at nauvoo 27 may 18451843 in miscellaneous minutes brigham young
collection church archives

HC 5510 joseph smiths remarks on this occasion caused some to think he
was resigning as president of the church a misapprehension he corrected the fol-
lowing sunday see HC 5517185517 18 the prophet s private secretary simply wrote that
joseph 11 constituted hyrum prophet see journal of willard richards 16 july 1843
church archives

william smith to brigham young 27 august 1844 brigham young papers
church archives
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in actuality the apostles could not confer upon william smith the
primary office of the patriarchal order held by joseph smith jr
for that was a position that transcended the ecclesiastical organiza-
tion of the church it belonged alone to joseph smith jr 42

brigham young acknowledged Wilwllwilliamliani smith s right to be the
presiding patriarch of the church at the october conference of the
church in 1844 and the apostles ordained william presiding
patriarch to the church on 24 may 1845 43 within a few days he
started making such expansive claims about his powers as presid-
ing patriarch that his fellow apostles wrote an article inin times and
seasons explaining that since patriarchs were ordained by the
apostles a patriarch could not have authority superior to that of
the apostles and specifically that william smith did not preside
over the church inin any sense by virtue of his being the presiding
patriarch 44

even though william himself had concurred inin those same senti-
ments the previous august by 27 june 1845 liehelleile was insisting that
liehelleile was president of the church by virtue of his patriarchal office
he was supported in this by his mother lucy mack smith who re-
lated three visions she had received indicating that he was already
president of the church ar4r joseph smith s statement about the pre-
siding patriarch being the highest office in the church could pro-
vide precedent for such a claim but william smith s 1845 ordina-
tion by the other apostles could not be the basis for such a claim
earlier the office of patriarch to the church had been conferred only
through patrilineal ordination joseph had ordained his father who
inin turn ordained hyrum who had died without ordaining a patri-
archal successor As the apostles reminded william smith almost
immediately after his ordination as presiding patriarch they could
not give him an authority or keys higher than they held as apostles

the most thorough discussion of this questquestionon isis found inin hyrum L andrus
doctrines of the kingdom 0volvoio 3 of foundations of the millennial kingdom of carlstchrist

salt lake city bookcraft 1973 ppap 53743537 43
there was a delay inin his ordination resulting from williams advocating polyg-

amy inin the eastern states see T edgar lyon nauvoo and the council of the
twelve restoration movement p 203 journal history 24 may 1845 p 2 HC
7395 418 brigham young to orson pratt 26 may 1845 newel K whitney
family papers special collections harold B lee library brigham young uni-
versityversity hereafter cited as brigham young ununiversityIverlveriversitydiversitysity

times and seasons 61 june 18459202218459201845 920 22
journal of john taylor 27 and 30 june 1845 quoted inin B H roberts

succession inin the presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city deseret news 1894 ppap 192319 23 brigham young to wilford woodruff
27 june 1845 wilford woodruff collection church archives statement of lucy
mack smith 27 june 1845 affidavits collection church archives
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william smith was already an apostle and the other apostles simply
ordained him to be patriarch to preside over the administration of
blessings to the saints in their view the role of joseph smith jr
as president and patriarch of the entire latter day dispensation be-
longed alone to him

even if william smith s claim had had validity he like rigdon
was not a person whose former conduct gave credence to his claims
he had frequently demonstrated insubordination to the presidency
of the church angered at an ecclesiastical decision by his brother
joseph william had resigned his apostleship on 31 october 1835
william later physically assaulted his brother for which he was
tried by the quorum of the twelve on 17 december 1835 and
dropped from office through the earnest intercession of the proph-
et and his family william confessed his wrongs at the church tri-
bunal which would have excommunicated him on 2 january 1836
and was immediately restored to the fellowship of the church and
to his position in the quorum of the twelve apostles 46 A year and
a half later david W patten a senior member of the quorum of
twelve questioned whether william smith should be continued
as an apostle because of unfavorable reports about his faith in

work 14711747 when smith andthe moreover joseph was imprisoned
threatened with execution in missouri william is reported to have
exulted dam him joseph smith oughttooughoughtttoto have been hung up by the
neck years ago and dam him he will get it now anyhow 48 for
such disaffection liehelleile was temporarily disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped from the
church and again suspended from office in 1839

william smith s opposition to the authority of the twelve apos-
tles in 1845 was one more manifestation of the insubordination
which had characterized his ministry during the previous decade
he was dropped from office on 6 october and excommunicated on
19 october 1845 for publishing a pamphlet against the authority of
the twelve apostles to govern the church 49 following his excom-
municationmunication william smith became a leader in the strang group in
1846 from which he was excommunicated in 1847 for moral infrac-
tions subsequently he made a series of unsuccessful efforts to
organize a church under his leadership aligning himself with any

journal of joseph smith jr 31 october 16 and 18 december 1835 2 and 3

january 1836 HC 2295962295 96 334 33844338 44 34647346 47 35255352 55

far west record 7 april 1838
journal of wilford woodruff 13 february 1859 church archives

19hcHC 7483
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one who would accept his role as patriarchal successor to joseph
smith 50

despite his frequent fulminations against brigham young and
the mormonscormons of utah william longed to rejoin the councils of
the church there in june 1847 liehelleile wrote two letters to apostle
orson hyde pleading that he might be rebaptized into the church
by the apostles and be restored to his former standing in the quo-
rum of the twelve concerning brigham young s rule of the
church smith said

I1 hope brother brigham will forgive me for I1 have said many
hard things concerning him and yet I1 know him to be a man of
god he shall never complain of me hereafter for I1 have decreed
that my toung shall no more speak evile of the ruler of my
people 51

seven years later he made an even more obeisant plea directly to
brigham young william asked brigham to restore him to his form-
er apostleship and thereby give to the entire smith family not in
utah an honor they deserved although william smith repeated
his request in 1855 we have found no record that brigham young
responded to the letters apparently bebecomingcorning irritated at the silence
william wrote a letter in 1856 consigning president young to
hell 53 that would seem to have ended the matter but the ever un-
predictable william smith made a final unilateral effort at recon-
ciliation with the church in utah in 1860 brigham young re-
ceived letters from william smith and J J butler indicating that
butler had baptized william smith into the LDS church and that
smith would come to utah 54

about the time of william smith s baptism into the church
headquartered at salt lake city his nephew joseph smith III111 be-
came president of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter
day saints which repudiated the claims of brigham young and the
other apostles lacking a promise from brigham young of restora-
tion to the apostleship william smith deferred going to utah
in the apparent hope that with the rise of the reorganization either

calvin P rudd william smith brother of the prophet joseph smith
masters thesis brigham young university 1973 ppap 13649136 49

william smith to orson hyde 22 june 1847 also 2 june 1847 orson hyde
collection church archives

william smith to brigham young 8 august 1854 also 7 may 1855 brigham
young collection church archives

rudd william smith ppap 14952149 52
brigham young office journal 14 may 1860 brigham young collection

church archives the letters by smith and butler cannot be located at present
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brigham young or joseph smith 111IIIililii would make him an offer of
high office in return for his support of their particular claim of
succession by the time brigham young died in august 1877
william had apparently given up hope of being restored to the
hierarchy of the church in utah in january 1878 he wrote his
nephew joseph smith 111IIIili and offered to add his prestigious mem-
bership to the RLDS church in exchange for the position of couns-
elor to joseph smith III111ili or the thus far vacant position of presiding
patriarch in the RLDS church to give his request added impact
william smith threatened to launch a campaign against the suc-
cession claims of joseph smith 111IIIililii if he did not grant william s

request for office with greater interest and restraint than brigham
young ever gave william s mercurial outbursts joseph smith III111ili
responded on 12 january 1878 by offering to accept william
smith into the reorganization as a high priest dismissing as inef-
fectual his threats but leaving the question of apostleship and
the patriarchate to be settled subsequently as the necessity of the
case may demand wisdom direct or the spirit command 55 for
william smith this glimpse of success was enough and he entered
the RLDS church as a high priest on 9 april 1878 although will-
iam repeatedly petitioned his nephew to appoint him presiding
patriarch and joseph smith 111IIIililii continued to leave that possibility
vaguely open the aged tantalus died on 13 november 1893 without
obtaining either of the offices he had sought since 1845 on 9 april
1897 a brother of joseph smith 111IIIililii was appointed as the first
patriarch of the RLDS church 56

succession BY THE COUNCIL OF FIFTY

A fifth possible mode of succession was suggested when joseph
smith established the council of fifty inin the spring of 1844 this
was a parapoliticalparapolitical body organized on 10 march 1844 to advance
the kingdom of god in a political sense during joseph s last
months of life this organization directed his political campaign for

joseph smith 111IIIililii to william B smith 12 january 1878 in joseph smith III111ili
letterbookLetterbook 187618781876 1878 ppap 27579275 79 RLDS archives gives the former s answer to the
presently unlocated letter of william smith the content of william smiths letter
is clearly revealed in the response

rudd william smith ppap 155153 15557155 57 letter of joseph smith 111IIIlii to william
B smith 20 february 1879 joseph smith III111ili letterbookLetterbook 187818801878 1880 ppap 11516115 16
RLDS archives joseph smith 111IIIlii and heman C smith the history of the reorgan-
ized church of jesus christ of latter day saints 6 vols independence missouri
board of publication of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints
195119701951 1970 4212 5394
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the presidency of the united states commissioned ambassadors to
represent the church in foreign capitals and continued the prep-
arations for an intended move west which had been initiated by the
quorum of the twelve apostles following the prophet s deaththedeath the
council of fifty influenced the economiceconomic and political life of the
mormonscormons of the great basin 57

I1 in a meeting with the council of fifty on 23 march 1844 by

one account the prophet joseph made a statement which became
the shibboleth of successionsuccession for the majority of mormonscormons after
smith s death in later years benjamin F johnson a member of the
council of fifty recalled the event

at one of the last meetings of the council of fifty after all
had been completed and the keys of power committed and in the
presence of the quorum of the twelve and others who were en-
circled around him he arose gave a review of his life and suffer-
ings and of the testimonies he had borne and said that the lord
had now accepted his labors and sacrifices and did not require him
any longer to carry the responsibilities and burden and bearing off
of this kingdom and turning to those around him including the
12 he said and in the name of the lord jesus christ I1 now
place it upon you my brethren of the council and I1 shake my skirts
clear of all responsibility from this time forth springing from
the floor and shaking his skirt at the same time 58

following the death of joseph smith the apostles almost immediate-
ly referred to his remarks on this occasion as indicating the right
of the quorum of the twelve to govern the church in his absence 59

nevertheless the kingdom of god in mormonism was both ec-
clesiastical and temporal the keys to the kingdom rested upon
the shoulders of thethie council of fifty which included the quorum
of the twelve apostles in 1846 brigham young stated wheraher

klaus J hansen quest for empire the political kingdom of god and the
council of fifty in mormon history lansing michigan michigan state university
press 1967 ppap 458945 89 105ff

autobiography of benjamin F johnson A life review p 96 church
archives in the published version of this autobiography the references to the
council of fifty were eliminated giving the impression that the instructions were
given exclusively to the quorum of the twelve see benjamin F johnson my lifes
review independence missouri zion printing & publishing co 1947 p 99 on
30 november 1844 elder orson hyde then made some very appropriate and pointed
remarks relative to to the organization of the church the courcecoerce of elder rigdon and
others and also of the appointment of the twelve by brother joseph on the 23d of
march last to stand in their present office that on them the responsibility of bearing
of the kingdom rested and tho they had many difficulties to encounter they must
round up their shoulders and bear it like men of god and not be bluffed off by

any man which statements were sanctioned by councellor A cutler a member of
the council of fifty minutes of nauvoo high council 30 november 1844 p 77.

times and seasons 515 september 18441844651651 51 november 18441844698698
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ever the 12 & council are there will the keys be also 60 thus it is
not strange that some members of the council of fifty regarded
that body as having a right of succession to lead and organize the
church

As early as 30 july 1844 two members of the council tried to
persuade three of the apostles that such was the proper role of the
council of fifty

elders W richards and geo A smith met in council with
elder taylor at his house bishop geo miller and alexander
badlam wanted them to call together the council of fifty and or-
ganize the church they were told that the council of fifty was
not a church organization and that the organization of the
church belonged to the priesthood alone 61

even lyman wight a member of the quorum of the twelve apos-
tles since 1841 concluded that the grand council of fifty persons
was the highest governing body of the church rather than being
the political arm of the mormon kingdom

I1 will here state the first thing to have been done following
the death of joseph smith would have been to have called the
fifties together from the four quarters of the earth which con-
tained all the highest authorities of the church As you will readily
see that had not the fifty constituted the highest authorities it
would have been a species of weakness to have ordained all the
highest authorities into that number

wight concluded by saying that having assembled together the
council of fifty should have appointed the successor to joseph
smith 62

despite the arguments of the quorum of the twelve apostles
that it was the prerogative of that body to govern the ecclesiastical

diary of john D lee 3 may 1846 church archives lee was also one of the
early members of the council of fifty in his diary the references to council applied
to that body as can be determined by comparing his meeting notations with those of
other members of the council of fifty

manuscript history of the church book flF l1 addenda p 9 HC 7213
this account in the manuscript history was written in 1856 see dean C jessee
the writing of joseph smiths history BYU studies iisummer11ii summer 19714411971441

of the five participants in this meeting only richards and smith kept diaries that are
presently available and these contain no reference to the meeting in 1855 miller wrote
a series of autobiographical letters for publication in the official strangitestrengiteStrangite organ
in northern islander saint james lake michigan 56 september 185541855 4 his
letter makes specific reference to this meeting but he does not mention his urging
that the council of fifty organize the church the original account of this meeting
may be inin the presently unavailable diary of john taylor to which roberts had
access when he was assistant church historian

smith history of the reorganized church 2790912790 91 wight said that the
successor should have been joseph smith III111 see discussion of joseph smith 111IIIililii be-
low under the heading succession by a descendant of the prophet joseph smith
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kingdom several members of the council of fifty broke with them
and proceeded to form their own theocratic commonwealths lyman
wight establishing his colony inin texas alpheus cutler and peter
haws organizing a little colony in iowa and george miller john
E page and george J adams aligning theinthemselvesselves with strang who
was crowned king inin 1850 c3ca the claims of these renegade members
of the council of fifty could be derived from the statements of
joseph smith to the council of fifty but it was a specious argu-
ment by which they asserted that the council of fifty outrankedoutranked the
quorum of the twelve the apostles had been directing the eco-
nomic and political life of the mormon kingdom since 1841 they
with the president of the church had organized the council of
fifty in the spring of 1844 the council of fifty was the creature
of the ecclesiastical hierarchy it merely gave a quasi democratization
to the rule of the mormon theocracy the schismatic members of
the council of fifty ignored the reality of the powers that joseph
smith had conferred upon the quorum of the twelve apostles by
1844

succession BY THE QUORUM OF TWELVE APOSTLES

it was in fact the quorum of the twelve apostles which ex-
erted the sixth and most successful claim of succession A published
revelation of 28 march 1835 had stated that the quorum of the
twelve apostles was equal in authority and power to the organ-
ized first presidency dacd&c 107 232423 24 this provided a scriptural
basis for the succession claim of the apostles but the 183183518551855 revelation
was far less important as a proof text of succession than the ac-
tuality of the ecclesiastical economic and political powers that jo-
seph smith had conferred upon the quorum of the twelve apos-
tles from 1841 to 1844 under the direction of joseph smith the
quorum of the twelve had directed the emigration of mormonscormons to
nauvoo had been responsible for their settlement inin and around
nauvoo had administered the finances of the church in concert
with joseph smith as trustee in trust had overseen the baptisms
for the dead and had presided over the secret developments of
nauvoo the administration of the endowment the performances
of plural marriages the initial preparations for the movement into
the american west the organization of the council of fifty As the

smith the lyman wight colony hansen quest for empire ppap 929692 96
davis bitton mormonscormonsMormons in texas the ill fated lyman wight colony 184418581844 1858
arizona and the west 2springospring 1969171819691718 wightman the life and contribu-
tions of lyman wight ppap 9711597 115 fletcher alpheus curlercutlercullercutletcurier ppap 314431 44 young
minnesota mormonscormonsMormons ppap 11737117 37 quaife kingdom of saint james ppap 939493 94
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nauvoo mormonscormons knew too well next to joseph and hyrum smith
there was no ecclesiastical power in the church to compare with that
of the quorum of the twelve apostles 64

nevertheless the right of the apostles to continue the spiritual
authority once possessed by joseph smith was not automatically as-
sumed brigham young himself though president of the quorum of
the twelve had for a moment wondered whether all the spiritual
authority and priesthood had died wwithith the martyredmartyred prophet

while at brother bemantsBemants house at peterboropeterborgPeterboro I1 heard a letter
read which brother livingstone had received from mr joseph
powers of nauvoo giving particulars of the murder of joseph
smith and hyrum the first thing which I1 thought of was whether
joseph had taken the keys of the kingdom with him from the
earth

although he was thus dazed by the news of the martyrdom brigham
young suddenly brought his hand down on his knee and exclaimed
the keys of the kingdom are right here with the church 6515 hence-

forth lieheile never faltered in asserting that the spiritual authority and
ecclesiastical prerogatives of joseph smith were to be perpetuated
through the quorum of the twelve apostles

if the president of the twelve wondered even for a moment
whether that body or any other body retained the priesthood keys
once possessed by the dead prophet it is understandable that many
mormonscormons who knew infinitely less about church government were
more vulnerable to differing claims of succession by the time brig-
ham young arrived in nauvoo on 6 august 1844 the situation in
the church was at crisis proportions james J strang sidney rig-
don and members of the council of fifty were already making
divergent claims of authority and it was possible that additional
claims would be advanced had that trend not been decisively re

lyon nauvoo and the council of twelve ppap 167205167 205 quinn evolution
of the presiding quorumsQuorums ppap 263126 31 dacd&c 11215 30 was not published until after
the martyrdom of joseph smith although this crucial revelation about joseph smith
and the apostles both holding the keys of the priesthood had been circulated in manu-
script form since 1837 it still left ambiguous what would happen if joseph smith
should die dacd&c 11215 specified that the priesthood keys would not be taken from
joseph smith until the second coming of christ this verse of the revelation may have
contributed to brigham young s initial fear that joseph smith s death removed the
priesthood keys from the earth

Hshistorytory of brigham young latter day saints millennial star 264 june
18643591864 559359 brigham young on 12 february 1849 commented that the shock of the
martyrdom had caused such mental turmoil that he forgot himself and thus expressed
the momentary doubt see miscellaneous minutes brigham young collection church
archives
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versed the church could have disintegrated within the year of jo-
seph smiths death

at this juncture a general meeting of all the quorums and local
members was held at nauvoo on 8 august 1844 rigdon who for
several days had publicly advanced his claims now presented his
case to the assembled multitudes frornfromgrombrorn 1000 to 1130 AM rather
than follow rigdon s remarks with an immediate rebuttal brigham
young adjourned the meeting for two and a half hours some of
the apostles had voiced criticism of rigdon s claims prior to tilethetlletiie 200
PM meeting but it was brigham young who spearheadedspearheaded the op-
position to him and all other claimants in the afternoon meeting

here is president rigdon who was counselor to joseph I1
ask where are joseph and hyrum they are gone beyond the
veil and if elder rigdon wants to act as his counselor he must go
beyond the veil where he is

if the people want president rigdon to lead them they may
have him but I1 say unto you that the quorum of the twelve
have the keys of the kingdom of god in all the world

the twelve are appointed by the finger of god here is brig-
ham have his knees ever faltered have his lips ever quivered
here is heber and the rest of the twelve an independent body
who have the keys of the priesthood the keys of the kingdom of
god to deliver to all the world this is true so help me god
they stand next to joseph and are as the first presidency of the
church 66

brigham young s remarks were a masterful mixture of indirect ref-
erences to rigdon s exile and former instability affirmations of the
acknowledged authority given by joseph smith to the quorum of the
twelve appeals to the mormonscormons to retain stability in the church
by relying on established authorities rather than appointing new
ones and warnings about the consequences of not following the
twelve apostles young had set the tenor for the rest of the speak-
ers

appalled by the effect of the various apostles words upon the
audience rigdon declined to speak again when given the oppor-
tunity instead he asked william W phelps to speak in his behalf
rigdon could not have chosen a worse advocate for phelps ex-
claimed at one point during his discourse if you want to do right
uphold the twelve when the question was put to a vote whether
to sustain the twelve apostles as the head of the church the vote

HOHC 7233 the report of this meeting by the twelve apostles in times and
seasons 52 september 1844 63738637 38 was an abbreviated summary HC 7231427231 42
gives the longer stenographic account
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of the assembled multitude was nearly unanimous inin the affirm-
ative 67

for many people inin the audience the issueissue had been supra
naturally resolved when brigham young stood to make his opening
remarks to their eyes he seemed transfiguredtrans figured into the form of jo-
seph smith some inin the audience later said that even brigham s

voice sounded identical to that of the dead prophet apparently no
explicit accounts of this manifestation were written at the time of its
occurrence even though many journals recorded reminiscent de-
scriptionsscript ions of it nevertheless some contemporary references have
survived on 15 november 1844 henry and catharine brooke
wrote from nauvoo that Brigbrigharnbnghambanghamharn young favours br joseph both
in person & manner of speaking more than any person ever
you saw looks like another 8 this could be construed as only a
casual comparison but the entry for may 1845 in the diary of
william burton related more directly to the probproblemlernlein of succession

but their joseph and hyrum smith sls places were filled by
others much better than I1 once supposed they could have been the
spirit of joseph appeared to rest upon brighambnghambangham go for those whose
eyes and ears were attuned to this manifestation it was a com-
pelling sign that the twelve apostles should lead the church

succession BY THREE priesthood COUNCILS

parenthetically it is necessary to recognize that the apostles had
good reason for not stressing the 1835 revelation dacd&c 1072310725-
24 as the basis for the apostolic claim of succession because the
quorum of the twelve was not the only ecclesiastical body cited
therein as having authority equal to that of the first presidency
the first quorum of seventy a group of the seventy men ordained
to the proselyting office of seventy was also designated in that
revelation as forming a quorum equal in authority to that of the

HC 17237723758723738237382573825758237257 38 on page 240 roberts states that the vote was universal
with no negativenegatiegatte votes the footnote on page 236 quotes the william C staines
journal as saying there were a few dissenting volvoivoices

i ces on page 15 of history of
william adams wrote by hhimself january 1894 brigham young university it
states out of that vast multitude about twenty voted for rigdon to be gardian

henry and catharine brooke to leonard and mary pickel 15 november 1844
leonard PIpickelckel papers yale university the effect of this manifestation was not
permanent however for henry brooke joined the splinter group jehovah s presbytery
of zion led by charles B thompson

diary of william burton entry for may 1845 church archives further evievlevi-
dence of the proximity of this entry to the events is the fact that burton died inin
1851 the entry after 20 november 1844 inin the diary of arza hinckley at brigham
young ununiversityIverlveriversitydiversitysity states and brigham young on homhornhormhomm the mantle of the prophet
joseph has falen isis a men of god and he ceepsbeeps all things inin good order
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twelve dacd&c 107252610725 26 moreover the 18318351855185 revelation also
specified that

the standing high councils at the stakes of zion form a
quorum equal in authority in the affairs of the church in all their
decisions to the quorum of the presidency or to the traveling high
council quorum of the twelve apostles

the high council in zion form a quorum equal in authority in
the affairs of the church inin all their decisions to the councils of
the twelve at the stakes of zion dacd&c 107363710736 37

this latter provision was further complicated by the fact that on 3

july 1834 joseph smith implied that the central high council of
the church could lead the church in the event of his death and in
a revelation of 19 january 1841 the nauvoo high council was
called the cornerstonecorner stone of zion 70 the provisions of the 1835
revelation established a thinly defined equilibrium between the
three priesthood councils under the jurisdiction of the organized
first presidency but did not specify if or how that equilibrium

HCDHC 2124 andrus docieldocirldoctrinesnes of the kingdom ppap 19294192 94 dacdag 124131
for members of the LDSLIDS church it is difficult to read dacd&c 107 without uncon-
sciouslyscious ly interpolating circumstances and priesthood developments that did not exist
when the revelation was recorded on 28 march 1835 at that time the jurisdiction
of the quorum of the twelve apostles was limited to areas where no stake high
councils were formed where high councils existed in 1835 the prophet specified
that the quorum of the twelve had no jurisdiction it was inin the mission field of
small branches therefore that the first quorum of seventy are to act in the name
of the lord under the direction of the twelve or the traveling high council
dacd&c 10734 As regards the church as a whole the jurisdiction of the priesthood
councils in 1835 was as follows

first presidency
over the entire church

standing stake high councils quorum of twelve apostles
in organized stakes in mission field areas

I1

first quorum of seventy

beginning in 1841 the prophet gave ever increasing jurisdiction and responsi-
bility to the quorum of the twelve at the headquarters of the church ultimately
making that body second governing body of the entire church this development
is analyzed from contemporary sources in quinn evolution of the presiding quo
rumsarums ppap 2631.263126 31 thus the provisions of the 1835 revelation could be confusing
in the following ways if strictly applied to the altered ecclesiastical conditions of
1844 when the president of the church was dead 1 if his death disorganized the
first presidency a question not discussed in the 1835 revelation should the respec-
tive jurisdiction of the quorum of twelve and stake high councils return to the
status of the written revelation of 1835 thus allowing autonomous rule by these
respective bodies over organized stakes and isolated branches 2 if the altered juris-
diction of the quorum of the twelve overoer the entire church was to be continued
did the first quorum of seventy likewise gain an ascendancy over matters within
organized stakes these questions were resolved after the recognition of apostolic
succession enabled the quorum of twelve apostles to apply the provisions of dacd&c
107 to the altered ecclesiastical situation
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would be altered once the first presidency no longer existed the
sudden removal of the organized first presidency an event not spe-
cifically provided for in the 1835 or 1841 revelations on 27 june
1844 thus made possible a three way struggle for power among the
quorum of the twelve the full first quorum of seventy and the
president of the central high council of the church at nauvoo this
ill defined potential of tripartite leadership by these ecclesiastical
bodies constituted a seventh avenue of succession that could legit-
imately be derived from joseph smith although no strident claims
of succession were advanced on this basis there were undercurrentsundercurrents
at nauvoo in response to this possibility

in april 1845 joseph smith s widow emma quoted the 1835
revelation to argue that william marks president of the nauvoo
high council and president of the nauvoo stake since 1839 should
have succeeded joseph smith in the leadership of the church 71 by
the time sidney rigdon was excommunicated on 8 september 1844
it was apparent that marks did not support the claim of the apostles
and therefore on 10 september 1844 marks was dropped from the
high council and on 7 october 1844 a conference of the church
dropped marks from his position as president of the nauvoo stake
a position he had held since 1839 772 despite his disaffection from
the rule of the apostles william marks apparently never gave much
energy to promoting himself as a successor to joseph smith instead
he followed the frustrating road of those who sought alternatives
to the church over which brigham young presided after joining
with rigdon strang and other groups of dissidents william marks
finally joined the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in 1859 marks assisted inin the 1860 ordination of joseph

journal of james M monroe 24 april 1845 yale university
minutes of nauvoo high councilcounccoonc1 10 september 1844 church archives de-

spite william marks rebellion against the authority of the twelve apostles there
isis no evidence that he was ever disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped or excommunicated he was tried by
the nauvoo high council on 30 november 1844 and unanimously retained inin fel-
lowshiplowship because he affirmed his support of the twelve apostles despite being inin
an unsettled state respecting how the church should be organized on 7 december
1844 he was cited for trial again because hebe had refused to sign a statement repudi-
ating sidney rigdon s claims on 9 december 1844 marks appeared before the
nauvoo high council and signed a statement repudiating rigdon and voluntarily ad-
ding a clause acknowledging the authority of the quorum of the twelve see minutes
of nauvoo high council 30 november 1844 p 6 7 december 1844 ppap 9109 10
and 9 december 1844 ppap 101110 11 and times and seasons 515 december 18447421844 742
perhaps marks public statement of support for the quorum of twelve apostles was
considered sufficient repudiation of his later schismatic career for no record of his
being excommunicated is found in the following sources at church archives jour-
nals of brigham young wilford woodruff willard richards thomas bullock
nauvoo high council minutes or inin the excommunication record 184518781845 1878
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smith 111IIIililii as president of that church and from 1863 to his death
inin 1872 served as a counselor in the RLDS presidency despite
emma smith s preferences in 1845 brigham young received little
schismatic challenge from marks and none from any subsequent
president of the central stake of the church

there is no evidence that any of the seventy members of the
first quorum of seventy in 1844 challenged the already firmly
established rule of the quorum of the twelve nevertheless on
29 september 1844 brigham young vacated the full first quorum
of seventy by appointing the sixty three lesser members of that
quorum as presidents over local quorums of seventy leaving only
the first seven presidents of the first quorum inin the original quo-
rum although these seven men continued to function as general
authorities of the church known as the first council of seventy
they no longer had their own quorum over which to preside73preside73 this
action eliminated the first quorum of seventy spoken of inin the
1835 revelation and thus dispensed with its potential threat to the
prerogatives of the numerically smaller quorum of the twelve
apostles

THE NATURE OF APOSTOLIC succession
the quorum of the twelve was a known and trusted entity to

the mormonscormons As early as 27 march 1836 the apostles had been
sustained with the first presidency as prophets and seers 714 with
their prophet dead and mobs menacing nauvoo the quorum of
the twelve seemed to be the only stability upon which mormonscormons
could depend after 8 august 1844 the church emerged from its
crisiscrisis an unsettled mode of successionsuccession could have destroyed it
the quorum of the twelve was determined that such a crisiscrisis should
never be repeated the apostles were careful however to specify
that the place of joseph smith would never be filled by another
in an epistle of the quorum of the twelve to the church on 15
august 1844 they stated let no man presume for a moment that
his joseph smith sjs place will be filled by another for remember
he stands in his own place and always will 715 when the member-
ship of the church voted on 8 august to accept the twelve apostles

HC 17279279 james N baumgarten the role and function of the seventies
inin LDS church history masters thesis brigham young university 1960
ppap 313231 32

7journaljournal of joseph smith jr 18351836 ppap 17576 the published version
of the original minutes added the word revelatorsrevelatory to the designation see HC
22417417

times and seasons 515 august 18446181844 618 italics inin original
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as the first presidency of the church they were not voting for a
successor to joseph smith the mormonscormons were simply acknowledg-
ing the fact that the quorum of the twelve presided over the
church by virtue of known revelations and by the recognized as-
cendancecendance given to them by the founding prophet

nevertheless by virtue of his being president and senior member
of the quorum of the twelve apostles brigham young was al-
ready acting as president of the LDS church As early as 5 decem-
ber 1844 brigham young signed himself inin a letter as prest of the
church of LDS 717 moreover the manuscript minutes of the gen-
eral conference on 7 april 1845 show that brigham young was
unanimously voted upon and sustained as the president of the
quorum of the twelve apostles to this church and nation and all
nations and also as the president of the whole church of latter
day saints 77 in pursuance of this mandate brigham young on
8 may 1845 wrote wilford woodruff then in england to obtain
foreign copyrights to church publications in the name of brigham
young president of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints and on 15 august 1845 he gave identical instructions to
others for the securing of U S copyrights to church publications 78

brigham young to david rogers 5 december 1844 yale university brigham
youngs role in presiding over the LDS church has traditionally been regarded as a
fulfillment of a prophecy given by joseph smith in 1832 when the two men first
met the first published account 1858 of that meeting noted that brigham young
spoke in tongues on that occasion and that joseph smith stated beyond the hearing of
brigham young the time will come when brobra brigham young will preside
over this church see history of brigham young deseret news weekly 10
february 1858 p 358558 however the first handwrhandarhandwrittenttenaten version of the history of
brigham young makes no reference to the prophecy although it gives a detailed
account of the speaking in tongues incident in the second and third handwritten
versions of this event the details of the speaking inin tongues incident were reduced
and reference to the prophecy was added see handarhandwrhandwritteni ttenaten drafts of manuscript his-
tory of brigham young september 1832 church chivesarchives the church historian
and clerks who prepared the first version of brigham youngs history seem not to
have known about the prophecy considering the additional evidence that none of the
tracts wriwrittenttenaten before 1858 defending the position of the quorum of the twelve as the
presiding body of the church mentioned that 1832 prophecy we must conclude it
had no bearing on anyones deciding to follow the leadership of brigham young

manuscript minutes of conference 7 april 1845 in the handwriting of thomas
bullock miscellaneous meeting minutes d 4358 church archives these minutes
were altered to correspond with the report of the conference published inin times and
seasons 615 april 184587o18458701845 870 the fact that brigham young was sustained presi-
dent of the church in 1845 was therefore public knowledge among those who wit-
nessed it but unknown to those who depended upon the published account of the
conference the official history of the LDS church omits entirely the reference to
brigham young being sustained to any position in april 1845 see HC 7392

brigham young to wilford woodruff 8 may 1845 wilford woodruff papers
church archives journal of willard richards 184418451844 1845 book 15 august 1845
moreoverMoreoer one of the causes for the excommunication of william pomeroy on 9
august 1845 was for cursing the president of the church minutes of nauvoo
high council 9 august 1845
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As he returned from the new mormon refuge in the salt lake
valley brigham young suggested foformingrining a separate first pres-
idency wilford woodruff a member of the quorum of the twelve
since 1838 recorded on 12 october 1847 his feelings about the
suggestion

I1 had a question put to me by president young what my opin-
ion was concerning one of the twelve apostles being appointed as
the president of the church with his two councellorscouncilorscouncillorsCouncelCounci lors I1 answered
that a quorum like the twelve who have been appointed by revela-
tion confirmed by revelation from time to time I1 thought it
would require a revelation to change the order of that quorum 79

although there was biblical precedent for the quorum of apostapostleslestoto
lead the church with peter at the head anciently there was neither
precedent nor specific authorization for the quorum of the twelve
to appoint a separate first presidency

when the matter was first proposed in a meeting of the quo-
rum of the twelve on 15 november 1847 it became apparent that
others questioned the advisability of the proposal woodruff re-
corded

I1 returned to winter quarters with br potter & met in coun-
cil with the twelve 0 pratt introduced the subject of the stand-
ing & rights of the president & also of the quorum 0 pratt was
followed by G A smith W woodruff & A lyman & council ad-
journed until tomorrow 81080110

the above entry alludes to the fact that members of the quorum of
the twelve led by orson pratt were concerned about the effect a
separate apostolic presidency would have on the jurisdiction of the
rest of the quorum of the twelve brigham young subsequently
acknowledged that elder pratt hadbad led the opposition to organizing
the 1847 first presidency 81 in 1873 T B H stenhouse an apos-
tate but former confidant and associate of the general authorities I1

not only correctly identified woodruff and pratt as questioning the
organization of the first presidency in 1847 but also said that john
taylor and parley P pratt had opposed its initial proposal 8212

journal of wilford woodruff 12 october 1847 at the end of the october 12
entry in the journal there is the added phrase whatever the lord inspires you to do in
this matter I1 am with you this phrase is in a different penmanship than the rest
of the entry and apparently was added subsequently by woodruff

ibid 15 november 1847
meeting of 12 february 1849 miscellaneous minutes brigham young col-

lection
T B H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints new york D appleton &

co 1873 ppap 26364263 64 although stenhouse was an apostate mormon at the time he
wrote this book his account agrees in significant respects with woodruffswoodruffe journal
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the crux of the controversy was not whether brigham young
should be appointed president of the church he had already been
publicly sustained to that position on 7 april 1845 and by 1846
rank and file mormonscormons were referring to brigham young as presi-
dent of the church 83 at issue in 1847 was his proposproposalproposaltoaltoaitoto establish a
first presidency that would be administratively autonomous with
respect to the rest of the quorum of the twelve apostles thus di-
minishingminishing the administrative role of the remaining quorum mem-
bers the extent of apostolic opposition to this proposal is indicated
by the number of meetings convened to discuss the matter the
meeting of 15 november was reconvened the following day at
which the question was again discussed & A vote was taken that
the president shall at all times have the privilege of reproving re-
buking exhorting & teaching at all times as he shall be led by the
holy ghost council dismissed this decision was unsatisfac-
tory to brigham young who felt that it still required the majority
of the apostles to remain at the headquarters of the church instead
of preaching the gospel among the nations of the earth on 30 no-
vember 1847 the question was again discussed and the meeting
again ended inconclusively 84

A final meeting of nine of the apostles on this proposal oc-
curred 5 december 1847 on this occasion brigham young said
1I have been stirred up to do this by the spirit of the lord by this
time resistance to the proposal had been reduced to two men
george A smith whose opposition was tentative and orson pratt
whose argument was more pronounced nevertheless after a five
hour meeting the apostles voted unanimously that brigham young
and two other apostles comprise a separate first presidency the
apostles did so on the basis of president young s emphasis that the
spirit of god testified that there was a need for a complete organi-
zation of the church 85 in 1860 apostle orson hyde stated that this
action received explicitly divine confirmation in february 1848
when the voice of god declared to a private meeting of the apostles

moreover his former associations with the apostles gave stenhouse ample opportunity
to gain knowledge of the internal relationships of the church As late as 1867 for
example he had joined john taylor s prayer circle wherein he and other men met
weekly to pray and to receive counsel and instruction from john taylor attendance
record of john taylor s prayer circle church archives

letter of ursulia B hascall to colonel wilson andrews 19 september 1846
in hascall family papers missouri historical society st louis missouri

journal of wilford woodruff 16 november 30 november 1847
minutes of public and private meetings 373 7 december 1847 in miscellaneous

minutes brigham young papers church archives journal of wilford woodruff
5 december 1847
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let my servant brigham step forth and receive the full power of
the presiding priesthood in my church and kingdom 80

the general membership of the church required no special mani-
festationfe or protracted consultation to approve the formation of the
new first presidency at conferences of the church membership on
27 december 1847 and subsequently the mormonscormons who had fol-
lowed the twelve voted to sustain the action of the quorum of the
twelve in forming a first presidency to the general membership
of the church this development must have appeared as a natural
consequence to brigham young s vigorous leadership during the
difficult times following the death of joseph smith

nevertheless the first presidency established in 1847 and sub-
sequently by the apostles was significantly different from that of
joseph smith s presidency joseph s presidency was based upon ap-
pointment by fiat from the world s millions god chose joseph
smith jr to lead his church when joseph smith contemplated a
a successor he made an appointment without seeking prior ap-
proval of the other governing bodies of the church he did this in
1834 with david whitmer and oliver cowdery and in 1843 with
hyrum smith although the prophet had given the quorum of the
twelve apostles jurisdiction over the church equal only to his own
he had retained the arbitrary right to appoint his successor to the
office of president of the high priesthood and president of the
church lacking his one man privilege of arbitrary appointment the
rule of the quorum of the twelve apostles remained within the
basic structure of that body

brigham young demonstrated that this was his view during his
thirty three year presidency over the church throughout his life
he denied that he was the successor of joseph smith as prophet re-
peatedlypeatedly affirming that he was an apostle of jesus christ and of
joseph smith 87 brigham young maintained that he was president

JD 8234 discourse delivered on 7 october 1860 no contemporary record
of this event has yet been discovered in 1894 wilford woodruff specifically denied
that the events hyde described had occurred at the time the first presidency was
organized journal of abraham H cannon 30 august 1894 brigham young uni-
versityversity woodruffswoodruffe denial does not impugn hydes testimony however because
hyde specifically stated that the event he described occurred in february 1848 two
months after the organization of the first presidency corroboration of hyde s account
is provided by brigham young himself in a statement made on 4 april 1860 with
reference to a doctrinal chdisputespute at 0 hydes the power came upon us a shock
that alarmed the neighborhood bro prattprattt had the spirit of god like us all in
pottawatomie & believed when the revel was given to us miscellaneous minutes
brigham young papers

JD 6320 discourse delivered 7 april 1852 869 discourse delivered 3
june 1860 3212 discourse delivered 17 february 1856 5296 discourse de-
livered 6 october 1857
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of the church by virtue of his position as senior apostle and that in
reality he had never left the quorum of the twelve

now it is no more my duty to live so as to know the mind
and will of the lord than it is the duty of my brethren the rest
of the twelve I1 say the rest of the twelve because I1 am the
president of the quorum of the twelve apostles on the earth 88

although the organized first presidency was administratively auto-
nomous with respect to the body known as the quorum of the
twelve the presidency after 1847 was an extension of that quorum
for this reason president brigham young in 1865 could assert that
the quorum of the twelve apostles had led the church for twenty

89one years
it has been customary to refer to the periods after 1844 in which

thediedle apostles had not organized a first presidency as the apostolic
interregnum or apostolic presidency 90 in reality there has never
been a time since 1844 that the apostolic presidency has not existed
since 1844 the senior apostle in rank within the quorum of the
twelve has been the president of the church whether or not he
established himself in a first presidency with separate counselors
As wilford woodruff stated in a letter of 28 march 1887 the
president of the twelve is really the president of the church by
virtue of his office as much while presiding over the twelve
apostles as while presiding over his two counselors 91 nevertheless
on occasion it has been seriously advocated that someone other than
the senior member of the quorum of the twelve become the presi-
dent of the church in 1880 apostle orson pratt proposed that
11 a young man be appointed president of the church instead of
any of the elderly senior apostles and joseph F smith was spe-
cifically proposed to be such a choice in 1877 by counselor daniel
H wells and again in 1887 by apostle heber J grant these pro-
posals were disapproved by the rest of the quorum of the twelve 9212

JDID 1870711870 71 discourse delivered 31 august 1875 italics added
YDJD 11155 discourse delivered 26 june 1865 not until 12 february 1849

were three men ordained apostles to fill the administrative vacancies in the quorum of
the twelve caused by the creation of the new apostolic first presidency

HC volume 7 apostolic interregnum durham and heath succession
ppap 59 78 103

matthias F cowley wilford Wowoodruffcruff salt lake city deseret news 1909
reprinted 1965 p 651 original in church archives also durham and heath
succession ppap 58 92 the basis by which the apostles are ranked in seniority has
varied for a discussion of this matter see durham and heath succession

journal of moses thatcher 1880 october p 117 brigham young university
diary of franklin D richards 3 october 1877 church archives and journals of
heber J grant 24 and 25 june 1887 and 4 october 1898 church archives T B
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when joseph F smith did become president of the church in
1901 he had previously been ranked as the senior apostle of the
quorum

the automatic nature of the senior apostle becoming the next
president of the church was vital to apostolic succession president
harold B lee has stated that this automatic process avoids as
elder spencer W kimball has said the possibility of using po-
litical devices or revolutionary methods in establishing presidential
succession 93 this automatic succession of the senior apostle was
fundamental to the concept that the quorum of the twelve apos-
tles without appointing a successor has presided over the church
since 1844 down to the present the apostles have affirmed that
although succession of the senior apostle is automatic it would re-
quire direct relevation for any other person including another mem-
ber of the quorum of the twelve to become president of the
church 94 appointing anyone as president of the church who was
not already the senior apostle could conceivably end the automatic
apostolic succession established in 1844 and reestablish the former
prerogative of the living president to designate or actually ordain
intended successors as joseph smith once did

As part of apostolic succession however the quorum of the

H stenhouse wrote in 1873 that president young was grooming his son brigham
jr to succeed him see stenhouse rocky mountain saints ppap 66263.66263662 63 1I have found
no evidence to suggest that president young intended his son to be his immediate
successor to the presidency of the church on the other hand he undoubtedly antici-
pated that eventually one of his sons would become the president by virtue of being
the senior apostle in the church ordaining john W young an apostle at the age
of eleven may have been a step in that direction see andrew jenson church chron-
ology salt lake city deseret news 1899 p xxviii until 5 april 1900 apostles
in the quorum of the twelve were ranked in seniority according to date of ordination
even if the apostle entered the quorum years afterward

improvement era 73 june 1970281970 28 see also bruce R mcconkie succession
in the presidency speeches of the year BYU devotional and ten stake fireside
addresses 1974 provo utah brigham young university press 1975 ppap 19 25
in 1904 president joseph F smith publicly referred to the automatic succession of
the senior apostle as merely a custom see proceedings before the Comcommitteemirleemilleemyrlee on
privileges and elections of the united statesslates senate in the matter of the protests
against the right of hon reed smoot A senator from the state of utah to hold his
seat 4 vols washington D C U S government printing office 19041907190419071904 1907
193 this was apparently president smiths way of countering the objection to
apostle reed smoot s being a U S senator on the basis of smoots being a member of
a self perpetuating body of twelve men who had control of ecclesiastical political
and economic policies of the church because president smith was testifying before
men who did not believe in revelation in fact the final conclusion of the attorney
seeking to unseat smoot was that smoot was ineligible because he believed god could
answer prayer with revelation joseph F smith apparently chose not to indicate that
the custom of apostolic succession could be changed only by revelation

wilford woodruff to heber J grant 28 march 1887 church archives quoted
in improvement era 73 june 1970291970 29 and statement by harold B lee in ibid
p 28
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twelve and apostolic first presidency have clearly outlined the
pattern of succession implied in the 1835 and 1841 revelations the
succession of the senior apostle of the quorum is automatic but in
the event that some catastrophe eliminated all but one member of
the quorum of the twelve then that surviving apostle having all
the keys of the priesthood would be president of the church and
would then ordain others to fill up the quorum of the twelve if
the case were that the president of the church and entire quorum
of the twelve apostles were to be removed then the seven men
comprising the first council of seventy would call sixty three other
seventies to fill up the full first quorum of seventy which body
in such circumstances would have the keys of authority to direct the
church and priesthood until the quorum of seventy ordained men
to comprise a new quorum of twelve apostles if at the extreme
the president of the church the entire quorum of the twelve
apostles and the entire quorum of seventy were removed by death
or church discipline then even in such an extremity the succession
would be unclouded for the presidents of all the ecclesiastical
stakes of the church would then hold as a body the keys of the
priesthood sufficient to govern the church and ordain men to the
quorum of the twelve who then would govern and organize the
church according to the clearly established pattern of apostolic
succession 95 when the reestablishment of the full first quorum
of seventy was begun on 3 october 1975 after an absence of 131
years it thereby made virtually impossible the need to turn to the
latter option of automatic succession thus the automatic nature of
apostolic succession established in 1844 has protected the church
membership from a repeated crisis by clarifying the pattern of suc-
cession in all exigencies

succession BY A descendant OF THE PROPHET JOSEPH SMITH

although the quorum of the twelve apostles holding the keys
of the priesthood legitimately presided over the church by virtue
of established directives and authorization of joseph smith jr
there remained an eighth method of succession which may have been
established by the prophet that method involved the right of his

brigham young in JD 98788987 88 discourse of 7 may 1861 george Q can-
non in JDID 19235 discourse delivered 8 october 1877 anthon H lund in con-
ference report 1901 salt lake city 1901 p 75 B H roberts A comprehensive
history of the church of jesus christ of latter rayjaydaypay saints century 1I 6 vols salt
lake city deseret news 1930 2569370236937023692569 370570 joseph fielding smith the twelve
apostles improvement era 59 november 19567881956 788
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sons to succeed him ass president of the church these claims were
not advanced by his sons until fifteen years after the martyrdom
a fact which utah mormon polemicists used for the next century
to repudiate joseph smith illIII111liililili s claims that he was designated to be
the successor of his father 96 apologetics aside there is evidence that
joseph smith jr hoped that his sons might eventually preside over
the church to this end he may have designated his eldest living
son joseph smith III111ili to be his successor

that joseph smith intended his descendants to have prominence
in the leadership of the church is apparent from several sources
in an 1841 revelation there was a direct statement concerning joseph
smith s descendants in thee and in thy seed shall the kindred of
the earth be blessed d&c 977dac 12458 between 1833 and 1843
joseph smith called the following members of his family to be gen-
eral authorities his father his brothers hyrum and william his
uncle john his aunt s first cousin amasa M lyman his own first
cousin george A smith and several distant cousins 98 in view of
revelatory comments about joseph smith s descendants and his own
efforts to make the hierarchy an extended family it would be dif-
ficult to deny that joseph smith may have had plans for elevating
his own sons to the highest leadership of the church

whether in fact joseph smith officially designated his son
joseph III111ili to be his successor has been debated for more than a
century apostle lyman wight already excommunicated by brig-
ham young wrote a letter to the strangitesStrang ites in which he said that
after joseph smith escaped from liberty jail in 1839 the prophet
designated a youth possibly joseph smith 111IIIlii to be his suc

B H roberts succession in the presidency charles W penrose priesthood
and presidency claims of the josephite or reorganized church examined and
compared with reason and revelation salt lake city george Q cannon & sons
1898 joseph fielding smith origin of the reorganized church and the question
of succession salt lake city deseret news 1909 0 A murdock succession of
joseph III111117 salt lake city deseret news 1913 which was copyrighted and en-
dorsed by the LDS first presidency alvin R dyer the fallacy salt lake city
deseret book 1964 russell rich those who would be leaders offshootsOff shoots of
mormonism provo utah brigham young university press 1967 invaluable
and unbiased surveys of the various churches deriving from joseph smith jr are
to be found in the works of two historians of utah mormon background dale L
morgan A bibliography of the churches of the dispersion western humanities
review 7summer7sununer 19531071953107911953 10781107 8191 and kate B carter denominations that base
their beliefs on the teachings of joseph smith a mormon prophet salt lake city
npap 1962

see also dacd&c 8610 and 11012
for a discussion of dynasticism in the mormon hierarchy see D michael quinn

organizational development and social origins of the mormon hierarchy 1832-
1932 A prosopographical study master s thesis university of utah 1973 ppap
125245125 245
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cessor 99 in 1892 james whitehead a member of the RLDS church
testified that as a private secretary to joseph smith jr in nauvoo
helieiteile had personal knowledge of the rights of joseph smith III111ili

I1 recollect a meeting that was held in the winter of 1843 at
nauvoo illinois prior to joseph smiths death at which the
appointment was made by him joseph smith of his successor
his son joseph was selected as his successor he was or-
dained and anointed at that meeting hyrum smith the patriarch
anointed him and joseph his father blessed him and ordained him
and newel K whitney poured the oil on his head and he was
set apart to be his fathers successor in office holding all the pow-
ers his father held

whitehead also stated that this secret ceremony was later ratified by
a general meeting at nauvoo attended by 3000 mormonscormonsMormons 100

there are certain problems with whitehead s testimony that
bear consideration first no contemporary minutes of the 1843
ceremony or ratifying meeting are extant moreover no reference
to either the 1839 ceremony or the 1843 ceremony has been located
in the diaries of the principal men involved or in the available
journals of joseph smith s private secretaries in addition white-
head s memory about his own role in nauvoo seems to have been
faulty rather than being the only private secretary to joseph smith
from 1842 to 1844 whitehead was a clerk on the nauvoo temple
building committee and also a clerk in the office of the trustee
intrustin trust despite whiteheadsWhiteheads claim that he alone kept joseph
smith s private journals letterbooksletterbooks and correspondence the jour-
nals are in the handwriting of willard richards and the corre-
spondencespondence and letterietterletterbookslelterbooksbooks are in the handwriting primarily of will-
iam clayton who in fact did serve as the prophet s private secretary
from 1842 to 1844 101loi0 moreover in june 1874 whitehead privately

letterbookLetterbook of lyman wight july 1855 RLDS archives although this letter
was written to the northern islander it was apparently not published in that period-
ical differing from wight joseph smith III111ili remembered this experience as having
occurred while joseph smith jr was still in prison smith history of the reorgan-
ized church 3506

complainants abstract of pleading and evidence in the circuit couffcourtcauff of the
united states vehernwestein district of missouri vesternwesteinwestern division at kansas city the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints complainant vs the church
of christ at independence missouri lamoni iowa 1893 ppap 28 33 37
another witness john H carter gave similar testimony on ppap 18081180 81 concerning the
public meeting

journal of william clayton 184018451840 1845 ppap 35 90 and journals and letter
books of joseph smith jr 184218441842 1844 churchchuich archives see also the records of
trustee in trust land transactions 184218441842 1844 taken from civil and ecclesiastical
records of nauvoo hancock county illinois in the files of nauvoo restoration inc
salt lake city utah had whitehead actually functioned in the inner circle of jo
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admitted that he did not witness the 1843 ordination of joseph
smith III111ili but instead had heard it discussed by others 102

nevertheless there is circumstantial evidence from the nauvoo
period indicating that joseph smith III111ili was designated to be the
successor of his father rumors about the matter were widespread
enough to be included in an 1844 published history of illinois

the prophet it is said has left a will or revelation appoint-
ing a successor and among other things it is stated that his son
a lad of twelve years isis named therein as his successor of this
however there is no certainty 103

one of the sources for this vague rumor may have been the patri-
archal blessing given to joseph smith 111IIIlii by his grandfather which
stated in part you shall havebave power to carry out all that your
father left undone when you become of age 104 on the other hand
these nauvoo rumors may have derived from the kind of ordination
ceremony described by whitehead although there is thus far no
conclusive evidence verifying that joseph smith III111ili was ordained
and anointed as successor in 1843 a letter of 14 june 1845 by
george J adams seems to refer to such an event

i have suffered much persecution sincesince i left boston and much
abuse because i cant support the twelve as the first presidency i

cant do it when i know that it belongs to josephs son young
joseph who was ordained by his father before his death 105

for his opposition to the quorum of the twelve and particularly
for his advocating polygamy innewannewin new england george J adams
had been excommunicated on 10 april 1845 106

moreover when william smith began rebelling against the
rule of the quorum of the twelve it was partly because he felt
young joseph was being supplanted by brigham young As early

seph smiths activities it is remarkable that until after 1844 hardly any reference is
made to him by those who were unquestionably involved in the lesser known develop-
ments of nauvoo willard richards thomas bullock william clayton and the apos-
tles

larydiaryiary of william W blair 17 june 1873 RLDS archives
henry brown history of illinois new york J winchester 1844 p 489
blessing of joseph smith III111 given by joseph smith sr in kirtland written

by lucy mack smith from memory in 1845 church archives also in saints herald
lalamoni iowa 65 28 july 19097021909 702marnswarnsadams to A R tewkesbury 14 june 1845 church archives A possible ac

knowledgement of this alleged ordination appears in a letter of samuel H B smith
to george A smith 10 july 1860 we visited nauvoo and saw the young prophet
for I1 suppose that is the name he goes by having been ordained by his father previous
to his death and called by the spirit of late he steps forth to do a work
photocopy of original brigham young university

the prophet new york 10 may 1845
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as 20 august 1845 liehelleile wrote letters asserting that joseph smith
111IIIililii was the prophet s successor 107117lor when he was removed as presid-
ing patriarch and apostle by action of a general conference of the
church on 6 october 1845 he retaliated by publishing a pamphlet
that stated in part

this brigham young was pampering the church with the
idea that although little joseph was the rightful heir to the priest-
hood and office of his father as a prophet seer and revelator
that it was not prudent to mention this for fear of the little childs
life 108

As noted earlier the twelve apostles excommunicated william
smith on 19 october for publishing this tract

if in fact an actual ordinance was performed by joseph smith
jr ordaining his eldest son as successor the attitudes of those al-
legedly familiar with the ceremony are curious james whitehead
who later claimed personal knowledge of the ordination of joseph
smith 111IIIili as successor followed brigham young even after brig-
ham was sustained as president of the church As late as april
1848 whitehead accepted a mission from president young to act as
an agent in gathering the saints from the eastern united states for
the journey to utah although whitehead said 1 I withdrew from
the church there winter quarters on account of its wickedness
he actually remained on this mission until he was disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped
on 5 november 1848 for moral misconduct 109log while george J
adams in june 1845 referred to the ordination of joseph smith III111ili
he was able a year later to write the following concerning james
J strang

I1 now testify to all the world that he is a prophet seer and
revelator appointed and chosen of god to stand in the place of
brother joseph to give the word of god and hold the keys and
power that is to bear off this last dispensation 110

william smith s frequently expressed assertions about joseph smith

rudd william smith p 123 see also his letters to lewis robbins 5
october 7 november 1845 and 27 january 1846 church archives

warsaw signal warsaw illinois 29 october 1845 ppap 1 4 no copy of the
original pamphlet can be located at present but it was reprinted in full in this issue
of the warsaw signal

recommend and appointment of james whitehead winter quarters camp
of israel 17 april 1848 james whitehead papers church archives pottawattamie
high council record 5 november 1848 church archives letter of orson hyde to
orson pratt in latter day saints millennial star ili111illlilliiilc111 january 1849271849 27 cf
complainants abstract p 35

voree herald voree wisconsin ljuly1julylouly 1846 the original letter is docu-
ment 195 in the strang manuscripts yale university
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illIII111liililili s rights of succession never mentioned any ordination but argued
the lineal rights of the young boy from scripture and precedent
moreover william smith supported james J strang s appointment
as joseph smith jr s successor 111iliiii and his periodic willingness to
accept Brigbrighamharnhann youngs leadership in utah has been mentioned
when strang suggested that william smith be appointed chief pa-
triarch and joseph smith 111IIIlii be appointed counselor and patriarch
william smith not only objected but virtually denied that joseph
smith III111ili had a claim of presidential succession joseph is but a
boy and will not defend his rights whatever they are if he has
any 112 As far as joseph smith jr the prophet is concerned on
16 july 1843 he publicly proclaimed hyrum not his son as suc-
cessor 113 moreover if the ordination of joseph smith 111IIIliilil occurred
then his mother s attitude is curious in april 1845 emma smith
told her son s tutor that william marks should succeed joseph
smith jr because marks was the individual contemplated by him
for his successor 114 it is evident that in the crisis of successionof1succession

that began in 1844 none of these sometime advocates of joseph
smith 111IIIili maintained a consistent position with reference to his
unilateral right of succession if joseph smith 111IIIill had indeed been
ordained or anointed to be a successor the significance of that event
was at times ambivalent even to his most knowledgeable supporters

even for joseph smith 111IIIililii the ordinances described by lyman
wight and james whitehead had less than conclusive significance
with reference to succession in 1846 william smith wrote that
joseph smith 111IIIliilil had related a childhood vision that supported the
claims of james J strang 115 even after becoming president of the
RLDS church joseph smith 111IIIlii repeatedly maintained that he had
not been officially ordained by his father as the successor but
rather was blessed by his father in 1839 and in 1843 to holdboldhoid
that office at some future date his objection to the word ord-
ination in regard to the events of 1839 and 1843 was based on his
conviction that a person could not be ordained president of the
church at the same time someone else occupied that position
young joseph nevertheless solemnly affirmed that he had received

ibid documents william smiths Acknowledgement of james J strangsstrandsStrangs
claims courage 2summer 197253940197253919725591972 5594055953940539 40

william smith to james J strang 25 december 1846 document 27b in
strang manuscripts yale university

journal of willard richards 16 july 1843

journal of james monroe 24 april 1845
statement of william smith in voree herald ljuly1julylouly 1846
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such priesthood blessings in 1839 and 1843 and that those pro-
phetic designations were dependent upon worthiness and required
eventual ordination by those properly qualified 116ilg

although automatic succession did not apply to joseph smith
III111iliill there is evidence to indicate that brigham young acknowledged
a future role of the sons of joseph smith jr in the church when
asked about young joseph on 28 february 1860 he said that bless-
ings will rest upon the posterity of joseph smith the prophet liz117

brigham young is also alleged to have acknowledged privately and
publicly prior to 1860 that joseph smith 111IIIlii had a right to preside
in the church 118 not only brigham young but many mormonscormons
in the great basin seem to have anticipated that one day joseph
smith III111ili would become a leader in the church perpetuated by the
apostles 119 it was with wonderment that they learned he had be-
come the president on 6 april 1860 of a church formed by dis-
sidents from numerous sects established after the death of joseph
smith jrijrari joseph smith III111ili was ordained president of the RLDS
church by four men two had never belonged to the church prior
to his father s death one had been out of favor with his father in
1844 and was dropped from office for supporting rigdon s claims
and the last had followed the twelve apostles until they led the
main body of the church to utah 120 the immediate reaction of the
mormonscormons of utah was indicated in the letter of william H fol-
som informing brigham Yyoungoung of the ordination A strange af-
fair indeed the lesser has ordained the greater 12111121

despite the action of joseph smith III111 brigham young con-
tinued to hope that the young man or one of his brothers would
reconsider and return to the church he had led in apostolic suc-
cession for sixteen years three months after joseph smith 111IIIlii had

smith history of the reorganized church 3506073506 07 5361 and complain-
ants abstract ppap 798079 80

brigham young office journal 28 february 1860
john D lee mormonism unveiled or the life and confessions of the late

mormon bishop john D lee st louis missouri bryan brand & co 1877
ppap 155 16162161 62 164 statement of john H carter complainants abstract p 181

ibid also letter of george miller in northern islander 5 september5september 185541855 4

the men were william W blair samuel powers william marks and zenas
H gurley for discussion of the history of these men see smith origin of the re-
organized church ppap 869386 93 and smith history of the reorganized church 3721-
31 73748737 48 for examples of william marks disaffection from joseph smith and
sympathy with william law s 1844 reformation of the church see nauvoo city
council minutes 3 and 4 january 1844 nauvoo collection church archives and
journal of joseph fielding april 1844 p 27

william H folsom to brigham young 20 april 1860 brigham young collec-
tion church archives
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become president of the RLDS church brigham young stated in
public meetings

what of joseph smiths family what of his boys I1 have
prayed from the beginning for sister emma and for the whole
family there is not amana man in this church that has entertained
better feelings towards them joseph said to me god will take
care of my children when I1 am taken they are in the hands of
god and when they make their appearance before this people full
of his power there are none but what will say amen we are
ready to receive you 11 122

As joseph smith 111IIIililii demonstrated increasing hostility to the church
in utah brigham young expressed hope that the martyredmartyred proph-
et s youngest son david hyrum smith would one day merit his
rightful place as president of the LDS church on 1 september
1861 the wife of lucien woodworth a member of the council
of fifty reported to the LDS church historian that joseph smith
had pronounced special promises on his unborn son david H
and she also stated that president young announced the fact that
in joseph s posterity the keys of the priesthood should rest and that
upon young david the blessing should cleciedescendscend 123 at october
conference 1863 president young publicly stated that joseph
smith III111ili would never preside over the LDS church but affirmed

long before his death joseph the prophet had told said to
me all about this son he should I1 shall have a son bomborn to him-
me and his name should shall be called david and on him in
some future time will rest the responsibility that now rests upon
me this is josephs declaration to me and others sometime be-
fore his death I1 can produce plenty of witnesses to the truth of
this if necessary 124

on that occasion president young further indicated that he would
welcome a lineal heir to be president of the LDS church if that
person conformed to the revelation of god and received that office
humbly through the constituted apostolic authority that directed it at
present brigham young reaffirmed that view more explicitly
during the general conference of 7 october 1866

I1 am looking for the time when the lord will speak to david
H smith but let him persue the course he is now persueingpersueing

IDD 869 discourse delivered 3 june 1860 italics added
12 historians12historians office journal I11 september 1861 church archives italics added

john D lee also said brigham young claimed that david H smith would be the
president of the church one day lee mormonismmormonnormonnarmon rsmism unveiled p 162

12 12manuscriptmanuscript minutes of sermon 7 october 18651863 recorded by george D
watt brigham young collection and journal of robert mcquarrie 6 sic october
1863 both at church archives
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and he will never preside over the church of jesus christ of lat
ter day saints in time or in eternity it would be his right to
preside over this church if he would only walk in the true path
of duty 1251

president young s hopes that the sons of joseph would enter the
church and assume their anticipated role were never fulfilled all
of joseph smith s living sons including david H smith repudiated
the church in utah and became leaders of the reorganized church

the difficulty concerning the sons of joseph smith centered
in the years of their estrangement from the church after 1844 after
the prophet s death emma smith became suspicious of the ascen-
dancy of the apostles and fearful that her sons would not receive
their proper status in the church led by the apostles 126 by the time
william smith had been excommunicated emma had resolved no
longer to unite her life with the church in november 1844 it was
rumored in the non mormon press that mrs joe smith it is said
has lost all confidence if she ever had any in the mormon
faith 127 that charge may have been anti mormon invective but
as early as 25 december 1846 william smith wrote that emma
smith would not let him joseph smith 1111ililIII111illili have anything to do
with mormonism at present 112128 A year later emma married a non
mormon and in january 1848 she applied for membership in the
methodist episcopal church 120121130131 she remained in nauvoo and did
not teach her children the doctrines and practices of her late hus-
band As one RLDS historian has noted joseph smith 111IIIlii sought
to preside over the church his father founded ignorant of much
of its earlier history and its doctrines 130

for joseph smith III111ili a compelling reason for not uniting with
the mormonscormons in the great basin was his revulsion at the practice
of polygamy 131 the official policy of the RLDS church which he

12 12manuscriptmanuscript minutes of sermon 7 october 1866 recorded by george D watt
brigham young collection

aemma4emmaemma A phillips 33 women of the restoration independence mo herald
house 1960 p 24 margaret wilson gibson emma hale the elect lady indepen-
dence mo herald house 1954 ppap 21215212 15 21826218 26

upper mississippianmississipp tanian rock island illinois 2 november 1844
william smith to james J strang 25 december 1846 document 27b strang

manuscripts yale university
letter of almon W babbitt to heber C kimball nauvoo 31 january 1848

heber C kimball papers church archives
alma R blair the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints

moderate mormonism in restoration movement p 218
the feelings of joseph smith 111IIIlii against polygamy were so intense that on one

occasion while in company with one of his polygamous cousins in utah he became
physically ill when observing one of the plural wives in the household on another
occasion he remarked that if he learned that his father had actually been a polygamist
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developed not only repudiated polygamy the temple ordinances
the political economic role of the church and many of joseph
smith s doctrinal developments during the nauvoo period but he
also denied that these had ever been part of mormonism As RLDS
historian robert bruce flanders has noted concerning these de-
velopments fostered by joseph smith during the last four years of
his life

members of the reorganized church for example have always
had difficulty interpreting the nauvoo experience because its
meaning is ambivalent to them many of the details such as
celestial marriage the politicizingpolitic izing of the church smiths temporal
roles in nauvoo mormonism as a vehicle for the immediate revo-
lutionizinglut ionizing of society and the real meaning of the nauvoo temple
they have tended to reject or deny 132

joseph smith III111ili and his brothers could not accept the doctrines
practices and world view developed by their father nor would they
allow themselves to believe thatthesethat these nauvoonauvokauvo0 developments occur-
red by their father s direction

the sons of joseph smith jr had priesthood opportunities in
the church by virtue of his acknowledged intentions for his pos-
terity and perhaps also by actual priesthood ordinance whether
called ordination blessing or designation the presidency of the
church however had never been restricted to the family of joseph
smith the prophet himself had ordained david whitmer and
oliver cowdery both removed from patrilineal succession to be
his successors each of them had rebelled against him and the direc-
tions in which he was leading the church and thereby lost the right
of successorship he had conferred upon them the sons of joseph
smith jr forfeited their rights in a similar manner

the LDS church headquartered in salt lake city utah was
the ecclesiastical political economic theological and philosophical
legacy of joseph smith jr no less an opponent of brigham young
and an authority on early mormonism than sidney rigdon affirmed
this in a letter of 1858

that society like all others in its organization and progress
developed a history and it is those developments only which
constitute its history from 1830 to 1840 those developments

it would make no difference to his personal campaign against the practice but would
be one more burden he would carry with him to the grave inez smith davis the
storffstorgfstory of the church independence mo herald house 1938 p 367

roberttrobert bruce flanders dream and nightmare nauvoo revisited in
restoration movement p 156
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created an unbroken chain of history in 1840 it culminated and
its history tended in a different direction and found its level in
the order of things which now exist in utah 133

in a sense the church hadbad been held in trust by the apostles for the
sons of joseph eventually to preside over but his sons rejected
mormonism and established themselves as the leaders of a church
that repudiated much that their father had instituted as divine
during the last five years of his prophetic office As joseph fielding
smith has stated if the posterity of the prophet joseph smith are
to receive their lineal rights of succession they must conform to
the full order he established 134

THE succession OF 1844 A WATERSHED

joseph smith had at different times by precept or precedent
established eight possible routes of legitimate succession to his place
as president of the church and of the high priesthood on earth
As two recent analysts of LDS succession have observed in the
first years of church government the law of succession was in em-
bryo stage it seems that even in the prophet joseph smiths mind
just who would succeed him at any given moment was not always
clear there was a gradual evolution of succession principles 135

whether through oversight or as a means to test the faithful jo-
seph smiths neglect to make explicit to the general membership
an undisputed mode of succession caused thousands136thousands136 of his fol-
lowers to falter wander and ultimately to reject the church head-
quartered in utah which was the continuation of all that joseph
smith jr hadbad finalized at nauvoo albeit often in secret or private
counsels in areas such as philadelphia where the crosscurrentscrosscurrents of
the succession crisis were severe as many as forty percent of the
members of the church rejected the apostolic succession 137

rigdon to william H payne 9 july 1858 sidney rigdon papers church
archives

smith origin of the reorganized church ppap 565756 57
durham and heath succession p 117

the statement thousands is not extreme in view of the fact that two thou-
sand followers supported strang at his zenith in the 1850s at the same time other
schismatic leaders alpheus cutler william smith lyman wight james C brewster
charles B thompson and even sidney rigdon and david whitmer each had
followers numbering from 100 to several hundreds added to this likely estimate of
more than 3000 schismatics in the early 1850s were an inestimable number of mor
mons who had become disaffected altogether because of the conflicting claims

the membership records of phphiladelphia the largest branch of the LDSIDSins church
in the eastern states from 1841 to 1844 indicate that 95 of the excommunications
that can be dated occurred between september 1844 and 1847 virtually all of them
for rebellion against the authority of the quorum of the twelve apostles if that
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those who knew most accurately the directions in which joseph
smith was leading the church were persons who gained that know-
ledge in the privacy of upper rooms or isolated retreats in fact
there was a pathetic quality to the apologetical arguments published
by strang rigdon william smith and others who focused almost
entirely upon the published revelations of the doctrine and cove-
nants to assert their various claims of succession during the life
of joseph smith jr the published revelations were selections for
general information from a larger corpus of written revelations
and inspired utterances the publication process was often years
behind the flow of his revelations and the exercise of his priesthood
keys the schismatics defended themselves from an ignorance or a
defiance of what joseph smith had entrusted by word and action to
close associates in the leadership of the church

ultimately it was brigham young heber C kimball willard
richards and their associates who knew the directions in which
joseph smith had led the LDS church and the future he anticipated
for it they were loyal to joseph smith and to his prophetic office
but their success in continuing his work required the support of the
ninety nine percent of the latter day saints who knew nothing of
the crucial instructions joseph smith gave at nauvoo regarding suc-
cession priesthood the endowment marriage the political kingdom
of god and numerous other doctrines and practices it is hardly
less than miraculous that the general membership of the church
were persuaded that what had transpired without publicity under
the direction and action of joseph smith was to be perpetuated by
the only ones holding the priesthood keys the quorum of the
twelve apostles the LDS succession crisis of 1844 therefore was
resolved at the price of requiring the acceptance of authority con-
ferred upon a select group of individuals without previous public
announcement or approval the heritage of the crisis of 1844 is
found in the LDS schismsschisma that have used and continue to use the
precedents of the successionsuccession crisis of 1844 as pretexts for their own
claims

proportion is applied to the excommunications where no date or cause isis specified then
it appears that of the 334 mormonscormons who were listed as members of the philadelphia
branch on 31 august 1844 40 were excommunicated for rejecting apostolic suc-
cession see records of the philadelphia branch 183918541839 1854 RLDS archives



letter to a four year old daughter

linda sillitoe

the days you instill in me only exhaustion
reverberatingreverberating from living room walls
leaping hanging hurling as you instruct
listen but don t look tell me what this hits

I1 force my eyes to look calmly at a coloring book
stained glass with fifty colors patched on a waxy duck

and send you off to sing riding breakneck
on your toy horse to rhythms of 1 I am a child
of god leaving me penitent in my fatigue
As you compose joseph smith was a good prophet
I1 recall with renewal the day at your insistence
you learned how liehelleile was murdered refusing evasion

you required whole truth scorning attempts
at explanation tolerance and a happy ending
in heaven you choked down scrambled eggs weeping
but they didndian t have to kill him and again

at bedtime they didndian t have to kill him
like porter rockwell one of few you inquired

who were they what were their names
now horse providing percussion you end your song
it was so long ago we don t know their names

don t know their names in a sudden double exposure
I1 glimpse a hounded man a prophet and a blond head
bowed for blood that shines from a newly found grave

linda sillitoe is a graduate of the university of utah and a widely published poet
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mormonism and revolution
in

latin america

lamond tullis

I1 was thinking this past week that politics and religion the
general focus of my remarks today in many ways are like the
weather they not only make good conversation but are things
about which everyone knows a lot and aside from that frequently
has strong opinions in fact on occasion men have even fought
wars about them on that count I1 have already had a preview
about a month ago I1 asked fourteen of my colleagues to review a
paper I1 thought would form the basis of my speech today and I1
requested their response in several critical areas in one of these I1
had simply asked regardless of what I1 think I71 am saying what
will the forum audience think I1 am saying well I1 got fourteen
different opinions

so I1 changed the paper several times in fact and now if your
opinions and interpretations of what I1 will be saying are still as
varied as were those of my colleagues and friends who kindly re-
viewed successive drafts of this speech I1 hope that those opinions
and interpretations will nevertheless all be correct

A WORLDWIDE CHURCH

now as our discussion today unfolds I1 also hope you will see
that one aspect of church and state what I1 have called the inter-
facing of mormonism with latin american social ferment and rev-
olution is especially challenging and provocative by provocative
I1 mean not that the matter should exasperate or incense you but
that it should make you want to learn how to be arm in arm with
mormonism as it meets the challenge of the twenty first century
the seeds of that challenge are now germinating in the world
about you as well as in your own hearts and minds and you will

A forum address delivered at brigham young university 8 april 1975
lamond tullis is associate professor of political science at brigham young university
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in spirit and action and for benefit or blame gather much of the
harvest in your own lifetime

I1 refer in part to your experience abroad or perhaps those
of your children by 1990 seventy thousand missionaries in the
field at any given time president kimball has said upwards of a
third of them may well serve in latin america where even today
the membership growth rate is of staggering proportions indeed
some have said that the spanish language will one day rival en-
glish as the mother tongue of new members of the church

to go to another land under any circumstances is both stimula-
ting and challenging to go as a missionary is even more so partly
because a missionary isis supposed to know something about religion
and religious commitment in general but also because he is ex-
pected to tell others about his own particular religion and religious
commitments if he has found it difficult in his own language he
may find it positively unnerving in someone else s A personal ex-
ample one that I1 would like to forget but somehow cannot illus-
trates one day I1 was ordaining a latin american brother to the
priesthood but rather than say denarordenarerdenaror which means to ordain I1
said ordeoydeor denarbiarfiar which means to milk a cow or even a goat for
that matter

it was in the 1950s that president david 0 mckay noted
that it was time to develop a truly worldwide church accompa-
nying that decision was a formidable commitment it was no less
than to take what some have called the mormon continental pueb-
lo out to the non european world to take it across languages
nations and cultures as never before and to meet headonhead on the at-
tendant problems of transcultural communication between societies
with vastly differing value systems and one area to receive a re-
newed and redoubled emphasis was latin america

in the ensuing twenty years we have found and are continuing
to find that becoming a worldwide religion in spirit as well as in
organization is much more than building organizations and trans-
lating documents and scriptures and sharing them with other peo-
ples in their own languages now we see that if we mormonscormons are
to experience the universal brotherhood we seek then all of us must
make some alterations in our views of one another this will mean
an increased giving and taking one that is as psychological and
material as it is spiritual we will need to increase our empathy and
cross cultural sensitivity and progressively discard prejudices in-
compatible with brotherhood
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to accomplish these things without compromising the basic
tenets of our religion will be difficult As far as I1 know no other
religion has succeeded in doing it some people say it therefore
cannot be done the more likely truth is that it can be done but
not without a great desire and expenditure of considerable effort
as much for the givers as for the receivers of the message many
of us for example will be startled when we must finally separate
the gospel from cultural and other preferences we sometimes con-
fuse with it and that time will come because the prophets have atal-
ready said that it will at some point therefore we or our de-
scendantsscend ants will find it necessary to extricate ourselves from the con-
fusion because the future will one day be the present should the
future that is foretold lie inin the time span of our own lives we can
reduce our own discomfort by getting clearly in our minds what it
is that we should be taking across national and cultural boundaries
when we go with the gospel we may thereby see that a true mor-
mon brotherhood could be possible with our help rather than being
brought to pass in spite of us

my task today therefore is to explain why we should clearly
distinguish the gospel of christ from our own cultural economic
and political preferences I1 will also make some concrete suggestions
of ways we might individually get in step with the destiny of the
church on this matter and I1 shall do so using latin america as
my frame of reference

LATIN AMERICA TODAY

within the last twenty years a newnev heartbeat has become clearly
detectable in latin america it emerged with the rapid social and
economic changes of the last three decades that reflected an erosion
or breaking of major clusters of old social economic and psycho-
logical commitments people willingly and anxiously began to adopt
new ideas and life patterns the heartbeat first became noticeable
with the massive introduction of western medicine which reduced
the death rate by more than half it found expression in schools as
the literacy rate soared to unprecedented heights and it now beats
unrestrainably in societies that are rapidly urbanizingurban izing industrial-
izing and developing means of mass communication that reach
into the smallest hut and the most isolated village

but this process of rapid change called for years the revolu-
tion of rising expectations has been labeled lately by some as the
revolution of rising frustrations for many people hopes once
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cherished have been shattered wants remain unmet governments
are as oppressive as ever nevertheless now there is a big difference
and it lies in the fact that latin americans are less fatalistic about
their existence and they are striking out at some of the causes of
their frustrations

many latin americans are angry that their thirst for a life free
from excessive want dictatorial and oppressive governments inter-
national exploitation and class brutality remains unquenched after
so long kindled decades ago that anger now flames in the hearts
and minds of a new generation sometimes it has exploded with
firestormfirestorm fury jumping class and ideological firebreaks with aban-
don and threatening to consume as it were even the fire fighters
themselves at other times it sputterssautterssputters and spits waiting for an op-
portune time to fully ignite but always it is there paradoxically
it motivates latin americans more than ever to seek an existence
that encompasses human and national dignity and therefore the
right to life liberty and the pursuit of happiness

several years ago I1 was motoring through a latin american
country with my family and parents As we rounded a bend in the
road we were forced to the shoulder by a convoy of ten wheeled
US made military trucks crammed with men women and children
all under heavy armed guard I1 later inquired about the matter it
seems that the people peasants they were had joined a cooper-
ative union set up by some catholic fathers and local university stu-
dents the peasants experience in that union had raised their feel-
ings of self worth dignity and hopes for the future and they had
responded by building schools for their children and hiring teachers
to teach in them and forming purchasing and marketing cooper-
atives so as to bypass what can only be described as substantial ex-
ploitation by local moneylenders and merchants finally they had
attempted to bargain with local plantation owners for whom they
did seasonal work for better remuneration and working conditions
sixty five US cents for a ten hour workday was too little they said
in response the landowners had called out the national guard

quardiaguardia civil for a crackdown

in discussing this matter with a utah mormon living in the
country I1 found that it was part of their army s counterinsurgencycounterinsurgency
program heavily supported by the united states to relocate in-
dians from combat and infiltration zones first for their own pro-
tectiontec tion second to help them understand the menace of communism
he reasoned further that it was in the best interests of the united
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states to support such programs because they promoted stability
and protected american business interests in the country

now the combat he talked about had started out in fact as a
nonviolent struggle between two opposing forces on the one hand
there were the catholic priests university students and peasants
who were trying to raise heads and hopes from the mind dulling
backbreaking and dehumanizing life of subsistence living on the
other hand there were the landowners and local politicians who
served them both resisting an alteration in established social re-
lationsIatilatilationsons now that was understandable for the existing relations
worked to the distinct advantage of the landowners and their
friends but because priests and students had brought a new vision
to the peasants and helped them to organize for its realization they
had created an obvious threat so the landowners and politicians
felt obliged to take action

when the army entered the combat zone it indeed became
one for the confrontation quickly became violent the peasants
lost the struggle some of them their lives and those who re-
mained were under heavy armed guard packed like sardines in
army trucks being transported to who knows where

the role of the catholic fathers in this episode was substantial
and we should know more about them they bebelonglongtoto one of three
new reformist wings of the catholic clergy in latin america what
these reform priests are deeply concerned with is establishing social
justice on every front a concern quite different from that of the
traditional catholic church in latin america the philosophy of
these new priests is to bring what they call the first great revolu-
tionary by whom they mean christ to the people they say it
is an alternative to marxism as an instrument of needed social re-
form and they are working to bring it to pass peacefully if they
possibly can violently if they must

it is a curious paradox that these priests should react with vio-
lence as a means to what they call christian ends in light of our
own revolutionary tradition however americans should be able to
understand how a person would seek to justify such drastic action
after years of what the american colonists considered insensitive
and calloused treatment from great britain some of them threw
down the gauntlet and raised arms now after centuries of abuse
exploitation and frustrated revolutions many latin american peas-
ants and their allies fear that they may be pushed to similar means
to achieve their own liberation the rifle bearing patriots of the
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american revolution created paradoxes inin their own time no less
so than have rifle bearing priests and peasants inin some parts of
latin america today when forced to the wall men will do many
things to protect the welfare of their wiveswives and children especially
if they ever get the idea that they have a god given right not a
gift but a right to aspire to life liberty and the pursuit of hap-
piness the new heartbeat in latin Aramericanerica has convinced people
as never before that they have that right now they are struggling
to make it a reality

in the struggle latin americans are often attracted to new polit-
ical religions the contemporary ones derive in part from the
priestcraft and legacy of marx mao tse tung castro guevara
trotsky peron and perhaps others all seeking to reformulate the
world by organizing for social warfare and using sophisticated an-
alyses ideology organization gunpowder and opportunism as their
chief weapons their message isis also extraordinarily persuasive to
many young men and women who although not always in agree-
ment with the respective ideologies or confrontation tactics find
that the angry people tell it like it is

in addition to the utah mormon with whom I1 spoke I1 also
mentioned the army truck episode to a young local mormon elder
bright and well educated his reaction to the story was quite dif-
ferent from that of his north american brother perhaps his re-
sponse although some will think it abrasive and aggressive will
nevertheless help us to understand why some latin americans feel
the way they do about the matters I1 have raised what you ameri-
cans call stability in my country is really gangsterism he said a
national terrorism perpetrated by an outdated oligarchy for its own
benefit and funded by the united states for selfish and misguided
reasons later he continued you are our brothers in the gospel
and thus we love you but your country has made us prisoners in
our own land it has robbed us of our national dignity and has de-
layed our emergence as a modern nation our struggle is a difficult
one and because of your country s foreign policies we have suf-
fered that of course implicates many of us here today even
though we may be innocent bystanders to an incomprehensible
drama then almost with embarrassment he added please for-
give me brother I1 did not mean to be offensive

then there was martin a south american student I1 came to
know well in one of my classes here several years ago perhaps he
can also help us to understand a perspective that is more and more
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in vogue in latin america on one occasion we had just reviewed
a foreign policy statement by president lyndon B johnson ex-
plainingplaining why it was necessary for the united states to land twenty
thousand marines in the dominican republic for combat duty it
was necessary the president said to preserve economic stability and
protect united states interests there martin responded by saying
what you americans should do is get on the receiving end of

latin america s traditional economic system for a while you d
soon respect a different point of view from the one you now have
in our countries most traditional employers and landlords have
been selfish and sometimes even brutal and they have used their
money and power to oppress and exploit us

martin does admit thatthingsthat things have improved in recent years
however because several latin american countries are now tighten-
ing up on laws that reduce people exploitation we know of
course that people exploitation has been and still is an endemic
problem inthein the world yet to have a brother in the gospel associate
it directly with the foreign policy of our own country is jolting in-
deed apparently the matter is much more complex and less open
to simplistic judgments than some of us may have thought

while that may be our problem I1 was interested to find that
president J reuben oarkdarkclark jr certainly understood the matter at
a 1946 banquet attended by businessmen and bankers he must have
startled his listeners by warning them that an unbridled pursuit of
profits was fraught with social and political danger unless the wel-
fare of the working man was well considered 1 I have not ap-
proved and do not approve he told them of capitals weapons

the blacklist lockouts and grinding out of the maximum returns
for the minimum of wage outlay even the imposition of starvation
wages that too often have been capital s means of dealing with la-
bor in the past these have worked great injustices that must not
be repeated he said president clarkdarkoark emphasized that they must
not because otherwise free enterprise capitalism which when
moderated he considered superior to other economic systems
would soon come to an end and then only the communists and
socialists would benefit 1

when tempered and carefully balanced free enterprise capital-
ism seems to be the best allaroundall around economic system we know of

1J reuben clarkdarkoark jr american free enterprise address delivered friday
evening december 6 before the allied trades dinner of the mountain states trav-
elers in the newhouse hotel salt lake city npap 1946
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but where social structure is rigid and mobility low as has tra-
ditionally been the case in much of latin america the fruits of
capitalism foster neither freedom nor human dignity in fact they
legitimize servitude rather than encourage initiative and produc-
tivity within a framework of personal choice that is the capitalism
the peasants were experiencing and that is why martin was so out-
spoken about what he saw and experienced in latin america what
the martins of latin america are trying to do is bring in a peace-
ful way if they possibly can some of the legitimate economic free-
doms to their own countries that most americans began to win
for themselves a half century ago through national legislation that
updated the promises of the american revolution and brought them
into line with the expectations of an urbanizingurbanizing and industrializing
society

thus in spite of the new heartbeat many latin american
mormonscormons believe they must help forge a clearing in a temporal
wilderness if their people are to flourish and grow in the gospel
As forests sagebrush and greasewood were cleared by the axe and
hand drawn ribbon saw in the american west the temporal wil-
derness in latin america will also be cleared but there it will be
done by breaking down ancient economic social and political tra-
ditions incompatible with human dignity and freedom there will
be resistance from many governments and vested interests there
will be persecution and there will be those representing contrary
value systems who will approach our people and say come do it
our way the temptation for some will be great because those
systems focus clearly and articulately on the elements that block
individual progress and development and they prescribe how the
wilderness should be cleared that their prescriptions are in many
cases antichristiananti christian makes our challenge a very great one indeed

let me back up a little we anglo american mormonscormons tend to
believe that if we just develop our personal talents and skills we
will progress and because that is the way it has always been for
most of the present generation we are generally ignorant of some
very real opportunity blocks that impinge on the lives of many latin
american mormonscormons and their countrymen because our church
members there generally do not belong to favored groups or classes

and that really makes a difference in latin america they do not
have the wide range of freedoms and opportunities for personal
development that we enjoy here counter value systems such as
communism recognize fully the existence of artificial opportunityopportuni
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blocks and focus on removing them consequently if we ignore the
existence of those same blocks or worse yet help to maintain them
we shall hinder or destroy communication with our latin american
brothers and sisters and in so doing shall aid and abet the enemy by
in fact helping to deliver those brothers and sisters into his arms

when we stop to think about this matter a little we clearly see
that our mormon brothers and sisters in latin america are either
participants in or are affected by the drama I1 have just described
they and their countries are alive with a spectacular newness
everywhere people are working searching striving thoughts and
hopes that have incubated for generations are suddenly hatching
and taking their place amidst the abundant religious and political
excitement visible in nearly every country and in addition to the
revolutionary political and economic ideas of marxism and socialism
and the new concern for human dignity from the catholic left the
revolutionary spiritual ideas of the restored gospel are rapidly
spreading throughout the land gospel ideas are revolutionary for
this life as well as the next because they embody hope for those
who have despaired and they promise opportunity for those who
have lacked it

thus the frequent news releases in the united states that make
latin america appear as usual unstable romantic and undisci-
plined demonstrate only the transparent fallibility of conventional
wisdom commentators they are as out of touch with latin america
as are some of our own traditionalists with the destiny of the world-
wide church true in some parts of latin america the surface
characteristics appear the same nevertheless it is certain that un-
derlyingderlying them are volcanoes of unprecedented proportions the
new heartbeat has seen to that and therefore even the quiet parts
of latin america will not be quiet much longer nor will the lat
ter day saints for they have hopes and aspirations not only for the
church but also for the dignity and integrity of their respective
fatherlandsherlandsfat

here therefore we drive headonhead on into the problem that I1 have
raised frequently the attempts that many latin american mormonscormons
make to achieve dignity and integrity at home will bring them into
direct conflict with the international politics of the united states
so when we anglo american mormonscormons support a foreign policy
that injures our latin american brothers and sisters assuming
outright that it is true or right or just because it is ours you
can see what happens to some mormonscormons on the receiving end they
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are hurt more and more a worldwide church with headquarters in
the united states will have to cope with that problem if in the
pursuit of our own nationalistic foreign policies we impede the de-
velopment of a worldwide church should we not pause and take
note whatever our decision we will I1 believe eventually become
convinced that the needs of the worldwide church should be care-
fully considered

aside from these problems there are others a thousand ex-
amples could be raised inin cultural areas as well as international
politics when my generation went to latin america as emissaries
for the church for example sometimes we appeared to be as cur-
ious as we were incomprehensible especially was this true when
we got overly vocal inin our national and cultural pride thereby pro-
jecting ourselves less as ambassadors of christ than as ambassadors
of america now we see that for members of the church in latin
america the gospel is also rooted in the soil of their national home-
land and in the dignity of the whole man as helieite stands before god

where he is that is part of the concept of multiple zions
enunciated by president harold B lee 2 thus people are joining
the church in spite of feelings they may have about the inter-
national politics of the church s motherland or the culture of those
native to it

so why is it to our advantage to make a distinction between the
gospel we profess and our own political economic and cultural
preferences it is simple if we do not we cannot become a world-
wide church in spirit even though we may do so in organization
A diverse people cannot have brotherhood if one of its segments
insists on being always right all the time on everything the gos-
pel is transcendent truth but man made political and social institu-
tions are not so inin social cultural and political areas we cannot
expect that widely divergent peoples should adhere to the same
specific perspectives it is certain that some aspects of culture ide-
ology and political practices are more compatible with gospel
principles than others and from that point they are temporarily
preferable but only the principles of the gospel constitute eternal
truth

without I1 hope belaboring this point I1 refer again to politics
politics is a process by which men get power and distribute valued

see also martin B hickman the intematintermatInteinternationalmat onalonai system and the missionary
church commissioners leclarelectuieleclure seriesseizesserles the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints church educational system provo utah brigham young university press
1973
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goods the process may be evil or benign it may work to our ad-
vantage or not we may win or we may lose but as brother hugh
nibley has so eloquently argued in the autumn 1974 issue of BYU
studies all of it is strictly a matter of this world 3

in the days of brigham young there was one politics which
seemed to work best for the saints that was brigham young s
politics later he thought it would be to the members advantage
and that of the church if the saints belonged to competing national
political parties so I1 am told at a general conference he pointed
his finger down the center aisle of the salt lake tabernacle and
announced that from that time forth those sitting on one side would
be republicans and those on the other democrats and while I1 can-
not verify the authenticity of this incident it does give an interest-
ing insight into what some mormonscormons think one aspect of our politi-
cal history to have been like aside from that we have the image of
the brotherhood of saints entering partisan national politics by
authoritative fiat whether by the tabernacle episode or some other
arrangement whatever the decision was made in the highest coun-
cils to enter partisan national politics having made that decision
however I1 am sure that the brethren did not consider half their
people to be wrong and the other half rightright4righta

responsibility OF CHURCH MEMBERS

so where do we go from here
A church worldwide in spirit as well as in organization does not

just happen nor unlike the creation of organizations and erection

hugh nibley beyond politics BYU studies 14 autumn 197432919743 29
stewart L grow and J keith melville have advised me that the brigham

young episode like so many others about the man is in fact apocryphal grow and
melville affirm however that the political dimensions raised are certainly on target
in the quest for statehood a bitter politpoliticalitaiitalibal controversy erupted between saints
and gentiles as regards who would control the territory of deseret if it were
ever admitted to the union asis a state thus the people s party the political arm of
the church and the minority liberal party vigorously sought faithful constituents
at the same time the democratic and republican parties were looking for a base in
utah as a means to enhance their own national position in the event utah obtained
statehood the republicans especially the radical ones who were fresh from their
conquest of americas south generally took the side of the liberal party and were
making grim reality out of equally grim threats outlawing polygamy disincorpo
rating the church dis franchising utah s women and so forth confusion anxiety
and frustration abounded among the mormonscormons in utah

for the churchschurche part how could it come out of the struggle with the least ad-
verse from among universally adverse positions offered it diffuse the national
competition for political power its leaders thought so there was a move in 1890-
1896 to divide the churchschurche peoples party among democratic and republican
national political parties some oldtimersold timers did in fact report that they were called
to the republican party in view of the fact that it was so difficult to get members
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of buildings will it be brought about by authoritative fiat general
authorities cannot do it for us only we can because a church
worldwide in spirit whatever else it isis reflects the minds and
hearts of its individual members it requires members who are sensi-
tive to other people s sensitivities members who share psycholog-
ically and materially with each other as well as in a common tran-
scendentscendent vision members who are empathic and therefore capable
of putting themselves in their brothers shoes and above all mem-
bers who do not confuse their personal preferences with the gospel
of jesus christ

while these attributes do not come as a gift from anyone they
do emerge from the hearthstone of the mormon home this is so
because children tend to recreate the attitudes and values of their
parents so in the interest of what happens in the next generation
here are some things you can do now

first become acquainted with mormonscormons from other lands and
learn something about their societies and cultures while you are
enrolled at this university take advantage of the rich opportunities
that are afforded herein to do so there are classes clubs and
chances for informal associations we pride ourselves in being cos-
mopolitanmopolitan but we need to work harder to make that cosmopolitan-
ism a reality we enjoy a diversity of national and ethnic origins
but that diversity must allow us to resonate with and mutually un-
derstandderstand each other if it is to be part of a worldwide church in
spirit

As an aside I1 have often thought what a waste it is not to
combine priesthood and relief society meetings on this campus
one day a month when the sisters present their lessons on mormonscormons
in peru thailand the philippines japan mexico and so forth
those lessons have helped me and they could helpheip others

but now my second point if you receivereceive a mission call know
that you must acquire the spiritual conviction and integrity that

to join it accommodation with america was forced on utah and the church and
joining national political parties by ecclesiastical persuasion and sometimes by author-
itative fiat was one way the churchschurche authorities tried to deal with the problem

interesting and authoritative discussions on these related episodes may be found
in gustive 0 larson the americanization of utah for statehood san marino
california the hunthuntingtonngtonagton library 1971 richard D poll the political rec-
onstruction of utah territory 186618901866 1890 pacific historical review 27 1958
111126111 126 leonard J arrington great basin kingdom cambridge mass harvard
university press 1958 stewart L grow the development of political parties
in utah western historical quarterly vol 16 supplement see also grow s un-
published doctoral dissertation A study of the utah commission 188218961882 1896
phd diss university of utah 1954
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preaching the gospel requires there is no substitute for that and
there is no way to fake it but after acquiring that conviction and
integrity and after establishing spiritual contact with a prospective
member also know that the communication problems remaining
are about fifty percent a language problem and fifty percent a prob-
lem for other modes of communicating with people talking ma-
chines alone do not preach the gospel very well and when we know
little more about other people than the rudiments of their language
we are only slightly better than talking machines frequently we
are worse to resonate with the hopes and fears the aspirations the
high ideals and spiritual convictions of another people to under-
stand the heartbeat of a new land to feel pain and happiness as
others feel it that is to know them and to know them is a basic
ingredient of successful communication so expand your awarenesawareness
ses in these areas through study and by personal associations and
when you go on your mission do not confine yourselves on your

days off to the american ghettos whatever else they may be it
is certain that they are sanctuaries of the weak and the blind im-
merse yourselves in your new land in all legitimate ways my ex-
perienceperience and that of others I1 have known assures me that you will
be less a curiosity and more a brother to those whom you meet

third as I1 have emphasized we need to make a clear distinc-
tion between our cultural and other preferences and the gospel of
christ the gospel has flourished and has been blessed and sanc-
tioned by god under numerous kinds of governments and economic
and cultural systems there must be some compatibility of course
between these preferences and systems and the gospel referring to
the political area again one key is freedom freedom unfettered by
practices that limit the exercise of religious conscience or that rele-
gate classes of citizens to servitude or bondage or to oppression
and exploitation is freedom compatible with the gospel govern-
ments which actively foster freedom of conscience and opportunity
and protect it for all its citizens are mormonism s implicit friends
this is so whether they happen to agree with the foreign policy of
the united states or not learn therefore something about free-
dom of conscience and opportunity and extend your understanding
beyond the parochial interests of any given country or class of
people within it the church is beyond the nation state because no
state is an official representative of god

fourth do strive to be openhearted understanding and devoid
of prejudice incompatible with the gospel studies show that in
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some areas we anglo american mormonscormons are no more socially prej-
udiced than is the mainstream of american society but that is
small comfort because the same studies show that we are no less so 5

yet we should be and that is a personal challenge to us if we are to
become a worldwide church in spirit

finally with respect to the church inin latin america and in
order to help build a bridge between the temporal world and spir-
itual self do reflect on the relevance of brigham young s under-
standing for the modern day and extend yourselves accordingly
because opportunities abound now as never before

brigham young set up schools universities farms factories
banks cooperatives and credit unions and yes colonization com-
panies and mining enterprises right along with chapels taber-
nacles and temples and just like our forefathers latin american
saints who have similar temporal needs have taken the hopes and
visions that the gospel gives them and are now striving for temporal
as well as spiritual development both you and they may find your-
selves becoming practitioners of brigham young s temporal arts
and his spiritual virtues in numerous countries our leaders have al-
ready established church sponsored schools now the call is out
for medical missionaries agricultural technicians teachers and entre-
preneurspreneurs to help inin areas of literacy nutrition preventive medicine
and manpower training

the first presidency echoing joseph F smith s belief that a
religion which cannot save a man temporally cannot hope to save
him spiritually 0 announced as early as 1968 that the historic posi-
tion of the church has been one which isis concerned with the quality
of man s contemporary environment as well as preparing him for
eternity in fact as social and political conditions affect man s

behavior now they obviously affect eternity 177 and as this is so sub-
stantial numbers of young men and women will be called to labor
for the temporal welfare of the saints as well as for their spiritual
welfare

the gospel is not undermined by such cooperative pursuits it
is simply made more complete there isis now a chance for those
of us who are temporally well off and often in need of the spirit

armand L mauss moderation in all things political and social outlook of
modern urban mormonscormonsMormons dialogue 17 197257691972571972 576957 69

william E berrett and alma P burton eds readings in L D S church
history 3 vols salt lake city deseret book 1958 3364

thete first presidency church of jesus christ of latter day saints citizens
obligations deseret news 17 september 1968 with correction of 11 september
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to unite with brothers and sisters who can teach us much that we
still need to learn about ourselves and we can extend our hand to
help them this is an expression of brotherhood one most com-
pletely realized when people from different lands and cultures can
find mutual acceptance of one another in their hearts as well as
in their evening prayers there is no doubt that it will cost more
there is no doubt that it will take more of our time and it will
demand more of us in every way but it will help to weld us into a
true christian brotherhood

the future is not painless As far as I1 know there was never a
promise that it would be but even so just as great men and women
in ages past changed the course of world history so also can you
now and as you rise to the challenge of the twenty first century
many of you will not only help give tone and temper to the revolu-
tionary landscape in latin america but I1 believe that you will also
reap a harvest of benefit rather than blame from the seeds of
brotherhood that you sow this day and perhaps in your lifetime
you will thereby see a part of the promised brotherhood of jesus
christ rise to meet its prophetic destiny should that be our happy
lot I1 am certain that we will rejoice with the heavens in having
learned at last to live christ s second great commandment thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself matthew 2239



eliza R snow
and

the woman question
jill C mulvay

and what is womanscomans calling where her place
Is she destined to honor or disgrace

eliza R snow woman

in the 1830s contemporary with the beginning of mormonism
a new woman s movement was stirring inin america A small but vo-
cal group of american women involved inin the abolitionist cause
had come to a frightening awareness of their own lack of legal
and property rights increasingly women recognized their ability
to organize and speak out for their own cause and in 1848 with
the early woman s rights convention at seneca falls new york
an organized womanwornan s movement was underway with that move-
ment came the questions that americans would actively ask until
1920 when the suffrage amendment was finally ratified what is
woman s position what are her rights what isis her sphere
feminists concluded that woman s rights had been usurped and her
sphere confined they were eager to break down the established
order that had so long kept woman under what elizabeth cady
stanton termed the absolute tyranny of man

women converted to the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in the years following its 1830 organization however were
not concerned with breaking down an existing order but rather
with establishing a new order the kinkingdomgdomadom of god As that king-
dom grew the sphere of mormon women was enlarged sisters
were early encouraged to exercise spiritual gifts such as speaking
in tongues later they participated in baptisms for the dead and
temple ordinances and they administered to the sick by the laying
on of hands early inin the 1830s latter day saint women began vot

jill C mulvay is an historical associate in the church historical department
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ing in general church assemblies in 1842 the prophet joseph smith
responded to the women s desire to be organized and established
the female relief society of nauvoo to look to the wants of the
poor to teach the female part of the community and to save
souls 2

all of this was part of the growing kingdom a kingdom di-
rected by the priesthood bearing hierarchy of the church the rights
sphere and position of mormon women were determined by the
pronouncements of its male prophets seers and revelatorsrevelatory but
mormon women themselves distinguished subjugation to man s
11 absolute tyranny from submission to the priesthood they insis-
ted upon defending their role not defining it beginning inin the
early 1870s in response to antipolygamyanti polygamy legislation and a nation-
wide characterization of mormon women as poor and degraded
latter day saint sisters became increasingly vocal about their posi-
tion as women within the church

do you know of any place on the face of the earth where
woman has more liberty and where she enjoys such high and
glorious privileges as she does here as a latter day saintsaint3sainta3 eliza
R snow asked some five or six thousand women gathered inin the
salt lake tabernacle in january 1870 to protest against anti-
polygamy legislation zion s poetess and female relief society
president would never complain of usurped rights or a confined
sphere of activity and she promised her sisters that no woman
in zion would need to mourn because her sphere was too narrow
eliza snow s assertions were not mere rhetoric during the 1870s
the sphere of the nineteenth century mormon woman was expand-
ing by the 1880s mormon women had significant duties and re-
sponsibilities inside and outside their homes at the first meeting
of the international council of women at washington D C in
1888 utah s delegate reported that 400 relief societies in utah
held property valued at 95000 many societies owning the halls
in which they met 4 mormon women published their own biweekly

foror a detailed discussion of woman s position in the pre utah church see
ileen ann waspe the status of woman in the philosophy of mormonism from
1830 to 1845 master s thesis brigham young university 1942 especially
ppap 8113681 136

relief society general board minutes 184219141842 1914 17 march 1842 microfilm
of holograph library archives church historical department hereafter cited as
church library archives in these unpublished minutes and those cited hereafter
spelling and punctuation have been standardized

eliza R snow address great indignation meeting deseret news weekly
19 january 1870

the women of utah represented at the international council of woman
washington D C comanswomans exponent 1 april 1888
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newspaper titled the comanswomans exponent the relief society man-
aged a hospital with a woman as resident surgeon and the women
of zion had contributed significantly to the territory s economy
through their participation in silk production and their mercantile
cooperatives promoting home manufacture 5 by the turn of the cen-
tury mormon women had made political economic and social
gains within their own culture comparable to gains made by their
more vocal national colleagues in the larger american culture

this host of utah women was for more than twenty years
captained by eliza roxcy snow presidentess of all latter day
saint organizations for women designated by her sisters an elect
lady she was said to have precedence inin almost everything per-
taining to woman s advancement among her people 0 not only
was she an able administrator she was an eloquent enunciator
who proclaimed church doctrine to her sisters in poetry prose and
oratory that would fill volumes add to these distinctions the em-
inence of being a wife consecutively of both joseph smith and
brigham young and the aura of spiritual gifts such as speaking
in tongues and healing and it is not difficult to understand why
this poetess presidentess priestess prophetess was probably the most
widely heard and widely heeded womanwornan inin nineteenth century mor-
mondom 7 what isis woman s position what are her rights what
is her sphere eliza R snow certainly influenced if not sometimes
dictated both practical and theoretical responses of mormon wom-
en to the woman question

the focal point of late nineteenth century women s issues was
suffrage in that matter mormon women were for some years ahead
of women involved in the national suffrage movement women
in utah receiving in 1870 the franchise for which their eastern
sisters would battle for the next five decades they had staged
no demonstrations and apparently circulated no petitions the sig-
nature of eliza R snow headed fourteen signatures on a memo-
randum to acting territorial governor stephen mann praising his

liberality and gentlemanly kindness in signing the bill granting
suffrage but eliza never would have led her sisters in an effort
to take the right of suffrage by storm she distrusted that class

see leonard J arrington the economic role of pioneer mormon women
western humanities review 9 spring 1955145641955145641955145 64

annie W cannon women of utah comanswomans exponent 15 july 1888
see maureen ursenbach the eliza enigma the life and legend of eliza

R snow lecture delivered for the charles redd center for western studies brig-
ham young university provoprove utah 24 october 1974 manuscript on file in the
office of the church historian church historical department
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known as strong minded who are strenuously and unflinchingly
advocating womanIss rights and some of them at least claiming
I1 woman s sovereignty vainly flattering themselves with the idea
that with ingress to the ballot box and access to financial offices
they shall accomplish the elevation of womankindwoman kind she explained
not that we are opposed to woman suffrage but to think of

a war of sexes which the woman s rights movement would inevi-
tably inaugurate creates an involuntary shudder8shuddershuddery8

in 1872 while susan B anthony was being arrested in roches-
ter new york for her attempt to register and vote eliza R snow
encouraged mormon women to cast their more easily secured ballots
she possessed enough political acumen to see the advantages of
female suffrage especially in utah your vote counts as much
weighs as heavily as president young s brother G A smiths
or brother D H wells s hence you should consider yourselves
important on election day she counseled her sisters she told
ogden relief societies god has given us the right of fran-
chise and it is as necessary to vote as to pray with illinois
and missouri persecutions vivid enough in her memory she ad-
vised unless we maintain our rights we will be driven from
place to place 9

As a political force the women of utah were destined to create
controversy when their votes strengthened the church dominated
people s party the anti mormon liberal party complained that
the female dupes of the priesthood were arrayed at the polls

against them 10 consequently liberal forces lined up against fe-
male suffrage while generally conservative church authorities and
women rose in its defense in the struggle eliza R snow who
had earlier polemicized against female conventionistsconventionistsests called mor-
mon women together in suffrage meetings to garner support for
the proposed anthony amendment which guaranteed that the
right to vote in federal or state elections would not be denied on
the basis of sex

the alliance with the national suffrage movement was tenuous
at best and under the leadership of sister snow mormon women
did not become closely involved with national suffrage leaders

elizaellzaeilzaliza R snow address celebration of the twenty fourth at ogden deseret
news weekly 26 july 1871

salt lake stake general or cooperative retrenchment association minutes
187118751871 1875 19 july 1873 church library archives weber stake ogden city wards
joint session relief society minutes 187918881879 1888 6 february 1879 church library
archives

the woman suffrage law salt lake daily tribune 23 december 1877
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by 1882 mormon women had attended only two of the annual
woman s suffrage conventions indicating as one sister put it that
they had been so busily engaged in cleaning up the house of
zion that seemingly the fact has not been considered that
there might be safety in having a few sentinels stationed on the
towers afar off 11 in utah the major battle for suffrage took
place after the disfranchisement resulting from passage of the
anti mormon edmunds tucker bill in 1887 and eliza died before
that year was out

perhaps eliza R snow unintentionally prepared the field for
the suffrage struggle in other ways especially in organizing the
relief societies which became the focal point for the activities of
mormon women she had served as secretary of the female relief
society of nauvoo and with prophetic hindsight she later recalled
when joseph organized the sisters in nauvoo I1 saw different

positions for women to occupy besides tending to their household
duties as wives and mothers 12 having dutifully kept minutes
for the nauvoo meetings minutes joseph smith said would be
the constitution and law of the society eliza brought them across
the plains to salt lake city such a constitution became useful
when brigham young commissioned eliza to assist bishops in or-
ganizingganizing ward relief societies and eventually called her to preside
over all relief societies

in 1868 the relief society was erecting its first hall in the
fifteenth ward and at the same time brigham young was suggest-
ing classes through the university of deseret

C
giving

11
ladies a tho-

rough business education qualifying them for bookkeepers accoun-
tants clerks cashiers tellers payers telegraphic operators reporters
and other branches of employment suitable to their sex 13 eliza
backed him up with the words of her first and best loved prophet
joseph smith counseled the sisters to do business 14114214

more than once eliza snow helped brigham young in his re-
quests for women to meet specific community needs in 1873 when
the president asked women to help with printing eliza made
up her mind to go from house to house if required to procure

romania B pratt woman suffrage convention comanswomans exponent 1 march
1882

itarkitarapark stake first ward relief society minutes 187018931870 1893 26 november 1874
church library archives

general epistle january february 1868 p 25 brigham young circular letters
church library archives

box elder stake relief society minutes 187818901878 1890 10 september 1878 church
library archives
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young ladies to learn 15 president young suggested that young
ladies volunteer to study obstetrics and nursing and to become
physicians we want sister physicians that can officiate in any
capacity that gentlemen are called upon to officiate women
can occupy precisely the same footing that men occupy as physicians
and surgeons declared eliza 16 small groups of women began
their own classes in physiology and anatomy and several women
went east to study medicine some with financial aid from their
sisters by 1879 plans for a hospital were underway and in 1882
under the direction of eliza R snow president of its founding
association the deseret hospital opened its doors and an LDS
woman was installed as resident surgeon

the first issue of the comanswomans exponent a paper owned by
controlled by and edited by utah ladies appeared in 1872 in
several early issues the editor described the purpose and terms of
the paper including this note miss eliza R snow president of
the entire female relief societies cordially approves of the jour-
nal and will be a contributor to it as she has leisure from her
numerous duties 17 eliza s official sanction was crucial to any mor-
mon woman s enterprise in the hundreds of issues of the exponent
printed before her death eliza R snow s name was connected with
every major movement among mormon women from retrench-
ment to publication of edward tullidge s women of mormon-
dom few if any of the movements originated with her but
many benefited from her phenomenal executive skill and all home
industry silk production ladies commission stores physiology
classes grain storage MIAs and primprimariesariesarles received her personal
endorsement as she traveled by train and wagon to every settle-
ment in the territory

with the coming of the railroad which brought foreign goods
within easy reach and retrenchment associations whose purpose
was to curb the appetite for eastern finery came brigham young s

push for home industry support home industries eliza empha-
sized in accordance with the requirements of the priesthood 19

salt lake stake general or cooperative retrenchment association minutes
187118751871 1875 19 july 1873

ibid 13 september 1873
woman s exponent A utah ladies journal comanswomans exponent I11 june 1872

edward W tullidgesTullidges the women of mormondom new york npap 1877
was financed through shares purchased by ward relief societies eliza R snow
collected sketches of mormon women for the volume and read and revised the
manuscript see emmeline B wells pen sketch of an illustrious woman comanswomans
exponent 15 august 1881

notice to the officers and members of each branch of the relief society
comanswomans exponent 1 april 1875
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sustain home straw manufacture and if we can get sufficient en-
couragementcouragement we shall make hats for men and boys women and
girls 20 eliza considered each successful branch of home manu-
facturesfac tures an additional stone in laying the foundation for the up
building of zion and she considered a woman who stepped for-
ward and assisted efficiently in home industries including silk
culture straw weaving tailoring and home canning to be do-
ing just as much as an elder who went forth to preach the gospel 21

sister snow did not preach idly she and her sisters in the four-
teenth ward commenced a cooperative tailoring establishment
to fill orders for men and boys clothing on short notice and at
low prices 22

in 1876 president young asked the women to form an asso-
ciation to start business in the capacity of disposing homemade ar-
ticles such as are manufactured among ourselves 223 eliza snow
was elected president of the relief society woman s mercantile
association and the women opened their store in the old consti-
tution building on main street in salt lake city because they
had no capital to commence their enterprise they sold on commis-
sion and the project came to be known as the woman s commission
store the first year of operation eliza superintendedsuperintendersuperintended the store from
eight in the morning until six at night carefully looking after
the minute details evidently quite capably once refusing to let
one of brigham young s clerks dictate the terms of commission
on young s goods eliza haughtily wrote the president although
we are novices in the mercantile business we are not green enough
for that kind of management 21

presidentess snow told the brigham city relief society some-
times I1 think we can do more than the brethren 225 for years the
men had tried unsuccessfully to store grain but brigham young
finally assigned grain storage to the relief society individual

ibid211bid

2eae E R snow to mrs L G richards comanswomans exponent 15 april 1875 first
ward relief society minutes 7 june 1877 in comanswomans exponent 15 november
1877 daniel H wells second counselor to brigham young told the relief society
any man or woman engaged in any of these callings building manufacturing

agriculture with pure motives is justust as much on a mission as if teaching the gos-
pel dedication of the kaysvillewaysvilleKays ville relief society comanswomans exponent 1 march 1877

tailoring establishment comanswomans exponent I11 may 18751875
2presidentpresident young to the president and members of the relief societies 4 oc-

tober 1876 in comanswomans exponent 15 october 1876

ellzaeilzaeliza R snow to brigham young 10 february 1877 brigham young collec-
tion church library archives

box elder stake old relief society minutes 187518841875 1884 6 november 1877
church library archives
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ward relief societies built their own granaries and by 1880 their
holdings were strong enough that john taylor was advising the
women that their sisters had voted at general conference to lend
their respective bishops so much wheat as they may consider re-
quisite to meet the necessnecessitiesitiesaties of the deserving poor and at the
same time admonishing the bishops to pay back their loans in
full 26

As retrenchment associations grew up among the young ladies
many recognized the need for similar associations for the young
men eliza told her sisters 1 I have suggested that the boys be or-
ganized but of course we ladies cannot dictate 27 dictate she did
not but campaign she did in 1875187 she traveled to lehi and held
a meeting for the young ladies and instructed them to bring their
beaux she later reported

I1 asked the young men to vote and told them I1 wanted them to
sustain the young ladies in their positions and also if they did
not leave off their drinking and tobacco where were the young
girls to get husbands the young men did not wish the young
girls to be inin advance of them I1 heard the next morning that the
young men had been after the bishop to organize them before
night 28

the same year president young called junius wells to headbead the
young men s mutual improvement association we ladies can-
not dictate eliza admitted but the prophet joseph smith had told
the women at that first meeting of the relief society in nauvoo
that they might provoke the brethren to good works 2921

by the mid 1880s mormon women had achieved with distinc-
tion relief societies mutual improvement associations and pri-
mary associations had been established throughout the territory
largely through the efforts of women under the direction of eliza R
snow 30 women s efforts in these organizations in home industry
and grain storage and their willingness to be trained in skills

john taylor circular comanswomans exponent I11 may 1880
park stake first ward relief society minutes 187018931870 1893 5 september 1872

church library archives
salt lake stake general or cooperate e retrenchment association minutes

187118751871 1875 1 may 1875
relief society general board minutes 184219141842 1914 17 march 1842
thehe concept of a primary association an organization to train young children

inin the teachings of the church originated with aurelia S rogers who with the sup-
port of eliza R snow and under the direction of her bishop organized the first
primary association inin farmington utah inin 1878 sister snow and other women
immediately took up the task of organizing primaries throughout the territory see
aurelia spencer rogers life sketches of orson spencer and others and history of
primary work salt lake city george Q cannon & sons 1898 ppap 21023
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meeting specific needs of the growing kingdom made theirs a
contribution in no way inferior to that of their bremmbreffbrethrenbreffireniren

certainly by the standard of gentile crusaders for women the
poor degraded women of utah were making significant con-

tributions topics discussed at the first meeting of the interna-
tional council of women held in washington D C in 1888 in-
dicate that mormon women were engaged in many of the same
activities as their gentile counterparts women in journalism

women as educators women in the trades women in
medicine hospitals managed by and for women how to
reach the children woman as missionary constitutional
rights of women of the united states the moral power of the
ballot 31 apparently nineteenth century feminists and mormon
women expanded their responsibilities and influence in similar
directions

but however similar their directions their points of departure
were diametrically opposite feminists attacked a male dominated
society eliza R snow defended it miss anthony decried woman s

utter dependence on man eliza snow deemed it essential to
woman s salvation mrs stanton attacked established religion for
placing women in an inferior position presidentess snow the
most influential woman in a sect yet unbound by centuries of tra-
dition acknowledged man s superiority and never ceased to defend
it doctrinally eliza R snow seemed to advocate every tenet radical
feminists were working to uproot 32

eliza did not ignore the woman question but rather attempted
to synthesize an assortment of morimorlmormonnon doctrines into a neat pack-
age that would provide for the eternal expansion of woman s role
for eliza woman s earthly position had been unalterably deter-
mined aware of feminist campaigns for equality she asserted
we have no occasion to clamor about equality or to battle for

supremacy we understand our true position god has defined

international council of women comanswomans exponent 15 march 1888
As early as 1869 the national suffrage movement was split along radical con

servativeserva tive lines into the national woman suffrage association and the american
woman suffrage association elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony were
leaders of NWSA the more radical of the groups though the NWSA alienated
many religious american women the AWSA made an effort not to lose the influ-
ence of the churches and though mrs stanton and miss anthony would have dis-
agreed violently with the doctrine Mmissss snow propounded some of that doctrine was
traditionally christian and would have been accepted by many of the american wo-
men working for woman s suffrage see eleanor flexner century of struggle the
comanswomans rights movement hiin the united states new york atheneumathenaeumAtheneum 1973
appppp15115155151 55
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the sphere of woman wherever his priesthood is acknowledged 33

woman
led in the transgression and was placdplaca

by eloheimseloheimoEloheims unchangeable decree
in a subservient and dependent sphere 31

order is heaven s first law eliza instructed and it is utterly
impossible for order to exist without gradation 35 in that
gradation men and women did not occupy the same position
apostle orson hyde in 1857 addressed his audience brethren
and sisters rather than ladies and gentlemen because he said

the order of heaven places man in the front rank hence he is
first to be addressed woman follows under the protection of his
counsels and the superior strength of his arm her desire should
be unto her husband and he should rule over her 36 countless
times in her travels sister snow enlarged upon that doctrine for
her sisters in the beginning she explained male and female were
addressed as one but the fall brought about a change and thus
the curse of eve rested upon all womankind regarding that
curse brigham young stated 1 I do not know what the lord could
have put upon women worse than he did upon mother eve where
he told her thy desire shall be to thy husband I1 would be
glad if it were otherwise 37

elizabeth stanton s 1848 declaration of sentiments included her
outrage that the history of mankind is a history of repeated in-
juries and usurpations on the part of men toward woman having
in direct object the establishment of absolute tyranny over her 38

however latter day saints felt that man s unrighteous dominion
over woman was not only a result of his wickedness but a result
of the curse that woman s desire should be to her husband george
Q cannon explained

why women in their yearning after the other sex and in their
desire for maternity will do anything to gratify that instinct of
their nature and yield to anything and be dishonored even rather
than not to gratify it 39

woman s degradation was a fact for gentile women the only

snow address celebration of the twenty fourth at ogden
elizaellzaeilza R snow the new year 1852 deseret news io10 january 1852
snow Cecelebrationcelebratcelebratelebrat on of the twenty fourth at ogden
orson hyde sermon deseret news 18 march 1857
brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints

book depot 185518861855 1886 16167
elizabeth cady stanton quoted in flexner century of struggle p 75
george Q cannon in journal of discourses 13207
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recourse was to burst the bonds of slavery but for elizaeilzaellza and her
sisters there was a different path they proclaimed we stand in
a different position from the ladies of the world we have made
a covenant with god we understand his order and know that that
order requires submission on the part of women 40 mormon women
did stand in a different position from the women of the world they
could submit to the rule of their righteous husbands and brethren
with the knowledge that they were honoring god through honor-
ing his priesthood eliza boasted

let those fair champions of female rights
female conventionists come here

yes in
these mountain vales

are noble men
whom woman may be proud facCact acknowledgecacknowledgeknowledge for
her own superior 41

latter day saint women did not admit that just any man could
guide and direct woman it was not the mere fact of masculinity
it was the righteous exercise of priesthood which gave a man
wisdom and power that was from god and thus qualified him as
woman s leader and protector eliza larnenlamentedted the futile efforts of
the feminists

with all their efforts to remove the curse
matters are daily growing worse and worse
they can as well unlock without a key
As change the tide of mans degeneracy
without the holy priesthood tis at most
like reckningreckoningreck ning bills in absence of the host 42

when eliza saw her gentile sisters working to eliminate pros-
titutiontit and desertion she disparaged their efforts and taught in-
stead that man s wisdom is not sufficient god alone can pre
cribe the remedy the remedy was plural marriage sister snow
continued

here in utah through his servants and handmaidenshandmaidens god is

establishing a nucleus of domestic and social purity confidence and
happiness which will so far as its influence extends eradicate
and prevent in future all those blighting evils god loves
purity anandd he has introduced the principle of plurality of wives

miss E R snow s address to the female relief societies of weber county
latter day saints millennial star 3533 12 september 1871578

snow the new year 1852
eliza R snow woman poems religious historical and political 2 vols

salt lake city LDS printing and publishing establishment 1877 2174
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to restore and preserve the chastity of woman it is truly wom
ans cause a cause which deeply involves not only her present
but her eternal interests 43

for the LDS ladies of utah the concept of womanwornan s rights and
woman s cause became inextricably tied to the principle of plural
marriage consequently when they held mass meetings their ora-
tions were without exception dominated by testimonies supporting
polygamy proud of their superior understanding of woman mor-
mon ladies affirmed that they were in favor of woman s rights
interpreting the term to fit their own values eliza suggested

if those whore advocating womanscomansWomans rights
will plead the right of wedlock for the sex

theyll win a meed
of everlasting gratitude and praise 44

the right to holy honorable wedlock was the right of all women
not just a few by this means alone could women be redeemed
and since plural marriage was the only system in which all women
could have the opportunity to marry righteous men those who
stepped forward as volunteers were laboring in the cause of
woman s redemption 45

rather than ignore or deny the bibicalbiblical curse upon womankind
as did some contemporary feminists mormon women concerned
themselves with woman s redemption eliza asked her sisters if
the curse upon woman would never be removed and she stand in
her primeval condition then she answered her own question

the lord has placed the means in our hands in the gospel where
by we can regain our lost position but how can it be done by
rising as women are doing in the world to clamor for our rights
no it was through disobedience that woman came into her present
position and it is only by obedience honoring god in all the insti-
tutions he has revealed to us that we can come out from under
that curse regain the position originally occupied by eve and attain
to a fulnessfalness of exaltation in the presence of god 40

consistent with that philosophy eliza snow stressed that women
would benefit if they would obey the priesthood in whatever they

eliza R snow degradation of woman in utah deseret news weekly 27
april 1870

eliza R snow how 70 leaves Us and how 71 finds Us deseret news
weekly 11 january 1871

E R snow s address to the relief societies of weber p 579
ibid p 578
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tried to accomplish she was advocating not passivity but righteous
submission As sure as the sisters arise and take hold of the work
she exclaimed the brethren will wake up because they must be
at the head 47 relief society president willmirth east wrote eliza
from arizona concerning her bishop s objection to frequent relief
society visits from sisters to members sister snow replied that
the bishops might not be properly informed relative to the
teacher s visits and that it might be well for the sisters to ex-
plain to him but not oppose his wishes she concluded her re-
sponse with her consistent instructions to all relief society sisters
we will do as we are directed by the priesthood 48

sarah grimke and other leaders in the nation s woman s

movement had asserted that whatever was right for a man to do
was likewise right for a woman to do perhaps this sentiment was
present among some mormon sisters evidently as women became
increasingly active in church positions of leadership and responsi-
bility they became confused regarding their status and authority
church president john taylor in 1880 explained that sisters or-
dained to relief society positions were not ordained to the priest-
hood subsequently to avoid confusion women were set apart
for these positions rather than ordained As enthusiastic sisters
organized MIAs and primary associations some question arose
regarding woman I1 s authority to organize and reorganize relief
societies eliza R snow with twenty years of experience was called
upon to clarify woman s role at a sevier stake conference she

spoke on the subject of organization said there were some soci-
eties which women had a right to organize such as the young
ladieslLaladiesladlesdiesl and primary associations but they had no right to or-
ganize a relief society but they could assist the priesthood in do-
ing so sister eliza explained that she had been given a mission
to assist the priesthood in organizing the relief societies hence
some had conceived the idea that she organized 49

lest relief society sisters think that the strength of their accom-
plishmentsplishments entitled them to strike out on their own against the
wishes of bishops and stake presidents john taylor admonished
them while we appreciate the labors of our sisters it must not

salt lake stake general or cooperative retrenchment association minutes
187118751871 1875 3030 august 1873

eliza R snow to willmirth east 23 april 1883 photocopy of holograph
eliza R snow papers church library archives

sevier stake relief society minutes 24 and 25 october 1880 in comanswomans
exponent 15 november 1880
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be forgotten that the man holds the priesthood and is the head of
the woman as christ is the head of the church 50

women should be helpmeetshelpmeets to the priesthood and they should
assist their brothers in eliza s imagery like the devout and stead-
fast miriam in upholding the hands of mosesmoses5151 unlike her national
contemporaries eliza was not even anxious to give woman the last
word happy to see the brethren at relief society meetings and
conferences she invited them to speak last relief society president
margaret T smoot from provo explained sister snow says it is

proper for us to speak first and let the stronger follow the weak
that if we say anything that needs correcting it can be corrected 52

the accomplishments of eliza R snow and mormon women
in general are not reduced in light of this absolute submission to
the priesthood they did not consider themselves slaves they were
stewards the many who were faithful in their assignments epito-
mized the wise stewards who in the parable of the talents doubled
the talents for which they were held responsible and were given
more stewards relieve their masters of certain tasks and in that
process make decisions of consequence just so the purpose of the
relief society was to relieve the bishop and eliza advised do
not run to him with every trifle 53 if possible we should relieve
the bishops instead of adding to their multitudinous labors 54

stewardship is not passivity and the steward who fearfully hid
his talent in the earth was condemned many of the women of
zion have gone astray with the idea that they havelhave no time to
attend meetings or to give to the culture of their minds but that
their whole being and time must be given to the drudgery of life 55

but do we realize our responsibilities and that we have as
much to do with the salvation of our souls as the brethren they
can not save us we must save ourselves 56 she counseled it is
a choosing time and we should do the choosing ourselves 57

juab stake relief society minutes 20 april 1879 in comanswomans exponent
1 june 1879

snow address great indignation meeting
provo stake relief society minutes 27 may 1881 in comanswomans exponent

1 juiljulyjull 1881
sugar house ward relief society minutes 20 july 1868 in comanswomans ex-

ponent 1 may 1891
E R snow smith to the branches of the relief society comanswomans exponent

15 september 1884
provo city relief society minutes 17 june 1875 in comanswomans exponent 15

july 1875
ephraim relief society minutes 25 june 1875 in comanswomans exponent 15 aug-

ust 1875
nineteenth ward relief society minutes 18 august 1875 in comanswomans ex-

ponent 1 october 1875
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eliza snow was speaking to thousands of mormon mothers
with children what would she a childless mother in israel
have them choose let your first business be to perform your
duties at home 58 the sisters in zion are required to form the
characters of the sons who are to be rulers and bishops in the king-
dom of god 59 this is a mother s first duty but it is not all
her duty 60

inasmuch as you are wise stewards you will find time for social
duties because these are incumbent upon us as daughters and mo-
thers in zion by seeking to perform every duty you will find
that your capacity will increase and you will be astonished at
what you can accomplish 61

the wise stewards did find time for other duties and there were
not only presidents and counselors for relief societies MIAs and
primaries but also storekeepers printers telegraphers silk growers
surgeons and hospital directors

feminists taught women that through asserting themselves they
could achieve social political and economic equality with men
eliza R snow consistently held that only through obedience and
faithfulness in her stewardship would woman change her sphere

inasmuch as we continue faithful we shall be those that will be
crowned in the presence of god and the lamb you my sisters
if you are faithful will become queens of queens and priestesses
unto the most high god these are your callings we have only
to discharge our duties 62

in the parable of the talents a promise was given the stewards
who discharged their duties thou hast been faithful over a few
things I1 will make thee ruler over many things matthew 25232525
or in the words of zion s poetess who penned these lines so care-
fully for her sisters

what we experience here is but a school
wherein the ruled will be prepared to rule

and thro obedience woman will obtain
the power of reigning and the right to reign 63

an address by miss eliza R snow august 14 1873 latter day saints
millennial star 36 13 january 1874 21

ephraim relief society minutes 25 june 1875
weber stake relief society minutes 9 june 1882 in comanswomans exponent

I11 july 1882
an address by miss eliza R snow august 14 1873 p 21

ibid
snow woman p 178



the image of mormonism in
french literature part 11II

wilfried decoo

the first article in this study of the image of mormonism in
french literature concentrated essentially on the period 18501866185048661850 1866 a
time of intellectual fervor in france during which the historians
and the philosophers dissected mormonism in scientific fashion
we also touched upon mormonism as it appeared in the popular
tradition of the time and in travel accounts which form a literature
that continued more or less irregularly until the end of the nine-
teenth century although the mormon theme is rare in french
publication from 1900 to 1919 it is worthwhile to mention briefly
certain interesting works of this period in 1904 the journalist jean
dentraiguesdentraygues after a visit to salt lake city published a very lauda-
tory article about the mormonscormonsMormons using an amusing style to denounce
the historical prejudices against the latter day saints 2 in 1907
in a voluminous account of a journey across the united states jules
huret devoted no less than five chapters to mormonism these
chapters contained interesting interviews with president joseph F
smith and with a number of distinguished mormon women all
belonging to polygamous families 3 also worth noting are two
scholarly articles one on utah by L gallois and another on the
siege of nauvoo by the historian george tricoche 4 but it is the
decade from 192019301920 1930 that gives us several works of considerably
greater significance

wilfried decoo is professor of education at the university of antwerp
translated from the french by elouise M bell assistant professor of english brig-
ham young university

wilfried decoo the image of mormonism in french literature part I1
BYU studies 14 spring 19741577519741571974 15775157 75

jean dentraiguesdentraygues la ville des mormonscormonsMormons le monde modeanemoderne 20 1904
444544 45

jules huret en Amiameriquerique de san francisco au canada paris E fasquelle
1907 ppap 10663106 63

L gallois lutah les annales de Gog609geographicraphie 22 19131859619131851913 18596185 96 george
nestler tricoche le siegeslegesetesewe de nauvoo ou laa bataille des maladroits episode de
Ihiihl1historieihistoriestoriestorle des mormonscormonsMormons revue hivohivoriquehistoriquebitthist riqueorique 119 1915516191551619155 16
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SECOND PERIOD THE TIME OF A FEW GREAT NAMES 192019301920 1930
whereas the first period of serious french literary interest in

the mormonscormons 1850 to 1866 is characterized by the number of
works and the variety of attitudes the ten years from 1920 to 1930
are noteworthy more for the importance of several authors who
wrote about the mormonscormons including guillaume apollinaire pierre
benoit and andre mauroisbauroisMau rois

GUILLAUME apollinaire la femme assise
the seated glomanwoman 1920

guillaume apollinaire primarily known as an avant garde poet
and the inventor of the word surrealism stands a good chance
of becoming one of the great names of french literature thanks to
the support of his faithful friends and the continuing interest of
the academic critics however the few prose works of this poet
are still little known and among these la femme assise is for-
tunate if scholarly studies devote two or three lines to it moreover
many critics including even apollinaire s most fervent defenders
claim that he was not truly a storyteller too much attached to
the pure image to the light of intuition and to the disparity and
ambiguity of ideas apollinaire could not sustain a strong plot line
throughout an entire book subordinating secondary actions to it
the novels which he projected in interviews and even in pamph-
lets never saw the light of day but miscarried in the early stages
while still no more than notes scattered about in desk drawers
we have the titles of several of these projected works among which
is la mormone et iele danite the mormon girl and the danite
then in 1917 we suddenly find the poet feverishly putting together
a collection of segments from these incomplete novels and of odds
and ends previously published in the mercure de france the result
was la femme assise which did not appear until 1920 after the
death of its author A second version only slightly less disjointed
came out in 1948

the beginning of the novel unfolds the activities of a young
lesbian elvire goulotcoulot through her parisian and russian environs
which are debauched and decadent in the extreme thereafter fol-
lows a rather long depiction of the world of the artists and scoun-
drels in the montparnasse of 1914 at this point a totally artificial
thread permits apollinaire to include in his novel a hundred pages
about the mormonscormonsMormons elvire goulotcoulot has a copy of an 1851 letter
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from john taylor to brigham young written from paris it con-
cerns the conversion of her grandmother pamela monsenerguesMonsenergues to
mormonism elvire reads this letter to otto mannermahner the great
uncle of a friend who grew up in salt lake city since otto had
known pamela there he recounts to her granddaughter elvire the
events of pamela s life as a mormon focusing on fantasized de-
scriptionsscriptions of public events the arrival of emigrants to salt lake
city the assembly of the saints and a sermon by brigham young
on that occasion the ritual procession following the proclamation of
the revelation of polygamy and a party in the social hall in all
of this pamela s story occupies only a secondary position after a
period of hesitation in the home of brigham young the french
girl agrees to become the fifteenth wife of elder lubel cimanpercimanperrimanPer
only to run off with a danite the day after the wedding and head
back to france after the chapters on mormonism which com-
prise the core of the book apollinaire returns to events of the first
world war pausing from time to time to recount the military
deeds of a number of great ancient and medieval warriors at this
point also he resumes the shuffle through elvire s amorous adven-
tures

apollinaire s interest in the mormonscormons dates back before world
war I1 according to the accounts of several friends 5 he had plans
for la mormone et iele danite as early as 1912 6 busy with the re
editing of old books of erotica in the series les maitres de
iamour1amourlamourdamour masters of love apollinaire rummaged day after
day in the hell of the national library of paris and brought forth
from obscurity the work of john cleland and of the marquis de
sade 7 doubtless it was during the course of these bibliographic
researches that he began to be interested in the mormonscormonsMormons what
must have enticed apollinaire was the strangeness of the sect the al-
legedly bizarre mores and especially the accusation of sensuality
centering in polygamy in the image of the latter day saints which
was current in france the writer found interwoven two themes
which predominate in his work on one hand the picturesque life

musthusnus andre billy in the preface to guillaume apollinaire oeuvres podpoipoiliquespoetiquesliques
bibliothequebibliothque de la pleiade paris gallimardGal limard 1967 p afxlxf paul dermeederamee apoll-
inaire apollinaire paris eds de 1espritfesprit nouveau n d unpaged hubert fabubabu
reau guillaume apollinaire son feuvreoeuvre portrait et autograpbe paris eds de laa
nouvelle revue critique 1932 p 75

cf pierre marcel adema guillaume apollinaire collection les vies herpen
diculairesdicu laires paris eds de la table ronde 1968 p 303

cf renereng guy cadou guillaume apollinaire ou iartilleur de metz nantes
chiffoleauChiffo leau 1948 ppap 415141 51
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of the outlaw the exile and on the other hand eroticism apolli-
naire s fascination with the persecuted estranged hero radiates
from the pages of lhgrgsiarquelheresiarque et cie the heresiarch and co
and le passant de prague the passerbyPas sefelserhy from prague his obses-
sion with sexual themes is evident except to the reader who knows
apollinaire only from le fonffontpont mirabeau the Miramirabeaumirabeavbeav bridge
when we remember moreover that the apollinarian eroticism often
surfaces in a biblical context used to shock and scandalize the read-
er we are not surprised that the libertine found useful materials in
the history of the latter day saints clearly apollinaire used his
talents to the utmost to render the mormon milieu as strange and
exotic as possible if he bases his writings chiefly on names and his-
toric facts which he found in the works of jules remy 8 he distorts
them by exaggerating hazardous elements or by adding others
foreign to mormonism for example he does not hesitate to intro-
duce among the mormonscormons the rolling jerking and shouting asso-
ciated with certain fundamentalist sects 9 whole pages are devoted
to a description of a congregation of mormonscormons in a hallucinatory
delirium the following paragraph gives only an incomplete idea
of the tenor and content of this passage

their arms flailing the pregnant women laughed so wildly
that no longer able to support the weight of their shaking bellies
they fell to the floor unearthly chants arose and the indians ut-
tered guttural noises that sounded like funeral knells then came
tortured cries from women on the gentile sideofside of the room and
not a few men fraught with terror trembled and sobbed the
raucous cries of the mormonscormons became howls and people began to
faint first letting out a piercing cry which resounded like the sini-
ster call of a bird of ill omen next a frenzy jolted the entire as-
sembly the fit seized the people as one body those who had not
fainted threw themselves on all fours and raising their heads
looked brigham young in the face and began to bay like wild
dogs the sermon continued and the voice of the prophet rolling
forth words of revelation surmounted the yelpingsyelpings of the men and
screechingsscretchingsscreechings of the women he cried out with all his might eyes

jules remy voyage au pays des cormonsmormonsMormons Relareiarelationfion geographic histoireHis toire
na lurelleturelle hislairehisloireHishistoloiretreire theologiatheologieth&logieTheologie moeurnmoeurs et coutumascoutumesCoutumes 2 vols paris E dentudenau 1860
professor guiette appears to be wrong in choosing the MemoMimonemonimomemoiresmimoiresiretires d untinrin mormon by
louis bertrand 1862 as the primary source of la femme assise cf robert guiette
notes sur la femme assise revue des sciences humaineshubumahumaaumamainesmalnesmes 84 195645760195645760

remy mentions these details in connection with other religious groups in america
voyage llxixi1xixllxie lxv1xvlav in his article on the mormonscormonsMormons prosper merimee had also

conjured up a burlesque revival scene insinuating that it referred to the mormonscormonsMormons
cf prosper merimee les mormonscormonsMormons in melangermelangesmilangesMeMilanges historiques et litterairesliftiraireslitteralresairesdires 1855
rptapt paris M levy 1867 ppap 181918 19 it is therefore not surprising that apollinaire
combined the particulars in his account
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upturned to heaven his tall hat on the back of his head his swol-
len neck popping the button of his wide collar his tie skewed
to one side of his neck his shirt opened and the prophets goi-
ter sprawled out on his chest like a cow s dug he spoke with a
voicevolcevoicevolce of thunder and he bent forward now to look his barkers inin
the eye as they approached him on all fours growling and show-
ing their teeth 10

if the composition of the book as a whole seems very confused
and several critics have rather mercilessly underlined this weakness11weakness11

one cannot deny that throughout the book runs a certain thematic
unity As inin many of his poems and stories apollmaireapollinaireApoll mairemalre concerns
himself with the problem of the meaning of love particularly from
the point of viewview of the woman s function he thus contrasts very
forcefully two extremes of sexual attitude on one hand the de-
bauched and sterile affairs of elvire and to a lesser degree those of
pamela and on the other handband the marriage and the fecundity of
the mormon women

for apollinaireapollmaireApollmalremaire tormented by the ravages of the war the theme
of fecundity became obsessive 12 his famous surrealistic play les
mamellesMamelles de tirgsiastiresiasteiresiasTiresias the breasts of tiresiasTiteiresiasresias presented inin 1917
sent forth a call both grotesque and tragic for frenchmen to multi-
ply more abundantly it was inin mormonism synonymous with poly-
gamy that apollinaireApoll mairemalre found a way to give back to france the
population which she needs to remainremain a great nation 13 doubtless
it isis not necessary to take seriously the justification of a matrimonial
system which france rejected as barbarian or absurd the author
of la femme assise most likely wished to shock his public by pre-
senting mormonism as a possible solution to the problem of de-
population the arguments that he advances are nevertheless valid
taken directly from the testimony of a mormon woman whom remy
had interviewed 14 apollinaireApollmairemalre even hurls this trenchant variation

guillaume apollinaireApollmairemalre la femme assiseassise chroniqueChronique de france et damenquedam9riquedAm enque
1920 rev ed pansparis Galgaigallimardgalhmardlimard 1948 ppap 8384839483 8494

thus emmanuel aegerter and pierre labracherielabrachenelabrucherieLabrLabracherieachenecherle guillaume apollinaire parispans
julliard nd p 217 claude bonnefoy apollinaireApollmarremairemarfe classiquesClassiques du xxeaxe sime parispans
eds universitairesUniversitaires 1969 p 101 Fabureau guillaume apollinaire ppap 747774 77

cf billy preface ppap xxxvi and xi xlivaliv robert couffignal Linspirationinspirationlinspiration bablibibli
que dans doeuvreioeuvrepoeuvre de guillaume apollinaire bibliothequebibliothque des lettres modemesmoderriesModerriesdemes no 8

parispans minard 1966 ppap 647164 71 mihailo pavlovic la repopulation et les mamel
les de teiresiastiresiastirisiasTiTirresiasislasisias revue des lettres modernermodernesModernes 166169166 169 19671335019671331967 1335015350133153 50

apollinaireApoll mairemalre la femme assiseassise p 39 thus there isis no reason to consider la
femme assiseassise as one of apollinareapollinaire s most pessimistic works as scott bates claims
inin guillaume apollinaire new york twayne publishers 1967 p 137

cf remy voyage 22829228282 92 apollinaire le femme assiseassise ppap 606160 61 787978 79
919391 93
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of the scripture let he who isis not polygamous inin europe cast the
first stone at the mormonscormonsMormormons10mons mormon women are presented as
happy living calm and natural lives without jealousies or vicissi-
tudes 16 by contrast elvire goulotcoulot whose adventures envelope the
mormon episode practices a kind of reverse mormonism I1 tied
to several lovers she wishes nonetheless to remain sterile in a time
when defense and social honor calls for a particular fecundity from
women 17 elvire thus isis a false woman and it is in this sense that
the title of the book receives a first explanation elvire resembles the
seated woman on the swiss five franc coin counterfeits of which
were circulating at this time 18 but there isis also a mormon counter-
part to this symbol of falseness notably an enormous mannequin
representing a seated woman which the mormonscormons parade on a
chariot of sorts during a ritual procession this woman symbolizes
the true woman that is to say natural and thus fertile 19 A third
explanation of the title is found at the very end of the novel citing
the relationship between the sexes inin a more purely social context
woman seated in the time when men are on the move 20

in summary apollinaire s novel of which we have indi-
cated only the major outlines has a thematic richness which merits
a more in depth anaylsis and which can illuminate other of the
poet s works historical sidelights are abundant in the materials
devoted to the period 191017191017 the mormonscormons are in the tapestry
as a pretext for gaudy descriptions and as a justification for pre-
posterousposterous fertility by the subterfuge of polygamy finally if one
must recognize the pen of an author as fertile as the mormonscormonsMormons one
must also smile at his wild imagination but the smile of true
mormonscormons will dissipate rather quickly when they learn that the
author of an objective study of the church cites in his bibliogra-
phy la femme assiseasszse21

apollinaire la femme assiseaffassars iselfflre p 96
in this respect it is worth noting that the revival scene is discordant with the

tone of the work as a whole this is probably due to the fact that apollinaire de-
veloped the theme of glorious fecundity during the war considerably after the
early pages which were more unusual and perhaps more satiric M T goossefoosse thus
is wrong to compare polygamy with the convulsion scene and to assume a frenetic
and bestial love among Apollinapollinairealreaire s mormonscormonsMor mons cf marlemarie therese goossefoosse une lec-
ture du larron dapoilinairedapollinaire archives des lettres modernermodernesModernes 112 197039411970391970 13913941239139 41

apollinaire la femme assisearsassdrs ifeise p 147
ibid p 156
ibid p 103

10ibid10ibid p 156
thus the clergyman charles braitschbriitschbriltschBrlitschiltsch in les cormonsmormons ou saints des verniersderniersderniers

jours coll connaissanceconnoissanceCon naissance des sectesseates neuchatelNeuchatel eds delachauxlachauxDe et niestleniestlniestliediestlNiestleestie 1960
P 83
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PIERRE BENOIT le lac saigsalesaiesalg salt lake 1921

pierre benoit a member of the french academy clearly merits
the titles given him by marcel girard manufacturer of adventure
novels and facile magician 22 each year for forty years benoit
gave his many readers a new book these works were sound even
though they were brought forth with little effort and always mod-
eled upon a clearly defined pattern everything proceeded logically
from premises established in the first few pages the characters
follow their passions relentlessly these passions most often being
pride greed or love such is the case with the novel le lac salesaigsaiesalg
published in 1921 which benoit himself cites as a model of the nar-
rative pattern found in all his other books 23 the variety of each
book was assured by the choice of settings which benoit made high-
ly exotic utah and its inhabitants gave him such a setting remote
and original like apollinaire benoit owes the geographical and
historical background of his novel to jules remy remy had de-
voted part of one chapter to the mormon war of 1857 which
he documented with precision 24 benoit has his novel begin the very
day the federal troops enter salt lake city rather than an analysis
of the book we shallshalishail give you here a quick summary

annabel lee is the very young widow and heiress of an irish
colonel who grew fabulously rich inthein the new mining companies of
the west having come to salt lake city in 1857 to settle the af-
fairs of her late husband annabel has not yet managed to leave
the territory when the story begins first because the hostilities pre-
vented safe travel then because of an affair with a federal officer
who was billeted with her in addition to the officer a jesuit priest
lives with annabel one philippe dexilesdefilesdEx iles missionary totheto the indians
who had promised colonel lee to watch over the interests of his
wife and above all to see that she returned east as soon as possible
but a new obstacle to her return to civilization has emerged in the
person of a young methodist minister jeminicemini gwinett dashing
and shamelessly hypocritical gwinett in league with the ambitious
mormon woman sarah pratt is secretly converted to mormonismMormontmormonism
then in order to get his hands on annabel and her wealth hebe ar-
ranges with the help of a toxic potion to fall gravely ill in her

marcel girard guide ilillustrelustri de la titteratureiiwrature franfrantisefranaisefranfaisefranaisefaisefalse modeanemoderne de 1918 ai nos
jours 1949 rptapt paris seghers 1954 p 163

pierre benoit and paul guifGuirguimardnard de koenigsmark eia monisalvalmontsalvatMonisMontaidarsalvatalvalainar Quarquaranteanreanfe an-
neesnaesn9es quarante romans paris albin michel 1958 p 62

remy voyage 14004191400 419
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home the young widow now feeling useful and happy in her role
as nursemaid gives up all plans for returning east after father
dexilesdefilesdEx iles leaves heeding the call of missionary dutytoduty to idaho anna-
bel falls completely into the clutches of the diabolical gwinett the
minister concealing his conversion to mormonism and his marriage
to sarah pratt finally convinces annabel to marry him on the day
of the marriage annabel totally entangled inin the minister s cunning
web believes she is going to be married in a protestant ceremony
the ceremony which benoit took in full from the facts supplied
by remy comes off without incident 25 but the next day annabel
discovers to her horror that she has become mrs gwinett number
two

her attempts at divorce and escape are foiled by gwinettGwinetfc and
even by governor cumming who wants no trouble with the mor
mons wretched and ashamed annabel is overcome by an illness
which does not quite succeed in putting her out of her misery
father dexilesdefilesdEx iles learning of the plot returns to salt lake city to
try to free annabel his meeting with brigham young is one of
thediedle most vivid episodes of the novel it is the encounter of two
superior minds jousting with great skill for intellectual superiority
by blackmail he knows about the existence of secret funds brig-
ham young has stashed away in new york the jesuit obtains the
prophet s permission to whisk annabel to safety however anna-
bel s shame and incomprehensible love for gwinett are stronger
than her desire to flee and she refuses to follow the jesuit he will
go to die a willing martyr among the ute indians the epilogue
a final scene set in 1882 shows us gwinett as brigham young s

successor and annabel a miserable human vegetable locked up
in an asylum

since a rather large part of the french population has read
and still reads the novels of benoit it is not surprising that french-
men often think of le sac salesamsaie when they hear of the mormonscormonsMormons
however the history of annabel lee contains very little information
about the latter day saints the author is so caught up with his
heroine and her fatal passions that the background remains hazy
and neither mormon society nor theology is depicted only one
theme of the traditional literature about mormonscormons is clearly in evi-
dence which is the concept that mormonism is directed by men of
superior intellect but without faith or scruples but the ecclesiastical
criticism in this book is not directed specifically against individual

ibid211bid 2111122111 12
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mormonscormonsMormons gwinett who behaves so vilely out of ambition and
greed is a protestant minister father dexilesdefilesdExiles who is in love with
annabel and who commits suicide isis a jesuit As far as the mor-
mon environment in the book is concerned benoit has only ren-
dered the classic picture of the literature of mormonism probably
convinced that liehelleile was describing reality in a recent study on his
own heroines the novelist indicated that he had received postcards
showing him the present day salt lake city naively hebe regrets that
the sinister mormon city is no longer what it was in the time of
brigham young according to him the city at that time was

more picturesque with its extraordinary and grotesque pro-
fession of secret societies its danitescanitesDanites its angels of destruction
its thrones its virtues its dominations the extravagant panoply
with which these people loved to adorn themselves on the great
celebration days the urimarim the thummimThummim the seal of solomon
the pigskin apron embroidered with fig leaves the cloaks of white
linen the sashes and fantastic decorations 26

such is the image of historic mormonism held by a member of
the french academy scarcely ten years ago obviously as concerns
the french literary milieu it was apollinaire who did more than
his share to forge this vision of a phantasmagoric world in the
rocky mountains

ANDRE MAUROIS la vie de joseph smith
the life of joseph smith 1927

another member of the french academy rather more illustrious
than benoit will also in the eyes of mormonscormonsMormons rank as more sacri-
legious in 1927 andre mauroisbauroisMaurois under his real name emil herzog
published a life of joseph smith that voltaire himself would not
disown it is a strange little book this casual biography satiric
cheap most often ignored by the critics and altogether out of place
among the other works which mauroismaurolsmaurodis produced during this same
period the famous novels bernard quesnay and clamatsclimatsClimats la vie
de disraeli and les eludesetudes anglaisesAnglaises

it is true that la vie de joseph smith was not written for the
general public only a hundred copies were printed each numbered
and signed the book intended only for edouard champion and his
friends les roninsdonins one is rather surprised that mauroisbauroisMaurois a dis-
ciple of the great moralist and aesthetician alain chose to write

pierre benoit mes hiheroinesroinesfoynes lauroredauroredAurore ai zissiailsedilse paris albin michel 1965
P 37
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the biography of so obscure and ridiculous a figure as joseph smith
was in his eyes evidently the nature of the farce the gross
mystification for such did mauroismaurolsmaurodis consider the founding of mor-
monism beguiled this versatile author for we must not forget that
mauroisbaurois had a weakness for anglo saxon humor and american
history 27

la vie de joseph smith isis only sixty some pages long the
story follows chronology faithfully from the first vision in 1820
to the death of the prophet inin 1844 four pages of a so called epi-
logue are supposed to recount for us the rest of the mormon story
but mauroisbaurois amuses himself instead by describing at length some
technical details of the salt lake temple the style of the book is
extremely simple almost childish thereby emphasizing rather force-
fully the supercilious irony and at the same time the archness of
the author 28

very much inin the manner of voltaire mauroisbaurois satirizes in par-
ticular the divine aspect of joseph smith s calling for example
the revelation concerning plural marriage is explained with this
facile sentence

he joseph smith had always felt each time he saw a pretty
woman feelings so violent it seemed unthinkable to him that
they did not come from the lord 29

and polygamy itself merits this treatment

but the prophet was too respectful of divine messages not to
obey them from this day forth he married all the women for
whom the lord inspired righteous desires inin him ultimately he
mortified himself to the point of possessing twenty eight wo-
men 30

by the very nature of its publication la vie de joseph smith did
not attract much notice moreover the book is now extremely rare
but a study such as this one cannot neglect to point out that joseph
smith merited the attention albeit malicious of a writer such as
andre mauroisbauroisMau rois

cf les silences duA colonel scramble and histoireHis toire des statsetats unis note that
in this latter work mauroisbaurois writes more objectively and positively about the mor
mons

G Lemlemaitrealtre one of the few critics of mauroisbaurois who mentions la vie de
joseph smith has not quite understood the vehembehem ice of mauroisbauroisMau rois irony cf georges
lemaitre bauroismauroisMaurois the writer and his work TMnew york F ungar 1968 p 58

andre mauroisbauroisMau rois la vie de joseph smith les 49 romnsroninsroans du quai malaquais
no 6 paris edouard champion et ses amis 1927 p 26
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OTHER WORKS OF THE PERIOD 192019301920 1930

apart from the mormon writings of these three notable fig-
ures apollinaire benoit and mauroisbauroisMau rois the decade 19201950192019301920 19501930 pro-
duced nothing very original the various novelty pieces of the sort
we examined for the period 185018661850 1866 were still around pretty
much hollow echoes of a bygone day

occasionally amateur historians and moralistsmora lists would publish
once more the old saws about the history and theology of mormon-
ism and especially about polygamy for example in his little book
la polygamiapolygamiePoly gamie aux eealsetatsetals unis les cormonsmormonsMormons raymond auguetduguet
claims that the latter day saints do not uphold the manifesto but
continue instead to sanction polygamous unions even though the
author is convinced that the mormon missionaries will scarcely
succeed in latin countries especially here he nonetheless considers
it necessary to put his fellow frenchmen on guard against mormon-
ism which tries to carry off by conversion some loved one whom
you will never see again 31

an article in much the same veinvein turns up by renereng guenon
les origines du mormonismeMormon isme here the author resurrects the

whole spaulding theory concerning the book of mormon his con-
clusion places the mormonscormons inin the larger perspective of a credulous
and extravagant america mormonism was the rather alarming
symptom of a mental unbalance that threatens to become widespread
if not carefully watched 32 but the positive judgments are not
lacking either in this literature that seeks to be objective con-
firming thereby the ambiguous character of the french attitude to-
wards the mormonscormonsMormons 33 one author whose attitudes are predominant-
ly favorable is charles cesire professor of american literature and
civilization at the sorbonne professor cesire maintains an excellent
relationship with the leadership of the french mission recently re-
located in paris 34 his great work on the united states of america
contains pages highly laudatory of the mormonscormonsMormons in which polygamy
is defined as a moral idea not without grandeur 35

raymond duguetauguet la PolygampolygamiepolygamlepolygamiaPoly rumiegamiele aux eiltsetatseiats unis les cormonsmormons paris eds du
nouveau mercure 1921 ppap 8 and 98

rengrendene guenon les origines du mormonismeMormon isme revue polipolitiqueriquelique et iiwrairelitterairelitte fairerairefarre 64
19265411926541

cf decoo image of mormonism ppap 15759157 59

cf gary ray chard A history of the french mission of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 185019601850 1960 master s thesis utah state university 1965
p 80

charles cestrebestre les efaleetatsefals unis paris librairieLib rairie larousse 1927 p 270
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popular literature in which category we can place benoit s novel
is not dead either in 1857 paul duplessis published a mediocre
adventure novel about the danitescanitesDanites 36 he had his counterpart in
19501930 inin a book called loeilloelob il de I1 utah the eye of utah
george sim sends a young french girl and her fianceflanceglance to utah to
claim the inheritance from a gold mining uncle the mormonscormonsMormons who
have created for themselves strange ghettos in a west we would
not recognize do all in their power to thwart the hero and heroine
and to seize the treasure needless to say the villains are foiled by
the intrepid pair this novel published as part of a popular series
of adventure tales has no literary merit 37

finally we find occasional travelers rather less common in this
difficult postwarpost war period of economic crisis bringing back to france
their extremely favorable impressions of the mormonscormonsMormons A famous
example is that of the journalist renereng puauxpuaul who made a tour of
the united states by means of a carnegie endowment and returned
with an admiring respect for the works of the mormonscormonsMormons to the
latter day saints he renders the classic travelers homage what
was formerly nothing but a terrifying desert has been transformed
into a land of milk and honey by a messianic vision to which a
ferocious energy and a magnificent industrial effort have happily
given a material base 38

but as we have seen it isis not in this commonplace truism of
such a positive nature that the great names found their mormon in-
spiration apollinaire benoit and mauroisbaurois for it is to them that
any conclusion of the period 192019301920 1930 must return saw mormon-
ism solely as a source of original and strange raw materials accord-
ing to their personal tastes and the current needs of their literature
they deformed the mormon society so malleable because so little
known from this point of view the surrealistic vision of the latter
day saints that apollinaire gives us the intrigues of le lac salgsalesaigsaie
and mauroisbauroisMau rois satiric pamphlet do not constitute malevolence towards
the mormonscormonsMormons we cannot remind ourselves too often that the
french writers remained detached from all religious controversy
they were simply amusing themselves at the expense of a multi-
faceted tradition

cf decoo image of mormonism p 170
georges sim loeil de lutahmahmab collection du livre national bibliothequebiblioth&que des

grandes adventures paulsparis J tallandierTallandier 1930
rengrene puauxpuaul decouvertedicouverteDecouDicou verte des amerlAmeriametiam&icainsamericainscains paris fasquelle 1930 p 61



measure for measure
tragedy and redemption

paul james toscano

introduction
if there is anything that the great tragedies of the world seem to

have inin common surely it must be unhappy endings do not the
lovers die does not the king lose his crown are not the heroes
doomed to wretchedness and defeat and helieileite that exalted himself
is he not abased for most people the word tragedy is synon-
ymous with pessimism and despair it conjures up vague remem-
brances of stormy plots with sad and often violent conclusions
however as surprising as it may seem many critics playwrights
actors and theatergoers have managed to see piercing through the
midnight darkness of tragic drama such optimistic themes as faith
hope resolution and regeneration all shining with the splendor
of bright stars inin a black cloudless sky

herbert muller for example points out that tragedy began as
a literary device of individual expression concerned with the most
vital civic issue the spiritual survival of the community 1 trag-
edy he says grew out of an annual religious celebration in honor
of the year daemon a god whose ritual conflict death and resur-
rection were seen by the ancient greeks to hold some spiritual re-
lation to the rejuvenation of nature the regeneration of man and
the continuance of life and fertility in time the god so honored
was replaced by an individual of heroic proportions a mythical or
historical figure who loomed large in the minds of the people 2

whoever or whatever this hero was he like the daemon strug-
gled inin the press of destructive forces that he may have pulled down
upon himself and like the daemon his struggles led not to pessi-
mism and despair but through pessimism and despair to resolution

paul james toscano is a law student at the J reuben clarkdarkoark jr law school
herbert J muller the spirit of tragedy new york alfred A knopf 1956

p 32
ibidbid
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and regeneration if not for himself then for his fellows or his cos-
mos but especially for all those sensitive witnesses of his plight

whether inin old athens london or new york the best tragedies
have been as william mccollum says a means not merely of
catharsis but of spiritual regeneration like the rituals of the
dying god they represent death in order to promote life 3 how-
ever this movement from darkness to light from evil to good from
defilement to purification in tragedy has usually been very subtle
at least subtle enough that certain critics have been hard pressed to
find it inin such black tragedies as macbeth for instance neverthel-
ess the regeneration theme isis there it isis what the story is all about
the whole thrust of the last scenes isis to drive home the point that
11 cheaters never prosper the murderer isis punished the evil he un-
leashed finally destroys him because macbeth is damned scotland
is cleansed the stage is swept of villainy and goodness rings down
triumphant to the thunderous applause of a grateful if not purified
public

although in macbeth the resolution springs phoenixlikephoenix like
from the damnation of the hero it may just as well have sprung
from his purification as it does inin king lear where says irving
ribner shakespeare s emphasis isis upon the process of penance
and expiation for sinsin and wherelcherelwhere the suffering lear and
gloucester are presented with all the immediate intensity of which
shakespeare isis capable in order to emphasize that the process is a
purgatorial one 4 though lear s tragic mistake precipitates the loss
of all his earthly honors temporal possessions and worldly power
his fall is counterbalanced by his spiritual maturation in the last
scenes we sense that his soul has been purged and his sins forgiven
him

both macbeth and lear are tragic heroes both make tragic mis-
takes both take tragic journeys both suffer and die but macbeth
is the story of a man who loses everything in this world and the
next and whose tragic journey ends in damnation lear on the other
hand isis a man who forfeits all he holds dear inin this world to atone
for his tragic flaw and tragic mistake his journey ends in purgation
if some tragedies are resolved inin damnation and others in purgation
is there no room inin the genre for a play inin which the tragic heroes
journey through gloom fear wretchedness and despair but are in

william G mccollom tragedy new york AlmacmillanacMillan 1957 p 34
irving ribner patterns inin shakespeareanshakes eayearedy ednean tragedy new york barnes & noble

1960 ppap 11617116 17
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the end snatched from death and hell Is there no room for a trag-
edy that ends in redemption

to this question many critics have answered no although trag-
edies are historically associated with themes of regeneration critics
have often objected to the idea of redemption tragedy because
as karl jaspers sees it redemption is a christian doctrine and
christian salvation opposes tragic knowledge the chance of being

saved destroys the tragic sense of being trapped without a chance
of escape therefore no genuinely christian tragedy can exist 5

because christ took the sting out of death no loss is permanent
says richard sewall no injustice without heavenly recompense 6

D D raphael notes that tragedy is only possible to a mind which
is for the moment agnostic the least touch of any theology which
has a compensating heaven to offer the tragic hero is fatal 7

harold wilson believes that the christian providence will turn all
evil to good and thus all tragedy to comedy 8 clifford leech sum-
med up this view when he said the tragic picture is incompatible
with the christian faith 9

according to these critics no explicit resolution to tragedy is
allowed thus macbeth is a tragedy because we are not allowed to
see the explicit triumph of justice in scotland hamlet qualifies too
for although fortinbrasFortinbras is introduced as a symbol of regeneration
we are not allowed to see that regeneration played out upon the
stage we see evil run its course we see it purged or damned we
receive a statement that the kingdom of justice is at hand but we
never see that kingdom alfred schlesinger observed that we are
never allowed to see the cosmos the social order the city state
bettered we do not see the heroes inin triumph 10 only as long as
the resolution is implicit as long as it is vague as long as it is left
unstated in the play is it admissable

particularly repugnant to these critics is anything that savors of
christian redemption which they feel detracts from the horror pas

karl jaspers tragedy is not enough london gallancy 1953 p 38
richard B sewall the vision of tragedy new haven yale university press

1959 p 50
D D raphael the paradox of tragedy bloomington indiana indiana uni-

versity press 1959 p 38
harold S wilson on the design of shakespearean tragedy text no 5 tor-

onto university of toronto press 1957 p 12
clifford leech the implications of tragedy in tragedy modern essays in

criticism ed laurence michel and richard B sewall englewood cliffs N J
prentice hall 1963 p 222

alfred cary schlesinger boundaries of dionysus cambridge harvard uni-
versity press 1963 p 8
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sion and significance of the tragic spectacle how they ask can the
hero suffer tragically if he believes liehelleile will be rewarded for his
troubles

in answer to this question laurence michel notes that even if
the hero triumphs inin the end his victory will not be won without
spiritual anguish his voyage will be that of an imperfect man in
an imperfect world 11 for the christian tragic hero this voyage
becomes doubly dangerous for his salvific vision merely intensifies
his tragic experience he must live with the dreaded possibility of
displeasing god falling from grace and incurring his wrath in hell
sewall correctly saw that the christian hero is presented with a
great new dilemma to believe or not to believe to cast off the
old creature and be born again or to languish inin corruption this
means suffering of a new kind requiring a consciousnessconsciousness of sin
unknown to ancient greece it remained for the christian tragedy
to give full dramatic treatment to the guilty and remorseful soul 12

he further observed that christianity

instead of negating tragedy or taking man inin one leap of faith be-
yond tragedy in actual practice historically has provided a
matrix out of which has come since the beginnings of the renais-
sance a prodigious amount of tragic expression it is the re-
ligions of the east whose direction isis toward nonbeing the denial
of the individual and of the reality of suffering and death that
have proved inhospitable to tragedy though the church is
witness to a joyous miracle it never blinked at the hard and
bitter struggle of daily living 13

michel observed that job s story comes closest to a complete
tragic action

it isis uncompromisingly grounded inin religion it is about religion
all job s physical and material evils are correlatives to his vision
of spiritual evil he knows that his defender liveth his piety is
strong and ardent the spirit of god is inin his nostrils and yet the
arrows of the almighty are inin him god keeps away and will not
answer him 14

the most outstanding classic example of this kind of suffering
is prometheus whose triumph is morally absolute but he pays

laurence michel the possibilities of a christian tragedy in tragedy mod-
ern essays in criticism ed laurence michel and richard B sewall englewood
cliffs N J prentice hall 1963 p 222

sewall vision ppap 515251 52
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heavily in bodily pain oscar mandel tells us that the tragedy of
prometheus is consummated regardless of what follows after only
if angels interfered inin time to prevent the suffering would tragedy
be averted 15 both job and prometheus are tragic figures and yet
each in his own way knows he isis immortal

the question how can a tragic hero suffer tragically if he
knows he will be rewarded for his troubles is a loaded one predi-
cated on an assumption ringing with nihilistic overtones that the
catastrophe and agony of tragedy stem not from the flaw fall and
suffering of the tragic hero but from the imminent approach of
oblivion from the sense that all experience both good and evil is
actually meaningless but doesndoean t this assumption place too much
importance on the hero s fate after death and not enough on his ac-
tual tragic sufferings in this world A man suffers tragically not be-
cause he must eventually face hell heaven or oblivion but because
he must willingly pit his strength and will against terrible forces

that he may have unleashed upon himself and endure mental or
physical anguish the belief of the christian hero that his sufferings
will end in heaven does as little to lessen this tragic experience as
does the belief of the agnostic hero that his pains will end in the
grave it is well to remember that though macbeth is extinguished
and orestes redeemed both are tragic heroes

what has resulted then from greek hebraic and christian
tradition is the idea of christian tragedy with its own peculiar
tensions and stresses the christian must very often act on his own
he is often as michel observes perplexed in the extreme and he
must pay heavily for his transgressions because the whole
scheme is being worked out in the world and in time becausebecausel
there can be no abiding solution there is room for the tragic re-
sponse 16 the christian tragic hero believes that the world may
ultimately be redeemed but for the present he expects evil to
abound michel sees in the world the inherent seeds of destruction
danger and hardship but soinesomehowhow at the end there isis life abun-
dantly blessedness and rest and this isis a view of things in which
the tragic sense of life can flourish 17

tragedy the spectacle of man seeking his own wellbeingwell being
wittingly coming to grips with evil and with suffering and fearing

oscar mandel A definition of tragedy new york new york university
press 1961 ppap 155160155 160igo

michel christian tragedy p 221
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and trembling in the press of mysterious cosmiccosmic forces depends
not on the damnation purgation or redemption of the tragic hero
but on the nature of his dilenadilendilemmaama4ma and the way he comportscomfortscomports himself
as he seeks to extricate himself from it if the tragedy is resolved
in redemption it will not lessen the tragic experience of the chris-
tian hero who must still move through glooms of despair and horror
toward his apotheosis mandel points out that the saintliness of the
tragic hero may

entail a daily struggle and a daily wretchedness if the good
in him conquers it does so like antigonesantigonusAntigones exacting as its price all
earthly happiness true such tragedies are invariably followed
by the gathering up of the soul to paradise but these are post
tragic redemptionsredemptions 18

tragedy and religion are not incompatible says michel be-
cause both insistently concern themselves with man s urge and
desire to become godlikegod like both feed on piety both ultimately
find the key to all problems inin immortality both come to terms with
death 19

embodied in measure for measure is a tragic action which ends
in redemption for the tragic heroes the first half of the play moves
fast toward an unhappy ending but at the moment when all
seems lost the catastrophe is averted though angelo isabella and
claudiocl audio the major tragic heroes are allowed to believe the damage
has been done and thus go through a period of tragic suffering
wherein they learn the full implications of their flaws through
this suffering they are humanized and purged when the human-
ization is complete and they are thoroughly prepared to meet their
destiny they learn that the catastrophe has been averted and un-
like lear or oedipus they are redeemed both spiritually and temp-
orally they are snatched from death and hell so that the resolu-
tion of their tragic conflict is explicit and complete

critics have remarked upon the seemingly unorthodox mixture
of comic and tragic in measure for measure E M W tillyardbillyardTil lyard
for example says the play is not of a piece but changes its nature
half way through 20 act III111 scene i line 152 marks the division be-
tween the two halves of the play from this point what has prom-
ised to be an absorbing tragedy dissolves into a comedy of in

mandel definition of tragedy ppap 11112111 12

michel christian tragedy ppap 22223222 23
E M W tillyardbillyardTil lyard sbakespearesshakespearesShakespeares problem plays london chatto & windus

1950 p 123
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trigue 21 the tragic action is altered by the workings of an omnis-
cient omnipotent and benevolent force in the person of the duke
roy battenhouse points out that by classical standards its art form
is neither pure comedy nor pure tragedy but an unorthodox blend-
ing of the two 22 the first half of measure for measure sustains
an unmistakable tragic structure leading toward the damnation of
all the characters we value save the duke and escalus however
because we have been made aware of the secret presence of the
duke who is on hand like power divine to avert the disaster
we are assured that a supreme power of good yet watches over
this world that evil has a line drawn around it and will be con-
tained 111323 yet angelo isabella and claudio do not possess our
vision they do not know that their tragic dilemma exists within
the confines of an overarching divine comic structure they are
examples of the christian tragic hero they possess a tragic spirit
they see themselves inin a tragic light for them the conflict the
anguish the horror and the impending doom exist unopposed by
any mericifulmerici ful power resolution and redemption are merely after-
thoughts angelo isabella and claudio must move through glooms
of despair and horror toward their salvation

but because shakespeare has informed us the spectators that the
tragic action takes place under the eyes of the benevolent duke
because there is a gap between our awareness and the partici-
pants 24 we can observe the early tragic development of
measure for measure with a detachment and objectivity which elude
all the persons of the drama except the duke thus though we are
denied the full impact of the tragic effect we are allowed instead
to see a greater vision the kingdom of evil exists controlled and
limited within a larger kingdom of good

ANALYSIS

in the early tragic action of measure for measure attention is
primarily centered on angelo isabella and claudio the duke s

role is subordinated during this half of the play where the main

william john roscelli isabella sin and civil law in universityUniversirysily of kansas
city review 23march23 march 19622211962 221

royoy battenhouse measure for measure and the christian doctrine of the
atonement PMLA 611946103061 1946 1030

bertrand evans like power divine measure for measure in shakespearesShake speares
comedies oxford clarendon 1960 p 189

21 ibid p 186
gerald gould A new reading of measure for measure english re-

view 361923232
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characters are fast led toward catastrophe speaking of angelo
isabella and claudio gerald gould said that the flaws are not inin
the play but inin the characters 20 in fact these very flaws precipitate
their tragic fall

angelo as some have noted does not know himself 26 he refuses
to recognize that helieite has repressed desires he will not acknowledge
that his blood isis more than snow broth 7271279 he takes inordinate
pride inin his outward gravity his reputation means much to him
he has a pharisaic concern for outward appearance he does not
see the hidden depravity within 8 he isis well suited to governing
by the letter of the law he isis capable of monstrous tyranny and
abuse of power his love of virtue isis narrow rigid and unappealing

isabella s love of purity is possessed of a spirit devoid of under-
standing tolerance compassion andland love aq2q to her chastity isis
more an obsession than a virtue she is an hippolytus when com-
pared to the warm mariana or the humane juliet isabella seems to
have little affinity with humankind she isis a merciless pleader
for mercy whose harshness and selfishness alienate her from her
fellows

her brother claudio on the other hand is all too human too
much inin love with living his fault does not rest so much inin his
transgression but in his overweening fear of death had he been
willing to die the catastrophe would have been averted in fact
had any of these characters repented of their mistakes inin time then
the catastrophe would have been avoided and of course the impact
of measure foifotfortoijot measure would have been lessened but it isis shake-
speare s playing of one flawed character against another that leads
to the tragic deadlock of act 111IIIlii scene ii

this isis the most critical point inin the play shakespeare has thrust
his characters into a dilemma from which they cannot possibly ex-
tricate themselves angelo at the first 11 prompture of the blood
11II11 iviv 1731751753017330 gives his sensual race the reinrein 11II11 iviv 160 and
demands isabella s body for claudio s life and though he recog-
nizesnizescizes the evil within him he cannot turn back he lacks all clear

G wilson knight neasuremeasure forjorfo measure and the gospels the wheel of
fire london metheun & co 1949 p 85

edward L hart A mixed consort leontes angelo and helena shake
speare quarterly no lWkwinter1 lwinterwinterinter 1964 p 76

evans like power divine p 191

ibid p 199
Williwilliamarnain shakespeare measure fotfortotjot measure min shakespeare the complete

works ed G B harrisonharrlson new york harcourt brace & world 1968 p 1103
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headednessheadedness to repent would mean to abdicate and his inordinate
concern for appearances would not allow him to do that isabella s

rigid chastity will not allow her to succumb to his demands and so
it seems that claudio has become an unfortunate pawn caught be-
tween uncompromising demand and unyielding refusal

it is fairly clear to the observer that this situation is far from
comical it is in fact tragic if isabella refuses to submit to angelo
claudio will be executed a harsh punishment for the crime he has
committed moreover angelo would be morally guilty of murder

albeit clothed inin the robes of justice for he would be executing
the man to revenge himself upon the unwilling isabella on the
other hand if isabella submits she would be shamed angelo would
be culpable before the laws of both man and god and claudio
would forever bear the onus of having been liberated at the price
of his sister s chastity what is to be sacrificed isabella s virtue
or claudio s life

there is only one way out of the dilemma angelo isabella and
claudio must each repent angelo must conquer his lust for isa-
bella liehelleile must be purified he must learn to live life on a higher
plane isabella must also learn humanity she must somehow obtain
a more compassionate view of the world and claudio must learn
that slavery is worse than death and that the readiness is all

however the characters are powerless to act wisely they need
help they need to suffer the tragic remorse and pain which comes
as a consequence of their flaws without putting themselves beyond
redemption they need to be humanized by the buffetings of evil
without being damned in act 111IIIlii scene ii shakespeare begins to
manipulate his characters through a tragic in divine comic struc-
ture so that they may undergo just such an experience

at the moment of greatest alarm when disaster seems inevi-
table the friar duke appears on the scene and begins taking an ac-
tive part in the drama we know that somehow he will avert the
catastrophe and save the characters from each other and from them-
selves however the characters are aware of none of this for them
the tragedy continues from this point the spectator is watching
tragic action taking place within an enveloping divine comcomicic struc-
ture

at the beginning of the play we learn that the duke is con-
cerned about vienna for the laws go unobserved and athwart
goes all decorum 1 I1 iii 303130 31 something he feels must be done
to rectify this intolerable situation he has decided to abdicate for a
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time in favor of angelo his deputy who is well suited to letter of
the law ruleruierule31 we have with a leavened and prepared choice
proceeded to you therefore take your honors 1 I1 i 525352 53 the
duke then retires hastily leaving the tragic developments to run
their course but rather than quitting the city he remains to ob-
serve secretly the actions of his deputy and of his subjects although
he plays no active part in the play until act 111IIIlii his passive pres-
ence is a constant reminder that the tragic action of the early scenes
takes place in a divine comic setting

after isabella s thundering denunciation of claudio s weakness
in act 111IIIlii the duke who had been eavesdropping on their quarrel
sets in motion the divine comic operations that will lead to the hu-
manizationmaniza tion and redemption of the tragic heroes

evans notes that the duke entails the practice by which mul-
tiple ends can be accomplished claudio saved isa-
bella s honor untainted and the deputy scaled 32 the duke
also intends to purify angelo and isabella by providing them with
an experience designed to purge them of their flaws without en-
dangeringdangering their souls in addition the duke wants to prove that
mercy is superior to retributive justice 33 because the duke has a
gentle nature and is incapable of harshness he chooses to rehabili-
tate rather than to punish his subjects have abused his mercy and
ignored his laws but he does not abandon them they remain all
important to him he is in no way irresponsible by abdicating for
a time he allows justice a chance to gain the upper hand but he
stands nearby to see that it does not subvert mercy and grace 34

by keeping isabella ignorant of claudio s salvation from death
the duke is able to teach her charity and put her to the test by ask-
ing her to forgive the man whom she thinks has killed her brother
by allowing claudio to believe that he must face the executionersexecutioners
the duke teaches him courage and resolve in the face of death by
allowing him to think he has defloweredflowereddeflowererde isabella and murdered
claudio the duke provides angelo with the tragic experience by
which he learns to know himself by allowing justice to have full
power in vienna the duke proves that his policy of mercy is best
though mercy cannot be allowed to rob justice it is the duke who

robert ornsteinOmstein the human comedy measure for measure university of
kansas city review 24195721241957 21

12evans like power divine p 200
john wasson measure for measure A play of incontinence journal of

english literary history 2719662719662 2
ornsteinOmstein the human comedy p 19
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initiates the tragic development within the comic structure to provide
a learning experience for his deputy and his subjects for as both
D L stevenson and J A bryant have noted measure for measure
is the story of man who falls from grace comes to know himself
under the dispensation of the mosaic law and finds redemption
under the dispensation of grace with the return of the lord in the
full light of morning 35135235233

the methods the duke employs to save the tragic figures are re-
markablymarkably similar to the ways in which christ saves his subjects
though the duke does not himself act as a scapegoat he thwarts
sin and death by means of scapegoats namely mariana who had
legal rights to angelo s bed but whom angelo rejected after her
dowry was lost at sea and ragozine a pirate who fortunately died
in prison just prior to claudio s scheduled execution by substituting
mariana in the place of isabella and by substituting the head of
ragozine for the head of claudio the duke prevents the loss of
claudio s life isabella s chastity and angelo s soul robert orn-
stein observes that in the denouement the intricate pattern of de-
vious substitutions reverses itself until all identities are restored and
vienna returns to its customary habits and business 36

the duke s scapegoat like substitutions are not the only develop-
ments in the comic structure which bear a relationship to the idea
of christian atonement the duke himself is a symbol of divine
power

by his condescending act at the beginning of the play he sets
in motion the whole of the action he is the creator of the dramatic
structure he manipulates the plot so that the tragic in divine comic
design brings about the humanization he desires he like christ
tests his subjects he is called your grace an obvious pun he
tells claudio to think more on death than on life for as christ has
said he that seeks his life shall lose it but he that loses his life
shall find it claudio responds to the duke s advice with a para-
phrase of the scripture to sue to live I1 find I1 seek to dieanddiemanddie And
seeking death find life let it come on cli111cilIII i 424342 43 the duke
rebukes lucio lucifer the disbeliever and cynic he hears con-
fessionfession he forgives sin he is the embodiment of church and
state he makes a surprise appearance at the end of the play analo-
gous to the second coming he performs a final judgment in the

J A bryant jr as quoted in D L stevenson the acbievementachievement of measure
for measure ithaca N Y cornell university press 1966 p 107

ornsteinOmstein the human comedy p 16
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last act wherein helielleile terntemperspers justice with mercy he prevents the
triumph of sin and death ieie the seduction of isabella and the
execution of claudio he provides opportunity for his subjects to
mature and progress and he ultimately restores order to the chaotic
state of vienna in addition liehelleile visits the spirits inin prison he re-
places angelo s mosaic code with a law of grace and finally he
caps off the action with the announcementannouncer nent of his intended marriage
to isabella which inin a way suggests the metaphorical union of
christ the bridegroom ieie the duke himself and the church
the bride ieie isabella at the consummation of all things of
the christian motif inin measure for measure wilson knight com-
mented that there isis no moreinorelnore beautiful passage in all shakespeare
on the christian redemption than isabella s lines to angelo 37

alas alas
why all the souls that were forfeit once
and he that might the vantage best have took
found out the remedy how would you be
if he which isis the top of judgment should
but judge you as you are oh think on that
and mercy then will breathe within your lips
like man new made 11II11 ii11 728172 81

conclusion
measure for measure reflects the true human predicament from

a christian viewpoint man s life isis tragic because he lacks vision
and cannot perceive the divine comic structure of the universe he
is subject to sin and death and though helieiteile can be made more deeply
spiritual through his suffering he cannot through his sufferings
alone make a complete and satisfactory restitution for the effects of
his sins nor can helielleile conquer death like angelo isabella and claud-
io he seems trapped inin a dilemma from which he cannot extricate
himself it is only through the instrumentality of a superior power

like the duke that man may be saved from his weakness and
mortality

when viewed structurally measure for measure isis clearly not a

comedy at all not even a tragicomedytragi comedy but a tragedy within a
divine comic structure As dante journeyed through hell and purg-
atory to heaven so shakespeare journeyed through different though
related dramatic structures since damnation or even purgation isis

unacceptable from a christian standpoint because both fall short
of satisfying man s need for innerinner purity and outward perfection

knight measure for measure and the gospels p 75
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shakespeare in measure for measure has exploited if not created
a tragedy in divine comedy in which man is led through conflict
and pain to an explicit spiritual temporal redemption

when the structure of measure for measure is recognized for
what it is some of the major problems of the play begin to evap-
orate the division between the two parts of the play is not a mis-
take but is part of the tragic in divine comic structure we begin to
see that angelo isabella and claudio are flawed not because of
the dramatist s oversight but because they are tragic figures with
tragic flaws who make tragic mistakes and work toward their own
defeats we can understand why the duke is passive in the early
tragic scenes of the play we can appreciate more fully the intrigues
by which he humanizes his subjects and allows them to suffer
tragically while carefully leading themthern to triumph we can more
easily accept the minor difficulties which perhaps may have caused
shakespeare to strain a little in the areas of characterization and
motivation so that the all important tragic in divine comic structure
could be maintained throughout the play we see that the bed trick
so objectionable to some critics proves to be a masterful transition
binding the tragic and the divine comic elements of the play this
little ruse on angelo not only sets in motion an action which saves
claudio s life advantages mariana softens isabella redeems ang-
elo and restores a mercy tempered justice to vienna but it also re-
flects in microcosm the scapegoat theme that forms a major part
of the christian tradition so intrinsic to the play

because we know the duke is on hand to avert the catastrophe
we are prepared for the deliverance of the characters in the final
scene the denouement in act V merely fulfills the promise of re-
demptiondemp tion received at the beginning of the play the ending is not a
deus ex marhmachmarbmachinama because we know the duke was working toward
this end all along 38

measure for measure is a tragedy with an explicit resolution for
which we are prepared from the beginning the tragic structure of
the play is couched comfortably in a large enveloping divine comic
context and though some critics might object to the wedding of
tragedy and comedy in measure for measure it isis this very union
which affords us the pleasure of witnessing both the tragic human-
ization and the divine comic triumph of its characters what shake-
speare has given us in this play is a measure of tragedy for a mea-
sure of comedy

ornstein the human comedy p 21
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ALLEN JAMES B AND THOMAS G ALEXANDER eds manches-
ter cormonsmormonsMormons the journal of william clayton 184018421840 1842 vol
I1 in the classic mormon diary series santa barbara and salt lake
city peregrine smith inc 1974 248 pages 8958.95895

reviewed by william mulder professor of english university of
utah

like the puritans of new england the early mormonscormons were
compulsive diarists both indulged in a kind of spiritual bookkeep-
ing awakened to a new life in the gospel but hardly changed from
sinner to latter day saint overnight mormon converts were preoc-
cupied sometimes morbidly with their salvation and anxious about
gods purposes anyone interested in what william james called

the varieties of religious experience11 finds such personal nar-
rative fascinating despite often the trivia and repetition or possibly
because of them because they betray a pattern of concern and
values significant to the behavioral scientist however disappointing
to the historian who would like more chronicle and less introspec-
tion more life and times in the flesh less whining of the spirit
mormon diaries fall somewhere between st augustine and boswell
they abound in concrete often unconsciously colorful detail about
the daily round at the same time they search the corners of the soul

william clayton s journal of his labors in the mormon congre-
gation at manchester in 1840 and of his emigration to nauvoo with
the second company of mormonscormons to leave england is typical and
a happy choice to start peregrine smith s classic mormon diary
series there is a ready made interest in clayton as the man who
kept the journal of the first pioneer company and wrote come
come ye saints now in manchester cormonsmormons an apt and catchy
title I1 we go back beyond these landmarks for an eyewitness ac-
count of mormonism s earliest activity in england and the scene
at nauvoo it is a pristine period joseph smith s era the age of
primitive mormonism before the schismsschismaschi sms as yet unconditioned as
mormon memory would be by the exodus and the saga of settle

290
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ment in the west it isis a time when the mormonscormonsMormons to paraphrase
what edmund burke once said of the americans were still in the
gristle not yet hardened in the bone the diary isis dotted with the
names of the makers and shapers of the early movement the
proselytersproselyters the future pioneers the rising prophets of mormondom

willard richards wilford woodruff heber C kimball parley
P pratt and brigham young clayton s contemporaries in en-
gland and in america joseph smith himself in the hands of the
editors trained historians allenalienailen and alexander the diary grows in
interest and significance as they put england manchester particular-
ly and early mormon doctrine practice and expectation in context

the editorial apparatus and it is considerable admirably serves
this end a general introduction the text of the diary itself with
extraordinarily thorough footnotes following each entry and ex-
plainingpla ining every allusion an annotated alphabetical list of identi-
fiable persons appearing in the diary as an appendix and a very de-
tailed name and subject index editorially the work is evidence of
the new professionalism that is becoming the hallmark of mormon
historiography of the few editorial slips that occur inin the book
only one the scrambled bibliographical details of orson hyde s tract
A timely warning seems of any substance

the editors are no stylistsstylists and they lack narrative talent their
summary in the introduction of clayton s career and the action of
the diary is economical and informed but lacks drama and momen-
tum though the diary itself has novelistic moments their strength
lies in notation and analysis as inin their painstaking reconstruction
of the social and economiceconomic scene inin industrial manchester and their
section the urban saints A social profile such data are a boon
to the serious reader though perhaps a weariness when presented
without verve and color to the general one the difficulty lies pre-
cisely there it isis a question of audience a question to be resolved
not by the editors of this volume so much as by those determining
guidelines for the seriesserlesseriesserles are they publishing for the general reader
or for other historians and for a mormon or a non mormon aud-
ience manchester cormonsmormons tries to please both but the divided
point of viewview puts the explanations of mormon doctrine and prac-
tice out of focus what the non mormon reader will surely find di-
verting saluting with a holy kiss the internal ministering of anoint-
ing oil the wine and coffee drinking the use of the collection
box the practice of open confession for transgression the foot
washing the speaking in tongues the readiness to excommunicate
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or disfellowship among the early mormonscormonsMormons becomes the occasion
for solemn overexplanationover explanation for the benefit of the mormon reader
to lessen the shock presumbably of differences in mormon outlook
and behavior between then and now it s a matter of tone but if
edited mormon manuscripts are to win their way outside church
circles a certain sophistication of language will have to accompany
the sophisticated historiography which the editing of manchester
cormonsmormons does indeed display

to their great credit the editors do not flinch inin delicate mat-
ters they are frank for example as they pursue the implications of
young clayton s special feelings though he was a married man
toward sarah crooks an attractive member of his congregation
the lord keep me pure and preserve me from wrong doing

he confides such entries showing clayton struggling to understand
the new faith and his own calling with many a conflict of duty
and desire show the human side of mormon history if we are
sometimes irritated by the selseiselfselgseigf deprecation the display of human
pettiness and contentiousness the antics of the holy we are as often
moved by the desire to reform the longing to become worthy the
trials of embattled spirits and afflicted bodies the heroics of the
humble no commentary need enhance entries such as the child
will die 1 I was very footsore some are not saints who profess
to be and when clayton s company sails for zion we are on
our way home

thanks to the meticulous and comprehensive aids the editors
provide the useful cross references to the manuscript history of the
church and journals kept by clayton s contemporaries we get un-
expected bonuses in mormon history when clayton records read
the vision to some of the sisters the editors speculate that this is
a reference very likely to the first vision an account not widely
circulated in the early years of the church and not included in
any missionary literature or any publication for that matter prior
to 1840 of a very different order is the entry about young sisters
flirting with the sailors indeed drinking wine with them on the
voyage to america and returning very indifferent answers when
reprimanded saying they could take care of themselves an un-
expected emancipation

besides the pleasures of the diary itself manchester cormonsmormons
affords an aesthetic pleasure it isis a nice piece of bookmaking the
half binding with a period photo of clayton on the cover the end
papers showing clayton s missionary labors and the emigration route
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the oval engravings which head each section and invoke an antique
atmosphere the type and quality paper all have been coordinated
by keith montague into a singularly harmonious design the press-
work unfortunately isis unevunavunevenen with some page impressions alter-
nately light and heavy and too many high risers lines of type
that are markedly darker than the rest an irritation to the reader
the publisher so bent on excellence must feel like the farmer whose
cow put her foot in the milk one peccadillo about mechanics the
footnotes are numbered consecutively so that by the time we reach
the end of the volume we are up to footnote number 252 since
the footnotes immediately follow each diary entry the convention
of assigning each page or each entry its own series would have
been simpler

unhappily peregrine smith has announced that because of eco-
nomic pressures the classic mormon diary series will not be con-
tinued beyond manchester Mornarmousmons we can only hope that the
other two diaries announced for the series the journals of charles
L walker and thomas bullock will be printed by other pub-
lishers

HARRIS JOHN STERLING AND L DOUGLAS HILL barbed wire
poetry and photographs of the pestwestvestweftweffrest provo brigham young
university press 1974 73 ppap 5955.95595

reviewed by clarice short professor of english emeritus uni-
versity of utah

the term barbed wire has several connotations impediment to
a charging infantry in wartime the fringe along the top of prison
walls or simply the taut strand marking boundaries and the end of
the freedom known to an unfenced world but the photograph on
the dust jacket of the book batbarbedbesbed wirewife poetry and photographs of
the vestwest with its leaning posts its tangled strands of barbed wire
and the clutter of what appears to be baling wirewire around what
might have been corner posts or gatepostsgateposts suggest desolation
whatever use the fence originally had it has lost

this picture like most of the others in the book has the para-
doxical quality of dealing gently with harsh materials there is a
kind of poignancy about the broken fences the machines left to rust
away and the iron fences around the graves in the neglected ceme-
tery for the most part the pictures are impressions rather than il
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lustrationslustrations the effect produced by the book results from the com-
bining of the two arts the two reinforce each other the effect
is not earthshakingearth shaking but gains strength from the fact that both poetry
and pictures are close to the earth

the poetry gives the impression of being composed by a person
who recognizes the limits of his range and stays within them mr
harris almost invariably adopts the right tone and knows when
to stop some of the poems such as rock pile are almost purely
descriptive but the descriptions are accurate and fresh one sees
the lichen creeping toward the top of the newest rock it would be
difficult to find more precise words to describe the death of a cot-
tontail than harris uses inin hawk the poems dealing with the
pathos of the human situation avoid sentimentality hay derrick
describes an accident which takes the life of one who is probably the
oldest son and mainstay of a farm family the poem isis carefully con-
structedstructed in unrhymed quatrainsquatrains the first of which ends with the
symbolic low stack of hay against the pale sky the last stan-
za is a superb example of understatement

they left the stack unfinished
to bleach in the summer sun
and the autumn winds stirred the hay
like unkempt hair ontheantheon the head of a boy

there is enough humor to balance the pathos and in several
poems there is only a delicate line separating the two tones one
of the most memorable passages in the book occurs in the poem
called the assassination of emma gray old jerome kneeling
in the mud to ask forgiveness of emma a very fat very old sow
for butchering her isis not ridiculous he isis akin to all the men of the
earth who recognize their brotherhood with all living things and ask
pardon of the tree that is felled and the deer that is shot

in a collection of poems almost entirely devoid of classical allu-
sion the one that isis used in tag 1I D is particularly striking and
apt harris calls the identification tag of the soldier the stain-
less steel coin for the boatman

pictures and poems taken together this would be a hard book
not to enjoy
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LANGLEY HAROLD D ed to utah with the dragoons and glimp-
ses of life inin arizona and california 1858185918818591858188 18597859 salt lake city
university of utah 1974 230 ppap 8508.50850

reviewed by richard D poll professor of history western il-
linois university macomb

the most interesting single chapter in this collection of letters
which appeared originally inin the philadelphia daily evening bul-
letin is the last in search of a soldier appp 188204188 204 here the
editor who is presently associate curator of the national museum
of history and technology at the smithsonian institution reports
the first class piece of historical detective work by which he reached
a tentative identification of the author of twentyfivetwenty five dispatches
from a soldier journalist goldseeker which appeared in 1858 and
1859 over the pseudonym utah

harold D langley has convinced this reviewer that utah was
henry W fischer or fisher a german immigrant who had some
journalistic experience in pennsylvania before he enlisted in the
second dragoons in march 1858 at the age of twenty seven As
one of the reinforcements for the utah expedition who were re-
cruited while the fate of general albert sydney johnston s forces
at camp scott was still uncertain he received a few weeks training
at carlisle barracks before moving to fort leavenworth from
which his first published letter bears the date 28 may he marched

or rode horseback from kansas to utah arriving in august
after thomas L kane alfred cumminggumming and the peace commis-
sioners had brought the mormon rebellion to an end fischer
if utah was fischer spent several months at camp floyd be-
fore being given a disability discharge as the result of a wound re-
ceived in a skirmish with the ute indians he then journeyed to
southern california and to the gold diggings on the gila river in
what was then new mexico territory illness forced him back to
los angeles and after a last letter dated 23 may 1859 utah
dropped out of the philadelphia bulletin and out of history

the letters justify republication utah being a remarkably lit-
erate and entertaining observer and commentator on many of the
events of which he was aware quotations from english and ameri-
can poets and pundits share space with republicanprorepublicanpro comments
on the national political scene james buchanan is no favorite of
utaheutah or of the bulletin which may be one reason why the

dispatches were printed the character and courage of the utah
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expedition s officers with a few exceptions do not impress utah
nor does the overall caliber of the enlisted personnel drunkenness
desertions and discipline the last usually lax but sometimes brutal

draw critical comment though individuals are praised and the
combat potential of the common soldiers is held in high regard
brief descriptions of forts leavenworth kearney laramie bridger
and floyd are supplemented by contemporary sketches supplied
by the editor the scenery of the overland trail utah and the south-
west about which utah isis often ecstatic is similarly treated des-

criptionsscriptions of the indians from kansas to california are more sym-
pathetic than one might expect from a soldier on the frontier
utah strongly sympathizes with the utes at spanish fork in their

early troubles with the united states army
langley has done a generally good job of editing the letters

and the university of utah press has made them attractively avail-
able with contemporary illustrations photocopies of some of the
military records relevant to utahs identification and maps which
are mildly anachronistic in that they locate the routes and place
names of the 1850s on the states as their boundaries are today
footnotes identify almost all of the people mentioned in the letters
and many of the events mentioned by utah are informatively ex-
plainedplained the fifteen page introduction concentrates on the back-
ground of the utah troubles and the recruitment and training of
the 1858 reinforcements the style is clear but a bit choppy one
might argue with the way a few details are handled but the treat-
ment is basically accurate

to utah with the dragoons is weakest in those parts which
are probably of greatest interest to the readers of brigham young
university studies utah apparently never had more than super-
ficial contact with the mormonscormonsMormons although the conventional anti
mormon bias of his first dispatches gives way to a very sympathetic
view of the LDS people as he meets them on the overland trail
and among the workmen at camp floyd if he ever went into salt
lake city or provo it is not indicated in his letters and his perspec-
tive on the controversies among governor cumming general john-
ston judge eckels etetteit al is that of a reader of newspapers and
listener to barracks rumors he reports seeing brigham young when
the mormon president visited the camp on several occasions and
being once introduced by the bricklayer bishop with whom utah
was at the time working as a hod carrier he expresses emphatic
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admiration for young as a man but not for his doctrines nor does
he think much of the 1858 editorial policies of the deseret news

langley s notes too are disappointing with regard to utah af-
fairs although he identifies the LDS leaders mentioned in the let-
ters the editor adds nothing to the dispatch references to mormonscormons
involved in building and operating camp floyd nor does he pro-
vide context for utahs cryptic and pro cumming references to
the troubles among the gentile authorities in the occupied territory
mexican politics to which tangential references are made in the
california dispatches receives more attention in the footnotes than
utah politics in connection with the letters from camp floyd

this collection of letters makes informative and often entertain-
ing reading the chapter in search of a soldier might be used
with profit in an undergraduate seminar on historical method

MATTHEWS ROBERT J A plainer translation joseph smiths
translation of the bible A history and commentary provo brig-
ham young university press 1975 468 ppap 12.951295

reviewed by richard P howard church historian reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mis-
souri

the scholarly community bears a sizable debt to robert mat-
thews for his monumental work on the new translation of the
bible commenced by joseph smith in 1830 and published by the re-
organized church of jesus christ of latter day saints in 1867

the term monumental isis used in the sense that matthews has
consulted every possible source in his effort to set forth the chron-
ology of events surrounding smith s work on his new transl-
ation with meticulous care matthews has compiled as no one
before him the myriad references from primary and secondary
sources bearing directly and indirectly on the work of the new
translation his book traces not only the intricate and sometimes
sketchy course of smith s MS work 185018441830184418501830 1844 but also the history
of the text as published and edited by the reorganized church since
1867

matthews interest inin this subject dates back to the early 1940s
when his first articles appeared in the improvement era since then
hebe has labored tirelessly to help the membership of his church ap
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precipredateate smith s biblical translation more fully and to under-
stand the basis on which it was produced an aid to this effort
beginning in 1969 was the availability of the original MSS held
in the reorganized church archives in independence missouri
these had been inaccessible prior to that time awaiting satisfactory
photoduplicationphotoduplication matthews research in the original MSS has un-
earthed a number of heretofore unnoted facets of the relationship
between those MSS and the work as published 1867 and revised

1944 by the reorganized church
A plainer translation has three parts 1 the story of how the

new translation came into being its publication and revision its
relationship to other documents and publications its place in i doc-
trinal developments and its position as a restoration of lost original
texts 2 the doctrinal contributions of the new translation
and 3 appendices

part I1 begins with introductory material showing the rationale
behind smith s decision to produce a biblical revision in this matt-
hews relies heavily on certain book of mormon passages which in
his judgment represented for smith a mandate to revise the bible
in terms of restoring lost texts then follows a collection of state-
ments by joseph smith and others on various topics related to the
preparation of the MSS and the efforts to publish it matthews af-
firms on the basis of section 45 of the doctrine and covenants
that a major purpose of the new translation was the education
of joseph smith himself ie in the process of translation smith
was to gain a spiritual education p 53

one of the most lucid and helpful chapters is the third in which
matthews describes the sources for the new translation and ex-
plains the intricate relationships between the MSS and the marked
bible with which smith worked in addition he gives several ex-
amples of how smith worked and reworked specific passages after
either a first revision or an initial indication that no revision was
necessary A close reading of this chapter alone would enable one
to conceptualize the modus operandi of smith and his scribes

one issue placed clearly in focus is the difficulty of establish-
ing the sequence of two of the old testament MSS in my book
restoration scriptures 1969 OT MS 1 was the label given to a

16pl6plap fragment in john whitmer s hand and extending to genesis
785 of the published text OT MS 2 described a longer and what
appeared to be a more refined writing of OT 1 extending the
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text forward to genesis 2442a matthews appp 677267 72 presents
strong arguments for reversing these designations and although I1
am nearly persuaded to his conclusions in this regard what is need-
ed is a thorough collation of the two MSS and a more definitive
examination of all internal and external evidences before a final
conclusion can be drawn

chapter 4 sets forth the history of the original MSS and the
marked bible and traces the circuitous route by which they came
into possession of the reorganized church from various members
of the smith family during the period 186619421866 1942 this is followed
by a very brief chapter introducing the uninitiated to the concept
of textual criticism

chapters 696 9 form a unit in which matthews discusses the value
and meaning of the john bernhisel copy of the original MSS the
printer s MS produced by the reorganized church in 1866671866 67 and
the various RLDS publications of the text since 1867 and analyzes
textual variants between the MSS and the RLDS editions matthews
correctly judges the 1944 new corrected edition to be superior
to the 1867 edition noting that the latter is for the most part more
faithful to the intent of the combination of the marked bible and
the original MSS

chapters 101310 13 survey evidences bearing on whether the new
translation was finished sufficiently to enable publication the
relation between the pearl of great price and the new translat-
ion whether the latter could be called a restoration of original
biblical texts lost through mistranslation and the contributions
of the new translation to LIDSLDS scripture and doctrine on the
issue of whether the new translation is a restoration at all points
of original biblical texts matthews attempts to show that the claim
of joseph smith to divine inspiration if accepted leads one more
nearly in the direction of assuming the work to have been a restora-
tion rather than a theological commentary this of course con-
fronts one with the problem of twelve old testament books for ex-
ample that remained completely untouched by smiths translation
activity some of these books as modern exegetical studies have
shown come to us in the KJV in a very corrupt form much in
need of revision in light of later manuscript discoveries clearly
the issue here is the nature of divine revelation and inspiration
and the role played by the human instrument in recording inter-
pretationspretat ions of metaphysical experiences it is at this point that LDS
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scholarship needs a more adequate and comprehensive develop-
ment and exposition matthews book is illustrative1 of that need

part 11II of the book is perhaps the most controversial in that
it proceeds to examine the doctrinal contributions of the new
translation the controversial nature of this section chapters
141914 19 derives largely from the faith assumptions of the author he
brings to his task a basic framework that tends to minimize the
value of what might otherwise have been a truly enlightening learn-
ing experience for the reader the overriding presupposition of
this part of the book is in one form or another the prophet
being a seer and revelator would be given by the lord certain infor-
mation starting as he does from that premise matthews was
relieved of the obligation to examine and appreciate the insights
afforded within the vast stores of biblical scholarship that have ac-
crued since the days of joseph smith such activity has blessed chris-
tendom with a clarity of exegesis that simply must be in view when
examining the significance of joseph smith s modifications of the
king james text we can truly understand the implications of jo-
seph smiths changes only if we understand what the KJV really
says

examples of the difficulties matthews gets into in trying to de-
fend rather than trying to analyze and interpret could be multiplied
at great length romans chapter 7 is an apt illustration the com-
posite effect of many historical theological and exegetical studies
on this profoundly intricate subject of the relationship between sin
and the law is to show that the christian struggles throughout his
whole life to perceive and appropriate into his being and relation-
ships the meaning of the forgiving grace of god this is sharply
contrasted to for example romans 71417714 17 in which smith em-
phasizesphasizes the importance of good works in winning the favor of
god and avoiding gods condemnation at this point it appears
to me smith is accommodating paul s radical gospel of grace to a
works righteousness gospel more nearly akin to the old testament
and the book of mormon in this sense then smith needs not to be
defended and thereby paul misunderstood but to be understood
as offering his people an alternative theological interpretation given
under the inspiration of god not in an absolute sense but as he
joseph smith understood and interpreted that inspiration in short
LIDSLDSliisllis scholarship in areas of biblical exegesis and interpretation
needs to do its homework taking more seriously the fruit of cen-
turies of christian scholarship and reflection
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part 111IIIlii of A plainer translation offers appendices that are
extremely useful to the student who wants to deal with textual
variants among various MSS sources and published editions used
with chapters 696 9 a whole new array of textual studies could come
forth further clarifying the basic nature and purpose of joseph
smith s new translation of the bible and its enduring values
for our time

MELVILLE J KEITH conflict and compromise the cormonsmormons in
mid nineteenth century american politics provo printed for the
political science department by the brigham young university
printing service 1974 121 ppap 3955953.95395

reviewed by jan shipps assistant professor of history and religious
studies indiana university purdue university at indianapolis

the fresh title notwithstanding melville s conflict and compro-
mise the cormonsmormons in mid nineteenth century american politics
is not a new work A sketchy survey of the political events in early
territorial utah has been added but in substance this book is a re-
print apparently from the very same plates of the author s

highlights in mormon political history which was originally pub-
lished in the brigham young university merrill monograph series
in 1967 1I was not aware that this was the case when I1 agreed to
prepare a review for BYU studies and this unanticipated duplica-
tion places me in a somewhat awkward position since I1 reviewed
the work in its earlier form for dialogue 3 winter 196811031968 103-
104 upon discovery of this situation my first impulse was to
suggest that because the new book is essentially the same as the
earlier one this fact could be noted and the readers directed to
the earlier reviews of the work however as I1 reread the account
of the mormonscormons inin the frontier politics of iowa and the dis-
cussion of the mormonscormons and the compromise of 1850 and
read the added section on the infant steps of territorial govern-
ment for the first time I1 realized that 1968 assessments of profes-
sor melville s work will not serve in 1975 for one thing the
world of mormon history has changed since this monograph was
prepared for another a virtual revolution in methodology has oc-
curred in the whole general area of political history in the inter-
vening years the standards by which a work of this nature must
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be judged have changed dramatically and evaluated with modern
criteracrisera in mind conflict and compromise simply fails to measure
up as useful scholarship

the second and longest section of the book purports to ex-
plain for example how and why the U S congress provided the
mormonscormons in the great basin with a territorial rather than a state
government yet the analysis is entirely based on mormon sources
and the public debates recorded in the journals of the U S senate
and house of representatives the author has made no real effort
to place the question in the full context of the complicated national
political situation of the time and has been content instead to
narrate the story almost precisely as john M bernhisel the saints
washington lobbyist related it to the LDS church presidency
moreover while holman hamilton s prologue to conflict was pub-
lished in 1964 no reference is made to this standard work on the
compromise of 1850 also no notice is taken of thomas B alex-
ander s sectional stress and party strength A study of roll call
voting returns inin the united states house of representatives
183618601836 1860 or any of the other works in which congressional roll
calls have been scaled or clustered even though the importance
of roll call analysis in the explanation of the behavior of legislative
bodies has been amply demonstrated

since the circumstances were less complicated the fact that the
iowa episode which is described in the first section of the book is
likewise presented primarily from the mormon standpoint does
not matter quite so much still this is a twice told tale which need-
ed telling only once As for the final section the one on which the
11 expanded form statement in the preface is based over forty
five percent of it is devoted to maps reproductions of letters and
other direct quotations so much emphasis has been placed on sup-
plying material which would give readers a feel for the original
drama involved p vii that the author s contribution turns out to
be little more than a precis of standard historical accounts of utah
in the 1850s

in the pages of this journal last year chad flake complained
about the lack of tough reviews of works on mormonism written by
mormonscormonsMormons he suggested a number of valid reasons for this situa-
tion but he failed to mention that criticizing the work of another
student of mormon history whether he is a saint or whether he is
not can be an exceedingly unpleasant task nevertheless someone
has to point out when the emperor s clothes are missing frankly
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in this instance I1 cannot understand why the political science de-
partmentpartment at a major university would sponsor the reissuing of a
work as dated and superfluous as this one

TANNER ANNIE CLARK A biography of ezra thompson clark
introduction by obert C tanner salt lake city tanner trust
fund of the university of utah library 1975 xi 82 ppap 8508508.50

reviewed by thomas G alexander professor of history and as-
sociate director of the charles redd center for western studies
at brigham young university

our image of nineteenth century mormonism has been condi-
tioned by impressions of the cooperative movement the law of
consecration and stewardship and the united orders twentieth
century mormonism has moved away from a communitarian orien-
tation and ezra thompson clarkdarkoark s life may have been a harbinger
of this transition the antithesis of the average mormon of nine-
teenth century lore oarkdarkclark was capitalistic he refused to join the
cooperative movement and on two occasions he found excuses
for refusing to accept the call to a colonizing mission which might
have inconvenienced his business enterprises

born in 1823 in lawrenceville illinois ezra clarkdarkoark moved to a
number of cities in illinois before joining the mormon church and
settling with the saints in missouri after being driven from mis-
souri the family moved to illinois and then to utah where clarkdarkoark
established himself in farmington

thereafter clarkdarkoark s life was filled with service to himself his
family and the church in addition to developing his own farms
and businesses clarkdarkoark filled five preaching missions with the ex-
ception of the bear lake colony however his efforts in colonizing
missions consisted of providing transportation and supplies for
others and securing someone else to go in his place in the case of
bear lake he established a separate home which served as summer
pasture for his cattle while maintaining his permanent residence
in farmington

his devotion to the church as he understood it is unquestioned
he spent a term in prison for practicing polygamy served as a mem-
ber of the davis stake high council and officiated as a patriarch
his love for his family was genuine deep and reciprocated
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two chapters of this book deal with clarkdarkoark s business dealings
and his personal philosophy both of which were individualistic
rather than communitarian mrs tanner attempted to justify clarkdarkoark s

refusal to have anything to do with the united order by taking the
view that clarkdarkoark organized a cooperative within his own family
she presented an oft quoted statement from brigham young that
he too refused to join the united order until he could find some-
one to manage my affairs better than I1 can p 53 actually ac-
cording to dean may who is currently at work on a book length
study of the united orders brigham young belonged to united
order no I11 in salt lake city which was a sort of businessmen s

order and it is probable that at least part of brigham young s prop-
erty in st george was included in the united order there

on a more general level this reviewer is a bit perplexed to
understand how this volume fits into a general series whose stated
purpose is to publish volumes based upon their intellectual appeal
as accurate history and their emotional interest as good literature
the book is well written and interesting but it is little more than
an uncritical effort by a devoted daughter to eulogize her father
if an attempt had been made to look at the warts as well as the
beauties of his life and to put his views in the general context of
mormon historical development the volume might have been an
excellent historical study mrs tanner however seems to have
lacked the detachment necessary for this task in her autobiography
A mormon mother this personal and rather passionate attachment
was a virtue furthermore it was balanced by an unusually per-
ceptive introspective capacity in the present study the personal
commitment to the subject makes a balanced treatment impossible
and the failure to substitute critical analysis for the introspection
of the earlier volume is unfortunate
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JOHN HYDE JUNIOR AN EARLIER VIEW

edward L hart

john hyde jr isis familiar to most students of mormon history
as one of the most famous apostate writers of the early utah period
having joined the church in england he spent a short time on a
mission to france and the channel islands after migrating to
utah he was called on a mission to the sandwich islands during
the conference of april 1856 and set out on his journey on the
way he decided to renounce mormonism and to work against the
church in the islands and inin california he was the author of an
anti mormon book in which he reports that he was excommunicated
by motion of heber C kimball in salt lake city on 11 january
1857 1

hydeshydes career in opposition to the church is well known but
his activities of an earlier date while still a member are less
known as is the fact that he had been inin severe difficulties with the
church even before going to utah it is with this earlier period
that I1 shall deal here most of this new information comes from
james H hart s journals seven of which were recently deposited
in the harold B lee library at brigham young university

the careers of hyde and hart come together in the journals
for the first time in the entry for 3 june 1851 on that date the
channel islands mission was transferred from the british to the
french mission as the islands were considered a convenient place
from which to obtain and send forth elders who were somewhat
familiar with the language and manners of the french nation 2

elder john taylor a member of the council of twelve apostles
and elder curtis E bolton had earlier been set apart in salt lake
city to open the french mission hart wrote the following in his

edward L hart is professor of english at brbrighami
charngharn young university

johnijohn H hyde jr mormonism its leaders and designs new york W P
fetridge 1857 ppap 242624 26

millennial star 1315 july 18512181851 218
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journal on thursday 5thath met at bro bray s with elders john
taylor john pack curtis e1eaE bolton macnaughton and

philip de la mare rec an appointment by a vote of the above
council with bro hyde jun to join the french mission

james H hart had been engaged in missionary activities in eng-
land since his conversion in 1849 after the london conference
he returned to birmingham to finish up his activities there and
proceeded to jersey where he arrived 21 june and met in council
in the evening with john taylor john hyde arthur stayner and
philip de la mare from there the missionaries scattered to their
various assignments and we do not hear of hyde again until the
end of december 1851

the time between the opening of the french mission and the
end of 1851 was a period of great turmoil in france the coup d
rattatefat of louis napoleon took place on 2 december 1851 james H

hart who had proselytedproselyter for some time in jersey and had then
gone on to havre as branch president was summoned by bolton
to a conference inin paris by means of a letter received on 18 de-
cember the paris conference was held in secret because of polit-
ical turbulence on 20 december at which time curtis E bolton
was made president of the mission with louis A bertrand and
james H hart as his counselors the day following the conference
taylor and hart left for jersey again with great secrecy it was
later learned that orders had gone to the police to apprehend john
taylor and take him back to paris for questioning regarding his
writings in some pamphlets and in a paper he had been editing 3

after a delay at portbailPortbail however taylor and hart secured pas-
sage to jersey and a reunion with the saints there including hyde
this reunion may be better told in the words of james H hart 4

we found john hyde jun on the island but not in the happiest
mood the channel islands conference had been held he was pres-
ent on the occasion but the presidency had failed to appreciate his
merits and make him president but had appointed the writer to fill
that position he clung to president taylor very tenaciously during
his stay on the island and endeavored to persuade him to appoint
him on some well defined mission but being told that he would
labor under the presidency of the writer who would direct him in
his labors he felt wounded he was appointed soon after to labor
in havre

thehe etoile8toiletotleiletie du deseret had been published in paris since may 1851 and it was
continued until april 1852

james H hart early reminiscences juvenile instructor 181 march 1883
77 1815 mardimarch 18839394188393 94
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after the departure of john taylor james H hart continued
his missionary work in the channel islands and spent five weeks
proselyting across the peninsula of brittany returning to jersey on
22 july 1852 in time for a conference with bolton stenhouse and
others and the celebration of the twenty fourth of july with a pro-
cession of carriages around the island of jersey all had been going
well with the mission he was told 1 I felt glad to hear these
things he wrote inin his journal particularly as his bolton sis

mind had been perturbed or prejudiced against us by conversation
and letters from bro john hyde jun the first intimation of which
I1 recreci in a letter from bro bolton dated paris june 2525th 52
james H hart then copied into his journal the following extract
from boltonboitonbolboi ton s letter

I1 recddecdrec a letter from bro hyde jun some weeks since 2 or 3
stating that the work inin the jersey conference was not in the best
condition possible this grieves my soul for I1 love every creature
that dwells upon the earth and wish they would all do right and
be saved and so does god and it increases my grief when I1 hear
that those that have come out from the world and made a solemn
covenant with the lord to quit their evil ways and live unto god
in righteousness should forget that sacred covenant and for some
foolish vain momentary pleasures sell themselves soul and body
to the devil to become his servants & handmaidshand maids I1 do wish from
the very bottom of my soul that it was possible for me to come
among them I1 feel as though I1 could have power to stay the tor-
rent of sin that is sweeping away some of the poor souls whose
salvation would be precious to them but I1 cannot imagine how I1
can possibly do so for awhile I1 have been for some time nego-
tiating and urging upon the french gov my right as an ameri-
canican citizen to hold public meetings and I1 do not feel to leave
that unfinished otherwise I1 would propose to change places with
you for a month which I1 know would prove a great blessing to
the saints here they really need some one to pull their ears a little
and I1 have not the time to do it

continuing in his journal still under the date of 26 july 1852
hart reacted to bolton s letter

the above caused me considerable surprise as also my coun-
selors francis kerby & richard treseder two most worthy and
excellent men it not only excited surprise but indignation we
felt ourselves calumniated and injured and the saints under our
charge knowing we did not deserve such a character we each
wrote the same night to bro bolton I1 posted it at 2 oclock on
the following morning so anxious were we to disabuse the mind
of bro bolton of the false impressions he had of us as well to
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inform him that I1 had sent him 5 pounds sterling some 3 or 4
weeks previous to the time he wrote me inin answer to which I1
reelreci a week afterwards the following without date

the letter that follows isis thereupon copied into the journal

dear bro hart
I1 have not recddecdrec the letter and money you speak of I1 am sitting

in messrs mallet & frere s counting room making the necessary
inquiries relating to it

I1 do not regret having written what I1 did about what I1 heard
it has elicited the letters which cause me to rejoice exceedingly
when I1 see you I1 will explain the money has not been paid to
anybody

god bless you &cac
curtis E bolton

by some means matters seem to have been cleared up for a
time at any rate in his entry for 17 august 1852 james H hart
then en route from london to paris recorded a meeting with hyde
at havre called to see bro hyde and the saints I1 left so abrupt-
ly last dec spent 2 hours with them brosbro hyde and thelthe hen-
riod s two brothers to whom I1 am much attached accompanied me
and 2 fellow passengers to the railway station bidding an affec-
tionate adieu A month later however the situation had deterior-
ated as we see from hart s journal about this time bro john
hyde jun wrote a letter to bro bolton I1 will therefore in-
sert it here it was put in my hand a week ago by elder kerby
who read it to me and wished me to keep it I1 have resolved to copy
it and then to send it or give it to bro bolton hyde s remarkable
letter which has certainly never been published before thereupon
follows in the journal hyde s problem seems mainlytomainly to have been
with women as was indicated earlier by hart s comments upon
another letter sent by hyde to bolton the projection upon others
of his own weaknesses the rationalizations the desire to participate
in deceptions and the sycophancy in the tone of hyde s letter speak
for themselves

my beloved brother and president
I1 feel deeply impressed to write to you I1 should have written

to you a long time ago but I1 had anticipated of seeing you en
route for paris I1 am glad however that you allow yourself a
little repose from the saints at jersey you greatly needed it I1 wish
god knows how fervently I1 wish that I1 had some good news to
communicate I1 increase the number of my acquaintance I1 preach
teach lend tracts but all at present without any great prospect of
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success but methinks I1 hear you say all is well bro john
hyde it is the lord s work not ours &cac &cac here as else-
where in the transcription of this letter ellipsis periods indicate a
hiatus in the manuscript of the journal itself rather than my omis-
sion

bro hart came through havre like a meteor & hardly passed
an hour with us he was en route for paris I1 am glad you sent him
rather than go yourself for you want rest and you ought to rest
I1 presume by this time hart isis married the purpose of his trip
to london had been to marry emily ellingham the ceremony had
taken place inin clapham a suburb of london on 24 august 1852
bolton lost his way but arrived shortly after the ceremony emily
accompanied her husband as far as jersey where he had provided
a house for her1herherlhera

henri henriod passed through havre forgive me dear bro
if what I1 am about to say be wrong I1 am sorry almost he ever went
to jersey the purity of his mind is awfully shaken his faith in the
purity of the church has more than once tottered and worse than
that is that he has not the wisdom to keep to himself these things
he blurted out to eugene henriod his brotherlotherlbrotherlybrbrother tremendous
tales about john pack philip de la marejMamaremarelfarejrelrej & jas hart
I1 know that while at jersey I1 followed examples set before me and
have therefore nothing to boast of but god knows how sinceresincere
has been my repentance of my folly there and how resolute isis my
determination not to do so again but henri isis much weakened inin
his faith As to experience the experience he has gained in jersey
is not at all commensurate with the amount of injury sustained
it was high time for him to be removed I1 cannot but express
the unbounded pleasure I1 felt at his removal it was a move in-
spired by the spirit of god I1 would rather a young man go any
where than to jersey for experience rather that he be shut inin
among a dozen people on a desert island but you can realize all
my thoughts for before this time no doubt you have seen what
necessity there was inin your presence and what my reasons for de-
siring you to go there for henri has told me I1 am sorry I1 went
there I1 wish I1 had never gone I1 could say from my experience
that the saints were pure but I1 cannot say so now I1 reasoned with
him henri I1 showed him that principles were independent of
men that the principles are pure but that until the weeding time
the wheat and tares grow together his mind isis tainted & more
than tainted with S p I11 M e doce spiritual marriage doc-
trine he asked me some questions about it why did john
pack take sacrament & dela marejmaremarelfarej take S I1 averted the
questions he has shown me several passages inin the bible about
it and especially isaiah 4thath 41141 1I am glad he is away from the
frenchlFrencfrenchfrencelhl mission for otherwise you could not say that the thing
was unknown happily henri has not said anything about this
thing here I1 threatened most positively if he did to cut him off
if he dares to do it I1 showed him by the doctrinelDocdoctrinedoctrinestrineltrinei & cov
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enantslenactsenantsen ants the purity of the principles of truth I1 continually hope
he will not open his lips about it inin suisse switzerland for
a little leaven leavenethleazenethleaveneth a whole lump I1 told Stenhouse 5 in pass-
ing about it & he has promised to look after him I1 am therefore a
little sorry he went to jersey but after all all isis right no doubt

happily eugene henriodlHenriohenrioddl is convinced of the iniquity of
packs proceedings and regards with horror such actions & with
terror as to their inevitable consequences & will remain so I1 hope I1
am very glad you are in jersey I1 anticipate great results from your
opportune visits I1 anticipate that that thing will be almost dead
buried and moulderedboulderedmoul dered away before you leave it ought to be as
I1 told you when talking to you on the jetty here about it all of
us have been pretty evenly splashed with the same mud but calm
reflection will only make men regard it with sorrow & disgust
and sorrow that chains so forged should have so fettered our
spirits I1 have no doubt that my name comes up along with the
rest sometimes but if any one ever speaks of it tell them they
speak of a john hyde of 1851 & do me the justice to believe
there exists a great difference in the feelings of that person and
the john hyde jun of 1852 A year s thought and experience
the contact & example of men of a resolute purity instead of a de-
terminedter profligacy as those who presided over me inin 51 have
operated no little change of mind & I1 feel sad very sad to have
seen henri spattered with the same mud as that in which I1 wal-
lowed in 5511

not that I1 ever did any thing that would make me blush be-
fore the throne of god but if kissing and embracing the sisters
was the high road to it then as I1 told you months ago in havre
we were all on the road & there was pretty much of a muchness
between us all from the president to his council I1 do not know
any who were exempt but I1 look back with horror on the time
& constantly pray that I1 may never so stray again & if at any time
question might be made of me remember dear brother these are
my feelings I1 regard such men as unworthy of holding the priest-
hood who lay it at the feet of the girls & who let the women
rule them I1 regard the priesthood as much bound to manifest
a pure example as pure precept that the man who preaches purely
and acts impurely isis a liar & a hypocrite & that the world & the
saints will disregard his preaching but follow his example I1 feel
that the officer who first led a pure man away into impurity will
have to render no small account the man who never kisses
will never do anything else but if samsons of power lay their
heads upon the necks or bosoms of delilas their secret will slip
out and they will lose their virtue and power

I1 am not a samson of strength nor an ascetic of coldness
so I1 feel not to put myself inin such positions for though we are

TT B H stenhouse went to geneva to publish le reflecteurReflect eur in french after
the toile duA deseret had been terminated
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as strong as saenSarnsamsonssons we can resist no more than he these are
my feelings now whatever have been my ideas then they are
changed & I1 hope eternally no man however can kiss & pull
the girls about without feeling he isis doing wrong that he is

ruled by his passions and not by the spirit of god and now if he
feels at all he realizes this I1 know I1 did but I1 shut my ears and
would not hearken and closed my eyes and would not see this is

the case with many I1 may say all & defy a man to say other-
wise it may do good to read this inin council or any where
else or to any body you may do with it as you please let
not the saints excuse themselves by saying bro hyde did this or
that if brother hyde set them an example & it was a bad one
they are fools for wishing to burn their fingers because I1 wished
to burn mine

I1 regard you as my brother & my friend & believe me
yours very truly
john hyde jun

date of postmark sept 24th 185218521
havre

following his copy of the letter inin his journal james H hart
wrote 1 I regard the above as another effort on the part of john
hyde jun to blacken my character and that of the saints under
my charge but thank god brother bolton has been here and
knows it is false the time was approaching for bolton to leave
the presidency of the french mission to be replaced by andrew L

lamoreaux but before he left he wrote to hart
and be assured my beloved brother you enjoy the largest share
of my love esteem and confidence and I1 can assure you it is no
small sense of satisfaction to me to know that when I1 take my de-
parture the saints of jersey & guernsey will still be watched over
by their beloved president who has their entire confidence faith
& prayer &cac

C E bolton

the last mention of hyde inin james H hart s journal isis this

I1 feel it unnecessary to extract more from his bollonsboltonsBol tons letters
but insert verbatim a letter of elder bolton to bro john hyde
which will suffice upon this subject dated jan 2ndand 1853

john hyde jun

dear brother
I1 received your letter by due course of mail and have delayed

answering it to give me time to try more fully the workings of
the spirit I1 must say your letter surprised me considerably but
not so much as had I1 not known you as I1 do the fact is bro
john you have been of but very little service to the french mis
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sion because of your time being spent inin your rooms instead of
moving about and making acquaintance the church has sup-
ported you a year andahalfandaandadd a half on the french mission and what
have you done for the mission I1 leave you to answer

your great fault is your idea of your own knowledge over the
generality of your fellows and an inordinate desire to put those
ideas into print it would be better to keep your mind within the
bounds of your mission that isis given you and leave the rest of the
world to those who are sent to them As to the situation of the
french mission it isis just bursting forth into vigor and had I1
three or 4 elders who would not know how to write but confine
their minds thoughts and wishes to the advancement of that
mission there would be a great field open to them the mission
had never a brighter prospect and I1 feel that much good will be
done if I1 get men whose hearts are exclusively in france

I1 feel bro john willingly to give you up into the hands of
elder sanSarsarnuellsamuelnuellnueil W richards president of the british mission
and relieve you for the present from the french mission which
I1 do in the name of the lord and now you will look to bro
richards for counsel bro john you may think this letter severe
but it is not I1 tell you of your faults in order that you may mend
and should but do my duty if I1 did not do so how should I1 feel
that I1 loved you and were your friend it will not advance the
french mission much to take young elders and send them to
france to learn french and prepare to be useful there and as soon
as they begin to talk a little get lovesick and run away and forget
all they learned

I1 wish you well bro john & wish you humility good sense
firmness and intelligence I1 believe crossing the ocean and prairie
will do much in your schooling

yours affectionately
C E bolton

bolton s severe reprimand and dismissal of hyde conclude the
information available concerning the latter s experience in the
french mission in the book liehelleile published in 1857 hyde passes over
the period very rapidly saying merely 1 I remained employed in the
french mission till january 1853 a portion of which time I1 was
in the channel islands and a portion I1 spent at havre degracede grace 0

since at the time he wrote these words he was intent on doing the
church as much injury as possible it is likely that if he had actually
known of anything to discredit the church he would have reported
it in any case his apostasy was no surprise to his former associates
in the french mission As james H hart later wrote that john
hyde jun should subsequently apostatize and deny the faith was
no more than any person acquainted with him anticipated

hyde mormonism ppap 181918 19
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